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Editorial
Drought, desertification, deforestation — these are the technical terms
conservationists use to describe Africa's environmental crisis. They frame the
problems in terms of population growth surpassing national resources and herds
outstripping the land's carrying capacity; it follows that their solutions are human
and animal population control. Much of their technical talk assumes the logic of
capitalist development — 'economic man,' investments, profits, growth — as well
as the liberal values of the Reverend Thomas Malthus, which blame the crisis on
its victims. The recurrence of Malthusian explanations of agricultural decline is
unfortunate as they ignore the fact that labour constraints are often critical given
conditions in the 'subsistence' sector (especially the plight of women, children,
and the elderly in labour reserves) and divert attention from the social and
economic forces that create poverty and paucity. More importantly, neomalthusianism but also the preoccupation with exposing it have retarded analysis
of the environmental crisis in Africa.
The imperative of this issue of ROAPE is the need to move beyond simple critiques
of simplistic arguments; it is the need for a deeper understanding of the relation
between environment and modes of production. Marxist analysts of the industrial
revolution focus on urban industrial environments but, apart from descriptions of
technological disasters, few critics have paid attention to the environmental
aspects of capitalism's impact on rural livelihoods in the Third World. Yet African
environments are changing dramatically with the restructuring of old modes of
production and the introduction of new. Kjekshus, in his book Ecology Control &
Economic Development in East African History (Heinemann, London, 1977),
opened the debate with his controversial analysis of the impact of colonialism and
early capitalism on the environment in East Africa, but he was not explicit about
the ways in which environments are produced. Since independence, new forms
of capitalist relations to the environment have emerged throughout Africa. This
issue of ROAPE tries to reshape the environmental debate by seeking to place it
in a new analytical context.
The papers in this issue all deal with aspects of underdevelopment that have led
to a worsening of the environment for those people who live and actually produce
in it. These papers do not represent the total spectrum of environmental problems
in Africa. Questions of industrial location, for example, appear but rarely in the
African literature, although the world has seen recent catastrophes in India,
Mexico, and Brazil and it would seem to be only a matter of time before some
African country experiences a major industrial accident. Similarly, one reads
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occasionally about the dumping of toxic wastes — wastes such as nuclear material
likely to retain its radioactivity for hundreds of years — often not realising the
extent to which they pose a growing environmental threat to Africa and not just
industrialised countries. In addition, there are important perspectives in relation
to the central role of women in production, described by Cliffe in his report on
Zimbabwe. But women's role in relation to the environment is not yet adequately
examined in the African context, as Lawrence points out in his review of the Green
Revolution literature. Constraints produced by environmental change and
degradation have a particularly acute effect on the lives of women, in their multiple
roles as food producers, food processors, and de facto head of household where
men work away from home.
In this issue of ROAPE we confine our attention to a few aspects of degradation
particular to the African environment — deterioration in urban housing and
sanitation and in rural pastoral and agricultural production. Importantly, these
articles are illustrative of the central questions about the political economy of the
environment Environmental problems are not, as modernization theorists would
have it, to do with the unwanted side effects of development. They are integral
parts of the ongoing process of development.
Two of the papers are studies of pastoralism. Toure and Molutsi call the deleterious
effects of commercial ranching in Senegal and Botswana the proximate results of
overcrowding. Cliffe shows the complex interaction of herding and farming
practices, and thus the transposition of the orthodox question of too many people
or cattle into its opposite — too little land. Lawrence notes that land shortage
results from the shift to cash crops. Stock in his study of sanitation in Nigeria and
Campbell in his analysis of housing in Tanzania also invoke overcrowding as a
cause. Before looking at the underlying factors, which are rooted in the capitalist
mode of production introduced in the late 19th and early 20th centuries, it is worth
considering the state response to overcrowding.
Eviction
A striking similarity is the theme of eviction, which runs through all of the articles.
Molutsi describes the eviction of pastoralists from the Kalahari; Toure the eviction
of the Peul from the Ferlo; Stock the eviction of beggars and lepers from Nigerian
towns; and Campbell the eviction of squatters from Dar es Salaam. Cliffe reminds
us of the eviction of Africans from the half of Rhodesia reserved for white settlers
and the danger of bureaucrats resorting to threats of eviction from 'nationalised'
land as a means of enforced conservation. Lawrence mentions tenant farmers
displaced by the Green Revolution. Many conservationists represent such
departures as the 'flight of environmental refugees', shifting the blame from the
workings of a socio-economic system to humans who are unfortunate but
predictable victims of their own misuse of a 'natural' system. Such an analysis
does nothing to explain which people are 'evicted' and also trivialises both the
plight of the refugees and the deteriorating environment. Clearly, eviction is the
state response to overcrowding and one must ask why this is the response.
One answer is that poor people in the countryside appear to be invisible to the
(urban-based) state, unless they are in open revolt, and the poor in cities are a
nuisance to be removed from sight. Molutsi shows that the British colonial
authorities thought Bechuanaland was empty; Toure' says the French thought the
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Ferlo underutilised. In the towns, Stock and Campbell describe the British
undertaking slum clearance in order to make empty spaces.
The ability of colonial regimes to carry out draconian measures derives from
political power based on the economic power of capitalism, but the will to impose
upon nature, to move people aside, is rooted in perceptions of reality that are
distorted by capitalist ideology. Socialists also want to dominate nature, but is it
self- evident that, for example, a sedentary lifestyle is necessarily superior to the
nomadic or that people should live in western-style urban housing of separated
little boxes laid out on straight streets instead of shared African homesteads? The
self-evident superiority of all things capitalist is born of arrogance and bred by
power.
Environmental deterioration is not a clear case of bad guys doing evil to good
guys, however. The post-colonial state does serve some of its people well, if only
in the short term. Thus Lawrence notes the dynamic process of rural differentiation
whereby some rich fanners get richer and the poor lose their land. Molutsi notes
that some Botswanans get rich quick in the commercial ranching schemes; Toure'
finds that some Peul have more money than before borehole development;
Campbell reveals subtle changes in definitions of eligibility that permit some
Tanzanians to obtain better housing; and Stock points out that the Nigerian urban
bourgeoisie benefitted from a healthier, more beautiful environment. These
observations in turn invoke the debates about 'the tragedy of the commons',
referred to in the Zimbabwe piece in which Cliffe describes the contradictions
between individual gain and common concerns.
In the long term, however, people all too often lose control of their environment,
which is an important means of production in both rural and urban settings.
Irrigation schemes result in increased soil salinity, the destruction of fishing
grounds, and the spread of diseases like river blindness and bilharzia. The Ferlo
self-destructs, transhumance collapses, the productivity of the communal lands
of Zimbabwe declines, sites and services deteriorate, and the proliferation of
consumer waste overtakes cities — and not only in Nigeria!
Self-determination
One of the fundamental beliefs of capitalism is that technology can fix any problem.
Lawrence shows that technology becomes another commodity to be sold, and
eventually technicians search for problems to which technology can be applied.
The external interventions described in these articles — from boreholes in the
Ferlo to sites and services in Dar — are based on the promise of the 'technological
fix'. But even the best designed interventions, whether managed by colonial,
post-colonial or aid agencies, ignore relations of power that determine access to
resources and, ultimately, control of the environment.
All of the articles stress the continuity in colonial, post-colonial, and donor
programmes. Underlying these programmes are negative preconceptions of
pastoral and agricultural practices, which Molutsi and Toure underscore. For
example, in Botswana the regimes blame drought and desertification on such
production methods as shifting cultivation and bush fires. The decision to change
what was thought to be backward 'tribal' policies actually only legitimated the
expansion of big farmers. These negative preconceptions provide a false basis for
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intervention and, even more discouraging, they represent obstacles to selfdetermination, even when they are not internalised by the victims they blame.
In pre-capitalist modes of production, planning and technology were carried out
in the context of universal (if not always equal) access to collective resources (the
forces and means of production). Under capitalism, access to land and means of
production, which are privately held, is controlled by capital and mediated by the
colonial and neo-colonial state. In this context of powerlessness, the poor are
mystified by capitalist technology and planning; self-determination, promised in
such populist slogans as self-reliance (Botswana, Tanzania, Nigeria) is illusory. As
Molutsi and Cliffe make clear, access to resources is the key to environmental
management, which is not a technical issue. Toure shows poignantly how the Peul
were entrapped by a technology they did not control into forfeiting their own
planning processes.
The role of the state obscures the true nature of production and its integral relation
to environment. Stock shows that the Nigerian government ignored the role of
industry as polluters of the environment, preferring to blame individuals for lack
of discipline. Campbell mentions that the design of site-and-services projects
frustrated production by failing to provide simple but necessary amenities.
Production
The state perceives the urban poor not as producers but as consumers of services.
In Nigeria, street traders were banished in the name of public health, while the
state failed to devise adequate drainage and sewage disposal systems. And in Dar
es Salaam, when funding went wrong, the state eliminated small-scale industries,
markets, and community facilities from the housing projects. In Senegal, nomads
are seen as hoarders and are not acknowledged to be producers until they are
settled and brought into the cash nexus.
These misperceptions are contrary to the view the poor have of themselves as
producers who manage their environment as a means of production, an insight
that turns the standard capitalist argument on its head. In the people's view,
environmental degradation results when they lose control of resources. Capitalism,
then, does not 'create slums' — urban or rural — so much as it destroys
environments that Africans built and managed. In the end, it would seem that the
logic of capitalism, which is private profit, and the long-term conservation of the
environment, which can only be managed collectively, are mutually exclusive.
Meredeth Turshen, Carol Barker, Phil O'Keefe
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Tanzania and the World Bank's Urban
Shelter Project:
Ideology and International Finance
Horace Campbell

There is currently a consensus — particularly in international financial institutions
and aid/donor agencies — concerning the economic crisis in Tanzania. It argues
that the development impasse is due primarily to the inefficiencies of central
planning with its presumed inflexible stance against market forces.
Yet the economic and political record clearly indicates that, while mistakes have
been made, the problems of development which are now directly associated with
increasing balance of payments problems have not been due to any iconoclastic
'socialist' belief in the power of centralized planning. On the contrary, planning
has consistently been subordinated to the more pressing political cum financial
issues dictated, in the first instance, by the exigencies of growing national debt
and, second, by the pressures and arguments of the aid agencies on which Tanzania
has become increasingly dependent for funding her development and recurrent
budgets since the early 1970s.
The recent convening of a World Bank Consultative Group over Tanzania's aid
requirements has provided international capital with a forum to express their
dissatisfactions with developments in Tanzania, and to finally clarify what they are
prepared to fund and what they want from Tanzania in return. Within Tanzania, it
has been evident for several years that the political leadership has been desirous
of coming to terms with the World Bank — given the gradual cooling of relations
with the Scandanavian countries who have been the country's strongest supporters
if a deal could be struck that did not appear on the face of it to be a capitulation.
Over the 41/2 years preceeding the June CG meeting, the government had devalued
the currency by 400%. In the beginning of 1985 sweeping policy reforms took place
with major cuts in government spending (including food subsidies and social
programmes), the abolition of crop marketing authorities and the re-introduction
of cooperatives, substantial cuts in public sector employment levels (the number
mentioned is 20.000 jobs), and increased attention to promote exports (including
higher producer prices for peasants, and better terms for private capital).
Yet despite such unmistakable indications that Tanzania was, if not eager, then
certainly willing to talk about her development priorities, the World Bank/IMF and
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the major western aid donors have continued to hold out against negotiations in
the evident desire to secure the maximum possible concessions. That the intention
is to discredit Tanzania's social-'ist' programmes is indicated by the paltry amounts
of aid that is on offer (a total possible package of $800 million versus Tanzania's
own minimum estimate of $1.2 billion for the first year alone); the price of such
aid would in effect be the loss of control over financial planning (particularly aid
administration) and the determination of development objectives.
Against this background it is instructive to observe that the principal argument
which the World Bank and other critics of Tanzania have used to press for
widespread economic reforms relates largely to the ideological creed of
international capital for the internal market to play a greater role in the economy.
Ostensibly in Tanzania, the function of central planning has been to introduce
certain distortions into the economy which have made economic and social
programmes more costly and less efficient than would otherwise have been the
case for an open economy. The effect has therefore been, according to the Bank
and its acolytes, an unnecessary escalation of costs and lost opportunities which
have been a major drain on the deteriorating balance of payments. In the present
economic climate, therefore, and not withstanding the laudable achievements of
the as yet incomplete programmes aimed at alleviating poverty and inequality,
such programmes must be cut until such time as finances can be covered by
sufficient (presumably internally generated) resources.
One such social programme that has been brought to a virtual end has been the
World Bank funded urban sites and services and squatter upgrading programme.
The history of this project, the major urban programme of the 1970s that was aimed
specifically to meet the shelter needs of the urban 'poor' and of proceeding urban
planning and urban development, provides a clear insight into the operation of
domestic planning in Tanzania and of the role and impact of the World Bank on
policy formulation and implementation. The example it provides illustrates
unequivocally both the fallacy and the ideological character of World Bank
arguments concerning Tanzanian development policy and planning.
Urban Tanzania: Post-Colonial Housing Policies and Problems
The need for shelter for the urban poor of Tanzania is certainly not in doubt. If
we look for instance, at the growth of Dar es Salaam, the dimension of the problem
becomes clear. Due largely to rural-urban migration, Dar has experienced growth
rates of 7.1%, 7.8% and 9.8% in the periods of 1948-57, 1957-67, and 1967-78,
respectively. Whereas in 1948 only 2.5% of the national population were urbanized,
by 1978 that figure had reached 12.7% and is still expanding. In the face of stagnant
urban wage employment since the early 1970s, urban income distribution has
become highly skewed with at least 57% of Dar es Salaam's population earning
less than tbe minimum wage. The gradual expansion of the urban informal sector
in the face of discriminatory policies, growing inflation and chronic commodity
shortages, has not countered falling real wages and incomes.
The major focus of state intervention in housing in the 1960s — urban slum
clearance and state-constructed housing failed. Slum clearance, largely through
urban rents, resulted in a large-scale displacement of the low-income population
was officially abandoned in the late 1960s. The house construction programme,
though never officially abandoned, nonetheless began an abrupt decline after 1969
(largely as a result of a shift of funding from grants to reliance on commercial
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credit). By the time of the Second Five Year Development Plan (FYDP) in 1969,
and given the reorientation of government policy following the Arusha Declaration,
it had become clear that standard housing programmes based on 'western'
prescriptions of urban renewal were excessively expensive, given available
resources, and were not reaching the poor (i.e. such housing could not be
constructed in sufficient numbers to meet the demand for shelter by the poor).
The fact that one-fifth of all residential construction was financed by the state in
the 1964-69 period did not mean either that the urban sector was a development
priority or that a particularly large amount of capital was invested in this sector.
On the contrary, of the Sh.102 million spent by government on housing, one-fifth
went directly to private 'luxury' housing of the petty bourgeoisie with much of the
remaining funds spent on creating an upper-class 'suburb' (Magomeni). Public
sector housing was chronically underfinanced. The National Housing Corporation
operating budget was forced to rely on raising foreign loans (securing only Sh.19.4
million) and the government consistently failed to allocate more than 50% of
originally budgeted funds. Clearly, the majority of the growing urban population
continued to house themselves just as they had done in tbe colonial period through
squatting on marginal land and constructing their own shelter.
The Second FYDP (1969-74) signalled an abrupt political shift in urban policies
towards an apparent committment to socialism and to helping the poor. Urban
development was now to become the object of a comprehensive, multi-pronged
state initiative based upon:
1. Urban (including industrial and administrative) decentralization aimed at
facilitating regional development through the creation of growth-poles;
2. Providing an urban infrastructure, especially in housing, water and transport,
in a manner that would directly benefit the poor and;
3. Accomplishing these goals by making minimal demands on resources (both
local and foreign; urban investment was restricted to 10% of the development
budget).
Urban planning soon reflected increased state concern witb urban inequality. In
1968 a foreign consultant was hired to drawn-up a 20-year masterplan for Dar es
Salaam, one obvious concern of which was to regulate rural-urban migration and
squatting. It was hoped that urban decentralization could effectively reduce
migration thereby making it possible for planned urban development to deal
effectively with squatting. Unplanned development in Dar, due to the continued
concentration of industry there, was growing uncontrollably with squatting
increasing at an average yearly rate of 16.6%. Between 1969-73 roughly 5000
squatter units were built per year, declining to about 3000 per year in the mid-1970s.
By the early 1980s it was estimated that between 40 to 70 per cent of the urban
population of Tanzania lived in squatter areas.
The 1968 Dar masterplan was not implemented, however, because of its immense
cost and because implementation was too technical for local authorities and
planning bodies. The subsequent 1978 Dar es Salaam masterplan, also prepared
by a foreign firm after considerable consultations with government and Party,
provided a planning document impossible to implement because of its heavy
ideological baggage (it generalized the concept of the Party ten-cell unit originally
conceived in the 1950s as the basis for mobilizing rural, village-level political
support to the whole of Dar es Salaam). While the result of this pandering clearly
pleased the Party much as the masterplan for the new national capital, Dodoma,
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had done — it resulted in a document irrelevant to actual developments taking
place, and was subsequently discarded by tbe relevant planning institutions as
impracticable and unrealistic.
A more sustained attack against urban inequalities took place in 1971 with the
nationalization of all rental housing valued at more than 5000. Its primary effect
was to push the Asian landlord class temporarily out of the housing market and
to make the state into a large-scale landlord over about 2.900 properties valued at
32.4 million. Though hailed as a frontal assault on the inequities confronted by the
poor — and following as it did upon the 1963 Urban Leaseholds Act which
nationalized urban land — nationalization did not bring any new housing into the
market nor did public construction programmes meet growing housing needs.
The Second FYDP called for an expanded role for the Ministry of Lands, Housing
and Urban Develolpment in promoting and co-ordinating two further urban
programmes. First, the annual provision of 5000 surveyed and serviced building
plots for private development was planned; however, the high cost of land
development and cumbersome bureaucratic procedures soon thwarted efforts.
The second programme concerned the creation and administration of housing
construction cooperatives (organized on a self-help basis by the poor). This effort
also proved ineffective because of inadequate institutional support and finance
and because of its emphasis on relatively high-cost single family dwellings. Instead
of the poor, it was the better educated and better paid who successfully organized
their own co-operatives and who succeeded in pushing their way through
bureaucratic barriers to obtain finance and planning assistance.
The failure of these programmes to contribute to the construction of low-income
housing, in a situation in which private (i.e. Asian) capital had been forced to
withdraw from land development, created additional pressures on the only
remaining state housing programme, the Sites and Services Scheme.
The Tanzania Sites and Services and Squatter Upgrading Programme and
the World Bank
While originally envisaged in the Second FYDP, Sites and Services appears not to
have been seriously pursued until 1972, presumably because of constraints on local
finance and because the idea lacked support. Several events were to substantially
alter the government's inertia on this issue. On the one hand, and arising out of the
concentration of employment in the city, there had been a dramatic increase in the
size of the urban working class during the 1960s, the majority of whom were living
in the so-called 'slums' and squatter areas. On the other hand, there had also been
continued bureaucratic pressure for containing the proliferation of squatting
through the use of force (much in the manner adopted by colonial authorities, e.g.
by a combination of eviction and the bulldozer}.
This means of controlling unplanned growth was, however, politically unpalatable
to the Party during the 1960s and the latter opted instead for a system of cash
compensation to buy out squatters evicted in the course of planned development.
This latter approach, it soon became clear, was not only ineffective in making land
available for development (a class of professional squatters soon grew up), but
was in ordinately expensive. In any event, such considerations were soon to be
overshadowed by the political unrest which grew up around the 1971 Presidential
statement (Mwongozo) on worker-management relations and which unleashed
extensive worker unrest over which neither Party nor the (State) union had any
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control. While it is unclear what direct effect the fear of rising worker militancy
had on political decision-making in the government, this unrest must certainly
have been a factor in the sudden renewal of state interest in urban housing for the
poor (exemplified in a 1972 decision by the Economic Committee of the Cabinet
that approved squatter programmes and enlarged their size and scale). It is
tempting to speculate that, in the attempt to reassert control over workers
manifested in part by strengthening Party control over the Unions — Sites and
Services was conceived as one means of achieving greater direct control over the
urban population by redeveloping squatter areas so as to facilitate greater access
by police and military.
The 1972 Cabinet decision formally recognized that Sites and Services constituted
an intermediate solution of the urban housing problem and that the development
of such areas would concentrate on the provision of housing together with
necessary social and economic infrastructure. It was not until 1974, however, that
sufficient external funding was secured for this project from the World Bank
(though negotiations had been ongoing with the Bank since 1972).
The fortuitious circumstance of external finance for Sites and Services was due
principally to the fact that after a period of prolonged confrontation between the
Government and the Bank over the funding of rural development, a mutual
understanding had been reached such that,
The combined impact of three features — Tanzania's change in rural policy from lip service
to communal agriculture to forced villagization and supervised 'blockfarming', the World
Bank's search for a new and more liberal image, and the balance of payments crisis made
it posiible and (for the Tanzanian government) even necessary to cooperate in a greatly
expanded programme of lending (Payer 1983).

From this date on, the Bank was to become the dominant force in policy
determination in the government's urban and rural development programmes.
Elsewhere in Africa, the Bank was already involved in large-scale Sites and Services
and Squatter Upgrading (SS & SU) programmes and was to issue its own urban
policy paper in 1975. It is clear that the urban programme eventually adopted by
Tanzania differed little from earlier (or later) World Bank urban shelter projects
despite the fact that the government had much earlier formulated its own urban
development and housing plans (1969). In addition, the level of local input in
project development was soon dwarfed by the 'expert' planning of Bank officials.
The Bank urban scheme like its lending in other sectors, combined the attributes
of an investment scheme with the political motivation of western capital. Interested
in claiming a liberal image, the Bank has nonetheless been intent on expanding the
sphere of foreign capital and western financial institutions (and behind them, of
the U.S. and other OECD countries) not only within Tanzania but more broadly in
the southern Africa region.
This is achieved, for example, via the growing external debt which places the
holder/mediator of that debt — the IMF and World Bank — in a position to wield
considerable power. World Bank loans for the Sites and Services project, for
example, totalled US$20.5 million which together with at least two other current
Bank schemes in the country — for the development of the port and rehabilitation
of the tourist sector (hotels) — begin to add to significant levels of debt which the
country will not be able to repay on schedule, regardless of the terms of the loans
(current estimates of debt are $32 billion). In addition, the influence previously
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wielded by the Scandinavian countries on the IMF/World Bank to provide
concessional aid and to support domestic policies appears to be coming to an
end, and with it come renewed pressures to accept IMF conditions and to scrap
existing policies. Additional pressure placed on government finances through, for
instance, cost overruns and devaluations or through technical and capital
dependence contained in Bank projects, has also severely overextended
government finance and provided additional opportunities for Bank leverage on
domestic policies. Payer has discussed this with respect to the balance of payments
crisis in 1974 and 1978/79, and it remains a valid criticism of specific projects as
well (see below).
Phase I scheduled for 1974-78, was destined to benefit aproximately 160,000
low-income people through the provision of 10,600 new serviced building plots in
the towns of Dar es Salaam, Mwanza and Mbeya, three of the largest and fastest
growing towns (this involved levelling and surveying land providing access roads,
drainage, water, sewage and electricity, as well as providing certain other social
facilities, e.g. schools and health clinics, markets, etc). In addition, squatter areas
in Dar and Mbeya were targeted for upgrading in which about 9,600 fully serviced
cement foundations were to be developed for house construction. Construction
of all infrastructure was to be achieved by tendering contracts to the private sector.
Finally, housing finance was to be provided and channelled through a specially
created housing bank to the recipients of the building plots to enable them to
complete construction of housing of specified standards.
In Phase II, 1978-83, an additional 315,000 low-income residents were to benefit
from a similiar scheme that was expanded to include the towns of Morogoro,
Tanga, Iringa, Tabora and Dar es Salaam through tbe provision of 18,895 new
building plots and 15,811 upgraded squatter plots. A similiar level of social and
economic services were planned, though construction standards were reduced in
order to reach the maximum number of people. The Tanzanian Small Industries
Development Organization (SIDO) was also to set up numerous small industries
in these upgraded areas in order to boost local incomes and generate employment.
Finally, the consolidation of housing construction was to be achieved by the
provision of additional housing finance.
The form that the project assumed clearly reflected the predominant role of the
Bank, particularly the high degree of centralized 'expert' planning. From the
beginning the project was largely in the hands of expatriate staff/consultants
(funded by the Bank), who formulated policy and evaluated project
implementation. This included not just periodic visits by Bank teams, but the
placement in the parent Ministry of its own planners and financial analysts on a
long-term basis. Very few Tanzanians had sufficient expertise to effectively
participate in the planning exercise, and in any event the project was not tailored
with the country's specific needs in mind but adopted from elsewhere and adapted
to the exigencies of working in Tanzania. This is most clearly seen in Bank
insistence on tendering contracts to the private sector contrary to national policies
which had aimed at a more self-sustained development based on an expanded role
of the public sector. More importantly, the project entailed substantial changes in
the urban land and housing market, a sector which the government had — prior
to Bank involvement — attempted to control in an effort to prevent land and
housing speculation through the nationalization of urban land and rent-control
policies.
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Apart from the issue of the vast scale of the project, the key to perceiving its
impact lies in the planning paridigm and, most importantly, the link between the
form of the proposed development and the role to be played by housing Finance
(public and private). Project form entailed a massive suburban-like expansion
based on western planning models of a relatively spacious, grid-layout of serviced
single-family housing and served by an appropriate level of infrastructure. Like
North American suburban development, this conception not only embodies
western cultural preferences of design and layout, but also assumes the possession .
of a specific material standard of living, adequate to cover development and
adminitrative, and still be able to run a car (distances being relativly great).
The form of housing and, to a lesser extent, the form of community facilities, also
reflected Bank requirements concerning mechanisms for recovering capital loaned
to the low-income for house construction by the Tanzanian Housing Bank (THB),
the institution created for administering housing loans. The major form of
approved house was the 'Swahili' house (80%), to be built according to rigid,
outdated colonial building regulations (though the Bank did press for these to be
updated, they remained in effect until 1981). It was intended that building
regulations require the use of standard, industrially produced materials (which
were in turn specified by the THB) as the basis for advancing loans. These were,
of course, expensive. While the Swahili house did lend itself to sub-letting and
multiple-tenancies, which favoured the expansion of a landlord class, the majority
of plot recipients could not afford construction costs without financial assistance.
The THB, however, operated as a commercial institution providing loans only to
clients who could guarantee repayment, and only at interest. The result was that
loans were restricted to wage and salaried workers, the dominant petty
bourgeoisie, and excluded entirely the majority of low-income families. The
exclusion of the self-employed and irregularly employed from consideration as bad
credit risks jeopardized their abililty to construct adequate housing, and therefore
put their housing at risk for failure to meet stipulated building covenants. It also
meant that more credit was available for the relatively small but very influential
petty bourgeoisie who not only had access to capital but who also knew their way
around bureaucracies. Not surprisingly, only 24% of those technically eligible for
loans in Phase I (as a recipient of a serviced plot) actually received financial help.
These rigid loan procedures did not change in Phase II and, together with a loan
, ceiling of Sh.35,000, resulted in THB utilisation of only 72% of its funds. During the
second phase THB also failed to keep its agreement with the Bank with respect
to accounting procedures, which led the latter to withdraw all remaining funds.
This was a period of rising inflation and a growing shortage of construction
materials (local industry being unable to meet demand). In this context, the
exclusion of the poor from loans by THB resulted in the failure of plot recipients
to 'consolidate' house construction. Insistence on sophisticated building standards
effectively eliminated the possibility of the poor using less expensive materials and
widely known traditional construction techniques to fabricate their own homes, a
practice that would have allowed a slower but nonetheless real consolidation and
improvement of housing as their incomes allowed. Competition was reintroduced
within the construction industry fulfilling an explicit aim of Bank policies. This did
not necessarily result in a more efficient construction industry (with lower costs);
what it did was to significantly boost private capital in this sector. The number
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and size of firms rapidly increased, with the re-emergence of Asian contractors
(who closed down in the early 1970s) and the entrance of large multinational firms.
Bank figures (1984) five years after the project completion date indicate that of
8,484 sites that were officially reported as complete, only 48.3% were actually
finished with occupants in the house, 22% of the plots were not yet occupied and
26.6% showed no development. Not surprisingly, average construction costs
doubled the official estimates of TSh.35,000 per house, even though in 1980 the
parent Ministry estimated that at least 60% of the urban population could not afford
to live in a dwelling with a construction value exceeding Tsh.15-18.000.
Despite official Bank insistence on providing 'affordable' housing to the urban
poor through these shelter schemes, it should be obvious that the widening gap
between construction costs and the ability of the poor to pay created a situation
in which rising urban rents were forcing the poor to move out to more marginal,
unserviced squatter areas.
As the figures in Table 1 make clear, the implementation of both phases of the
project did not go as planned. For Phase I the provision of new plots (outside
squatter areas) was cut back by one-fifth due to 15% cost overruns. Upgrading,
however, was more successful because the high density of squatter settlement
allowed for more plots to be serviced (at a cost 15% below budget). The provision
of basic infrastructure was relatively unproblematic with about 83% of planned
community facilities being completed.
Between tbe Bank, the state and project implementation, stood the recipients
themselves. Upgrading required at least a minimum degree of consent and
cooperation from squatters in order to survey land and ideniify plots, yet it is clear
that at no point in the planning process had the 'Poor' (or any another local people)
been consulted. For example, the squatter community of Manzese in Dar es Salaam
— the oldest, largest and centrally located — was the first selected for upgrading
but residents were not informed of the governments' intentions until their
co-operation was needed. The Ministry of Lands officials ran into considerable
hostility and mistrust from residents. This occurred after several similiar areas had
been bulldozed and at the height of the governments forced villagization efforts
in the first area of Manzese chosen for upgrading. In the face of this resistance a
second and more recently settled area of Manzese was approached instead. Initial
mistrust slowly gave way to guarded acceptance, probably because the offer of
improved housing split the community between older more established landlords
and a much larger number of recently arrived poor tenants. The latter group were
apparently quite receptive to the idea of acquiring their own house. It was on this
basis that upgrading in Manzese proceeded.
However, if we look more closely at data on the actual recipients of the scheme,
as opposed to aggregate figures on overall completion, we find that many of those
who were actually allocated serviced building plots were not the low-income at
all. In the first place, the initial and agreed upon upper income limit for
consideration to receive a plot was raised by Government from TSh.750permonth
per household to TSh.1,000 per month per individual, permitting many better-off
individuals to qualify for plots.
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Table 1. Sites and Services Completion Data
(January 1985)
Phase I
Phase II
Estimated Actual %
Estimated Actual %
1. Newly Serviced Plots
10,600
8,484 80%
18,985
6,460 34%
2. Upgraded
Squatter
8,800 14,634119%
15,811 23,811114%
Plots
3. Community Facilities
55
83%
24
0
Source: Sadashiva 1985
Table 2: Local Project Cost Over-runs: Phase I and II
(Tanzanian shillings)
Item
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Land Compensation
Infrastructure
Equipment
Consultants/Training
THB House loans
Total TSh.

Phase /
Tsh
29.6m
-1.8m
4.1m
6.6m
7.0m
45.5m

%
65%

-3
386
134
24
105

Phase II
Tsh
39.6m
20.8m
na
na
na
60.4

%
660%
27%

42%

Source:Sadashiva 1985; na = not applicable

In addition, the allocation system operating was very different to what had been
authourised. To quote the Banks' own evaluation of what was occurring,
Although the plots were originally allocated on the basis of points which gave priority to
lower income earners and the land-tenure system does not allow for private transfers of
land between individuals, it is believed that many of the plots have been unofficially
transferred to more affluent individuals (World Bank 1984:26).

The Bank cites corruption, lack of awareness of allocation criteria by certain
government officials, pressures from other groups due to the shortage of building
plots and the 'official' policy of discouraging 'separate residential areas' for
particular groups, as the key factors operating in this allocation process (ibid).
An independent assessment of these same procedures estimated that as many as
25% of all plots were allocated regardless of the applicants income.
Yet despite such anomalies, which were surely apparent to Bank officials who
constantly monitored the project, a greatly expanded and unchanged version was
authorised in 1977. Phase n, however, confronted serious financial difficulties from
its inception. Despite the 1974 balance of payments crisis and a series of droughts
which played havoc with local agricultural production (for local food consumption
and for export), the Bank seemingly ignored signs of impending economic
instabililty in pushing ahead with the second phase. The catch came in the form
of the normal 'matching funds' clause which requires recipients of Bank loans to
contribute funds to operational costs, meet infrastructural expenses and otherwise
pick up a specified percentage of all local costs; in this case Tanzania was to pick
up 72% and 95% of all local costs for Phase I and II, respectively, while the Bank
picked up remaining local costs and met all foreign exchange costs (this of course
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is outside the repayment of the U.S.$20.5 million IDA loan for both phases of the
project).
The immediate problem encountered was the creation of massive costs that quickly
began to accumulate as a result of a series of currency devaluations, recurring
shortages of construction materials, delays and inflation resulting in operational
costs running at 56% above estimates. Major areas of cost overruns are listed in
Table 2.
Local shilling costs rose, therefore, by a total of Tsh.105.9 million above original
estimates and even though the Bank also encountered an escalation in the local
costs of its components successive currency devaluations translated into lower
dollar costs (by -5.6 % or $1.64 million). It is worth noting that in the original
estimates Tanzania was already committed to cover local costs of Tsh.43.2 and
Tsh.143.4 million, for phases I and II, respectively (a total of Tsh.186.6 million}.
In the face of this drastic escalation of operational costs phase II was immediately
revised with entire components deleted and/or sharply reduced in size and building
standards sharply reduced.
'Reshaping' meant the deletion of one entire site for upgrading; a severe cutback
in the number of basic surveyed building plots to only 34% of the target (6,460 of
18,985 plots) because of cost overruns and tbe absence of equipment and trained
manpower (as in phase I, upgrading was successful due to the high-density of
squatter plots); and the complete elimination of all community facilities including
primary schools, health and nutrition centres, and markets (postponed ostensibly
to allow for the squatter communities to consolidate themselves thereby justifying
in economic terms an adequate demand for the services).
House improvement and construction loans, which were specifically intended by
the Bank to meet the needs of 'relatively poor households with informal sources
of income', in particular through reducing bureaucratic procedures in use by the
THB, were also of limited success. THB did not develop more flexible lending
procedures for the poor and did not raise the loan ceiling; just as importantly, its
'weak financial management' and overall operating procedures resulted in the
Bank.withdrawing remaining funds due to non-compliance with the terms of the
loan (e.g. failing to maintain separate, audited accounts). In effect, only 72% of
available funds were actually loaned out of which only 50% of all loans made by
1978 went to families below the established Tsh.750 monthly income ceiling. Since
the major contribution of the shelter project was supposed to have been the
introduction of the concept of affordability as the guiding principle it comes as
some surprise that so few of the urban poor benefited from housing finance loans.
For small industry devolopment, funding was to have been provided for two Small
Industries Development Organisation (SIDO) projects located in the towns of
Tabora and Tanga. In what could have been the single most important contribution
towards assisting tbe urban poor to gain access to adequate housing, the creation
of employment and the consequent improvement of their incomes, funding was
to have been provided for the purchase of imported machinery and to establish
the required infrastructure for 150 new small-scale production units that were to
create 870 new jobs for local residents. Instead, financial cuts resulted in dropping
construction of one of tbe industrial estates (at Tabora), though the 'network
cluster' of industries in both towns was kept. The actual number of new production
units created amounted to only 48, creating a mere 337 jobs. In addition, the
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location and nature of these small industries was such as to cast considerable
doubt on their capacity to either diversify the local economic base (because of
their heavy reliance on imported technologies and raw materials) or to
substantially increase local employment for the urban poor (because they
depended on continued finance from outside the area and because there was no
transfer of skills to the poor). To cap it all, the Bank now found it expedient to
rapidly devolve project administrative responsibility onto the recently introduced
system that had not been involved in planning and did not possess adequate
expertise (though this was one area the Bank was supposed to contribute to) or
finance.
This left 'technical assistance'. Here again something of a contradiction appears,
for one rationale of Bank participation in such schemes was supposed to have
been the enhancement of 'planning and execution capabilities' of the government
institutions involved. Yet the very operational procedures adopted by the Bank
clearly overwhelmed local planners and, despite limited provision for training local
staff, resulted in a dominant role played by 'expert' expatriates. The 21% cost
overrun on this component was directly attributable to the need to revise the entire
project, related delays, and associated staff constraints which led to utilizing more
consultants time than originally estimated. It is worth noting that far from
enhancing local planning capabilities, Bank domination has resulted in enhancing
the demand for expatriate planners -preferably externally financed — in the
Ministry of Lands. Perhaps even more important, reliance on foreign consultants
together with the very design of the project will tend to ensure — within the
constraints of Tanzania's foreign exchange earnings — a continued technical
dependence on foreign capital through the form of housing envisaged (utilizing
imported construction materials), the technology adopted for employment
creation and the nature of the 'management' skills necessary for effective local
supervision of such projects. Though the shelter project formally came to an end
in 1985, it is manifestly clear that the long-term implications of such Bank
development schemes for Tanzania will extend well beyond the time it takes
Tanzania to repay the initial loan.
Returning to the revisions made for implementing Phase II, we noted that aside
from deletions, the Bank also reduced construction standards and devolved project
responsibility on to local government. The effect of reduced standards, in a
situation of project cutbacks and heightened public demand for housing leading
to overcrowding, was to initiate a rapid deterioration of project housing stock and
completed infrastructure. The principle means of recovering loan and project costs
was to have been through collection of a land-rent in squatter areas which, aside
from the severe administrative difficulties involved, encountered considerable
political opposition first because it resulted in large disparities between different
areas, but more importantly because as housing deteriorated, recipients were less
willing to continue payments. Their unwillingness was compounded further by the
inability of local government to effectively manage and maintain the sites. With
continued deterioration project recipients refused en-masse to pay land charges,
an action which threatens not only the financial basis and viability of the shelter
projects but also that of local government.
Aggregate figures for squatter upgrading showing completion of over 37,000
serviced plots should not lead to the conclusion that this aspect of the scheme
was any more successful than the other components. This is because Government
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commitment to the Sites and Services scheme resulted in a marked shift of funding
away from all other Ministry of Lands urban projects including the National
Housing Corporation construction programme, the provision of surveyed building
plots to upper-income groups, and tbe abortive housing-construction co-operative .
effort. The states growing financial commitment to the Bank urban projects meant
in effect that funding for all alternative urban housing projects'was severely cut
such that only about 10% of total urban demand for housing was met by these other
programmes during the 1970s (if indeed that much).
In the face of growing levels of rural-urban migration, linked to the undoubted
collapse of World Bank funded and planned rural development programmes
(RIDEPS) of the 1970s, there is occurring a heightened demand for decent urban
shelter. In the ensuing scramble for housing by all urban classes, the urban poor
who were initially allocated plots are being pressured to sell and relocate. This
'unforced' but very effective removal of the poor out of the project sites to newly
developing, unserviced squatter areas in Tanzanian towns is occurring through tbe
operation of the expanding land-market and its effect on escalating urban rents.
Because housing demand is not being met, and despite the fact that legally land
cannot change hands, the scheme has led to an extensive commercialization of
urban land. The poor, unable eitber to qualify for a construction loan or to earn
an adequate living, are under considerable pressure to 'sell' their plots to the
affluent and relocate elsewhere. Or, if they are temporarily able to hold out against
selling, they find themselves in a position of having Government revoke plot title
for failure to construct a 'proper', e.g.standardized, house to satisfy the building
covenant. Either way, the poor are being pushed out of serviced plots and/or
decent shelter by the very market forces that the Bank has been promoting in its
policies, but which it now argues are absent due to the centralized nature of
economic planning.
In a similiar fashion, Government revenues are also being squeezed by its
commitment to the project Not only have the escalating urban shelter scheme
costs over-extended Government budgets, but long-term maintenance and
repayment obligations of this and similiar projects have increasingly forced the
Government into the hands of the IMF/World Bank who in turn are pressuring for
the adoption of more stringent fiscal policies aimed at cutting back government
expenditure and eliminating 'subsidies' contained in different social programmes
(which says nothing about the long-term impact of IMF/Bank prescriptions on
development). In the housing sector, quite apart from the opening up of the land
and housing market discussed above, it is clear that a 'market' orientation has now
been adopted which did not arise from an examination of the sector but rather
from a cost-reduction drive originating from the Office of the President. This
re-orientation will mean an end to urban sector housing and development
programmes (as incomplete as they are) and massive rent increases being passed
on to government tenants in an effort to generate more capital for the NHC who
will, it is clear, only resume construction on commercial terms.
Conclusion
It should be clear that Tanzania's Urban Sites and Services and Squatter Upgrading
Programme provides several important lessons about the role of domestic
economic (one cannot call it centralized) planning and development policy.
Foremost, while considerable urban planning pre-dated World Bank, though not
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foreign, involvement in urban development, in effect implementation of large-scale
housing/shelter projects awaited Bank participation which, as we have seen, soon
encapsulated and dominated local planning and policy formulation.
The very nature of Bank involvement in the urban shelter scheme resulted in a
disorganizing effect on the Ministry of Lands which was not only completely
reorganized {based on tbe advice of a foreign consultant in 1972), but which
created an autonomous department dealing with the Bank's urban programme.
The sectoral approach followed by Bank planning, its efforts to enhance local
market forces, and the operational constraints placed on local institutions (e.g. the
eligibility criteria for receiving housing finances), ensured a minimum of local-level
participation and a maximum degree of control in its own hands.
Tanzania should have been an ideal test case for tbe Bank to realize its war on
poverty (a prominent claim made by the Bank during tbe McNamara years),
however, its rhetoric has been shown to be void of content given the detrimental
impact of its urban shelter schemes. Linked to its insistence that the needs of the
(urban) 'poor' could best be met by working through the market, the Tanzania
project has shown instead that by its very nature the poor were systematically
denied access, financial or other, to the housing (and employment) market. At the
same time, the dominant classes and private capital benefited directly, through
contract tenders and improved legal protection, and indirectly through tbe boost
given urban land values and housing rents. The operation of the urban shelter
project inevitably entails a market enforced removal of the working class and
poor from valuable urban land and the transfer of the newly serviced aid developed
land to tbe affluent petty bourgeoisie.
The Bank, having attained the dominant role in planning and formulating the urban
shelter project, maintained its overall control of the project through continuous
monitoring and evaluations. At no point could it have been said that the Bank was
either unaware of developments taking place or not involved in the key decisions
affecting project implementation. And yet, we find the occurrence of huge
cost-overruns apparently taking the Bank by surprise with the resultant attempt
to wash its hands of responsibility by devolving administrative responsibility on
local government institutions totally incapable of managing the projects. The
Bank's concern for the poor, like its insistence on project replicability and tbe
enhancement of local management skills, was soon jettisoned in the face of the
contradictions emerging out of its own project.
In a similiar manner, the Bank's lip-service to Tanzania's 'urban poor', as with the
poor in other parts of the underdeveloped world, is shown by the limited amount
of funding given to such projects (as compared to economic projects). But more
importantly, having materially contributed to the social and economic
deterioration of the country through the impact of its urban shelter project and
the collapse of its agricultural development schemes, the Bank and many other aid
agencies are now washing their hands of Tanzania. Whilst conveniently ignoring
the continent- wide economic crisis and the series of external economic shocks
of the late 1970s, the Bank and its partners in development argue that her 'socialist'
development policies and associated planning mechanism have been the primary
cause of the country's present economic difficulties. Clearly however, the timing
in calling a meeting of the Consultative Group in Paris indicates a different
motivation. Against a background of the gradual suspension and drying up of aid
in recent years, and in view of the recent election of a new leadership and apparent
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public weariness of the promises of 'socialism', western capital now finds itself in
a strong position to decisively determine the direction of Tanzania's domestic and
foreign policy.
The World Bank's message to Tanzania is, therefore, one which stresses the faults
of state intervention and the planned economy, and which offers promise of
sustained development through the expansion and growth of the economy assisted,
of course, by the aid, advice and capital of the West. But as we have seen, at no
time since at least 1974 has the country been without such aid; now after tasting
of the fruit and the failure of development (progressive by the standards of her
neighbours) the tune has been changed, but both the piper and the problems
remain tbe same.
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Environmental Sanitation in Nigeria:
Colonial and Contemporary
Robert Stock

Since the demise of the Second Republic in 1983, environmental sanitation has
become a prominent issue in Nigeria. Countless sanitation edicts have been
promulgated by state governments. Many of these edicts have at least temporarily
had considerable impact on the lives of citizens in the major cities.
The state's preoccupation with sanitation reached a peak in 1985 during the latter
months of the Buhari regime. Environmental sanitation was chosen as the theme
for the fifth phase of the war Against Indiscipline (WAI), which was launched in
Kano on 29 July 1985 by the then Chief of Staff, Supreme Headquarters,
Major-General Idiagbon. He announced that a one million naira prize would be
awarded for the cleanest capital.
Frenzied sanitary activity ensued in all the state capitals. State sanitation task
forces were organized, additional sanitation workers were hired to remove rubbish,
government offices and businesses were directed to close on designated clean-up
days, and the activities of mobile sanitation courts established to prosecute
backsliders intensified. During the month of August 1985, many 'permanent' piles
of rubbish disappeared and drains which had been clogged for years were opened.
Most of this work was accompanied by community self help groups, aided by
workers from the offices and factories.
The frenetic pace of the fifth phase of WAI was slowed following the demise of
the Buhari government on 27 August 1985. Although the new Head of State did
not cancel the War Against Indiscipline, he deemphasized it and counselled against
the excesses which had become characteristic of its execution. The one million
naira prize for the cleanest state capital was revoked, and federal pronouncements
on sanitation once again became infrequent. At the state level, environmental
sanitation was also deemphasized, although various issues linked to sanitation
have continued to be raised periodically.
The fifth phase of WAI did bring certain benefits, albeit uneven and often
temporary:
a) some pathological environments which had constantly threatened the health
of the urban poor were cleared up;
b) the appearance of capital cities showed considerable improvement;
c) information on the importance of sanitation for health was disseminated;
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d) environmental clean-up fostered the emergence of new community self-help
groups; and
e) there was some Improvement in state and local government sanitation
infrastructure.
Despite these positive achievements, significant questions need to be asked about
the organization of the environmental sanitation campaigns and the agenda of the
Nigerian state in organizing them:
a) who was blamed for the sanitation problem, and was the official analysis
correct?
b) how effective have the measures undertaken in the name of environmental
sanitation been as a basis for protecting the health of Nigerians?
c) has environmental sanitation been used to legitimate other objectives having
little to do with protecting the health of Nigerians?
d) who have been the primary beneficiaries of the environmental sanitation
campaigns?
As a prelude to the consideration of these issues in the second half of the article,
the nature of environmental sanitation in colonial Nigeria and its parallels and
precedents elsewhere in the British colonies are examined. The colonial approach
to environmental sanitation bears some resemblance to contemporary campaigns.
Patterson (1974, p.142) has said that 'studies of colonial medical efforts could tell
us much about the attitudes, objectives and priorities of European rulers'; the
same holds true for the fifth phase of WAI campaigns in Nigeria and the
contemporary ruling classes which instituted them.
Ironically, the prime movers behind the 1985 environmental sanitation mobilization
explicitly linked the colonial and contemporary campaigns. During the launching
in April 1984 of the first phase of WAI, focussing on 'work and ethics', the then
Governor of Kano State alluded to the discipline instilled in the population by
colonial sanitary inspectors. The Chief of Staff Supreme Headquarters repeated
this praise of these inspectors (masu duba garf) during the official launching of
WAI Phase Five in Kano. In reality, the colonial sanitary inspectors had been
identified by various contemptuous nicknames which reflected their reputation
for harassing people and demanding bribes, rather than for instilling discipline.
Environmental Sanitation in the British Colonies
During the latter part of the nineteenth century, medical research established for
the first time the relationship between crowded, filthy environments and ill-health
stimulating the development of a powerful public health movement improving
urban living conditions. The impact of this public health movement was manifest
not only in Europe but also in the colonies.
The motives and methods of public health measures in the colonies differed
significantly from those in Europe. In Europe, massive public works significantly
improved the health and life expectancy of the broad masses. In the colonies, the
primary goal was to protect the health of colonial officials and troops from the
alleged threat to health of native communities. Racial segregation achieved the
same objective for Europeans in the colonies as public works in Europe.
Meanwhile, the indigenous populations were left to live essentially as before.
The model for British habitation in the tropical colonies was developed in India
(King, 1976). There, the health of British troops and officials was protected by
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constructing low-density communities on carefully-selected high, well-drained
sites. European cantonments and civil stations were well-removed from indigenous
settlements, from which they were separated by a building-free zone {cordon
sanitaire). Indian troops, clerks and servants residing in these stations were housed
a substantial distance from the British. This Indian model of segregation cum
sanitation was used in Africa to define the form of new urban centres and to
redefine the form of previously-existing cities.
In Northern Rhodesia, for example, sanitation was the official rationale for several
measures to control the migration of Africans to the cities, and to ensure that
Africans resident there would be a compliant, captive labour force. Africans were
prevented from growing crops in the cities, ostensibly as a malaria control measure.
This, together with the prohibition on health grounds of petty trading meant that
urban Africans were entirely dependent on European wages. The requirement that
all African workers be housed by their employers provided a further powerful
check on migration to the cities, and on the location of Africans dwelling in the city.
In Cape Town and Port Elizabeth, South Africa, officials seized upon epidemics
of bubonic plague at the turn of the century as a pretext for the wholesale forced
relocation of Blacks and Coloureds from their inner-city homes to remote barren
sites outside the city (Swanson, 1977). Thus, apartheid in these formerly-integrated
cities started with the labelling of non-whites as a threat to the health of whites.
In Johannesburg, the 'sanitation imperative' gave the city council its expressed
rationale for a protracted fight to suppress the African informal sector. Rogerson
(1983) has documented this process with particular reference to the struggle of
independent food sellers ("coffee cart' operators) for survival against a city council
determined to eliminate them.
The complex meanings of 'environmental sanitation' encompassing both its overt
and covert meanings has been labelled the 'sanitation syndrome'. Swanson (1977)
has described the 'sanitation syndrome' as a powerful metaphor, since any
reference to sanitation as a means of protecting people's health served to legitimate
draconian measures against those deemed to be a threat to health. The seeming
righteousness of the cause permitted other projects having little, if anything, to
do with public health to be undertaken in the name of environmental sanitation.
A related characteristic of the 'sanitation syndrome' is the central role of the
bourgeoisie, acting through medical officers of health, in defining sanitary
problems and solutions, and in turn reaping the benefits of sanitation initiatives.
Sanitation in Colonial Northern Nigeria
Northern Nigeria, at the time of the colonial occupation, had several substantial
cities and, for the most part, a nuclear settlement pattern. European settlements
were grafted onto these existing cities, the new capital city of Kaduna being the
major exception. The sanitation problem was seen to be the effective isolation of
these European settlements from the allegedly unhealthy environments of African
settlements.
The principle of indirect rule which gave responsibility for service provision and
social control to traditional rulers served to absolve colonialists of responsibility
for protecting the health of the African masses. Thus, for example, the Kano Native
Authority bore the entire cost of constructing and staffing the Kano City Hospital
and rural dispensaries, as well as the cost of constructing and maintaining the piped
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water system based at Challawa and the various public health programmes in the
Emirate. In contrast, colonial funds were available not only for the construction
and staffing of (separate and unequal) health facilities for Europeans and African
soldiers, but also for extensive recreational facilities — social clubs, golf courses
and race courses — which were justified as providing for a healthy and happy
colonial staff.
The principles of indirect rule, however, did not prevent colonial authorities from
essentially dictating that certain programmes be undertaken by the Native
Authorities. Some of these were 'sanitation' programmes designed to benefit
Europeans.
Perhaps the clearest examples of a European-orchestrated campaign by the Native
Authorities was the prolonged attempt to identify and isolate lepers. The first of
the campaigns against lepers was undertaken in 1909-1910. It involved a census
of lepers, regulations requiring lepers to wear a distinctive uniform at all times,
attempts to segregate lepers in marketplaces, and the establishment of leprosy
segregation villages to house lepers deemed especially likely to spread the disease.
These leprosy segregation measures were undertaken with a determined lack of
conviction by the native authorities. Shiloh (1965) has shown how this was largely
attributable to the very different attitudes of the British and the Hausa about
leprosy. Africans did not share the European view that leprosy was a particularly
contagious and shameful disease requiring drastic and anti-social remedies such
as segregation.
In the larger cities, particularly the provincial headquarters, the Native Authorities
undertook mosquito control programmes at the bequest of the colonial officials.
Weeds were cleared from borrow pits and the pits were then sprayed with oil to
inhibit mosquito breeding. Mosquito control by the Kano Native Authority was
given particular emphasis during World War II when a large number of expatriate
airmen were stationed in Kano. The Native Authorities were instructed to
undertake town clearance, specifically the demolition of crowded, older quarters
in conjunction with the construction of thoroughfares passing through original
cities, allegedly to counteract epidemics of smallpox and cerebro-spinal meningitis
(Sharwood-Smith, 1969).
While the colonial control of sanitation in the indigenous cities was indirect and
confined to the promotion of certain programmes of particular interest to
Europeans, sanitation in European townships was both directly controlled and
comprehensive in scope, with the Resident initiating programmes recommended
by the Chief Medical Officers. Regulations for the organization of European
townships were contained in a series of ordinances, the most important of which
were as follows (Mohammed, 1979):
a) The Cantonment Ordinance, 1904.
b) Instruction of Political and other Officers, 1906.
c) The Township and Public Health Ordinance, 1917.
d) The Town Planning Memoranda, 1926 and 1927.
The successive ordinances did not signal m^jor changes of policy, but rather
elaborated and amended previous legislation to reflect the growing size and
complexity of the major townships. For example, while the original European
settlement at Kano had consisted of a military cantonment and an administrative
settlement, the arrival of the railroad brought an influx of traders, including both
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British an non-British expatriates and significant numbers of non-Hausa Nigerian
migrants. Commercial plots were surveyed near the railway station to
accommodate the business houses, while migrant Nigerians were accommodated
in the new Fagge and Sabon Gari layouts. The planning memoranda of 1926-1927,
reflecting the growing importance of commerce, gave precedence to protected
demand for commercial land over administrative and residential uses.
European townships were to be separated from African settlements by a cordon
sanitaire of at least 350 yards, later increased to 410 yards. No building was allowed
within this zone. The cordon sanitaire was said to be necessary to keep out
fever-carrying mosquitoes originating in the indigenous city and to minimize the
risk of fires. Moreover, it was said to protect Europeans from drumming and similar
disturbances emanating from African quarters! (Lugard, 1970 quoted in
Mohammed, 1979).
British officials, non-official expatriates and Nigerians resident within the
townships were to live in separate clusters. European houses were to be situated
on large lots which provided privacy but sufficient space to isolate servants
quarters and stables at the back of compounds. Separate provision was made for
functional establishments such as churches, hospitals and recreational facilities
for Europeans.
The early Annual Medical Reports for Northern Nigeria contained numerous
reference to sanitary measures and their rigid enforcement in the townships.
Mosquito control through the drainage or filling of potential breeding sites, the
clearing of grass, and the prohibition of African children and cattle keepers passing
through European areas feature prominently in these sanitation programmes.
The Annual Medical Reports are often very revealing about colonial attitudes
toward Africans, and to the use of the 'sanitation metaphor' to draw the European
community together and away from unnecessary interaction with Africans. For
example, the 1913 Report comments on regulations which forced European traders
formerly living and doing business in close proximity to Africans to withdraw to
designated areas behind the cordon sanitaire:
. . . the public health regulations anc! principles, which had been laid down by the end of
1913, extended the same safeguards to the health of unofficial Europeans, whether
independent or subordinate as to that of Government Officials.
(Northern Nigeria, Annual Medical Report, 1913, p. 47)

This statement alludes to the hierarchy of priviledge and protection established
in colonial Nigeria, namely official Europeans, non-official expatriates, African
troops, clerks and servants, urban Africans and rural Africans. Basically, the health
of Europeans was protected by 'public health measures', especially segregation,
from the threat which Africans were said to pose. The somewhat greater attention
paid to the health of African troops, clerks, and servants is attributable to the
desire to ensure that they were productive workers, and the perception that they
needed to be relatively healthy because they worked and lived in closer proximity
to Europeans.
The Contemporary Environmental Sanitation Crisis
At independence in 1960, Nigerians took control of a health system with curative
and preventive programmes equally designed to protect the health of a priviledged
few while conferring little or no health protection for the proletariat and peasantry.
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The African bourgeoisie living in the former European enclaves and in new elite
suburbs inherited and maintained the protective medical and sanitary measures
establised under colonialism, and like the colonialists benefitted from living in a
healthy and pleasant environment The sanitation crisis elsewhere in the large cities
— in the old pre-colonial quarters, in the densely-packed migrant quarters
established during colonial times, and in the new slums, commonly established
spontaneously on unplanned, unserviced and often unhealthy sites by people
unable to compete effectively for official plots and government housing —
increased steadily, especially after 1970.
The most obvious cause of the crisis was the increase in urban population. Migrants
were drawn by the possibility of work and wealth in the cities, away from rural
areas lacking opportunities, amenities and increasingly even land for cultivation.
Primarily because of this rural-urban migration, most Nigerian cities have been
doubling in population every eight to twelve years. The migrants have congregated
not only in new slums but also in the older, poorly-serviced quarters.
Sanitation infrastructure — sewage and waste disposal, as well as drainage and
reliable provision of safe water — has remained totally inadequate. In many of the
older quarters, no significant improvements have been accomplished during the
past 25 years.
For example, the primitive bucket latrine system of sewage disposal is still
widespread (Ogbole, 1981). Nigerians have periodically been reminded of the
resultant threat to health. During the 1970s cholera killed thousands of Nigerians
precisely because of inadequate sanitation. In Lagos and Ibadan, for example, it
was demonstrated that inadequate public water systems represented the primary
factor in the spread of the disease. Cholera has disappeared from the newspaper
headlines but the less publicized but equally deadly consequences of inadequate
sanitary infrastructure, particulary diarrhoea and gastro-enteritis, remain hyperendemic.
An additional problem which emerged during the 1970s was the disposal of large
quantities of consumer wastes. Previously, Nigerians generated relatively little
waste which was not biodegradable, and most consumer wastes (tin cans, pieces
of metal scrap, paper, etc.) were collected and recycled by the poor. With the
increasing consumption of industrial products and the industrial processing and
packaging of indigenous staples, there was a proliferation of tin cans, glass,
plastics, and paper. Provision for the removal and disposal of these wastes has
become increasingly inadequate, as evidenced by the multiplication of seemingly
permanent piles of rubbish.
A further factor in the growing environmental sanitation crisis in Nigerian cities
has been the increasing number and variety of industrial establishments. The
totally inadequate control of the generation of solid, liquid, and gaseous wastes,
and the lack of provision for their safe disposal, has come to pose a major threat
to the health not only of industrial workers but also of people residing near
industrial estates and, to a lesser extent, urban residents in general.
A health care policy strongly oriented toward curative medicine has also
contributed to the neglect of environmental sanitation. The Nigerian state, urged
by the medical establishment and by foreign suppliers of medical equipment and
drugs, has placed its faith in the construction of incredibly expensive disease
palaces (mega teaching hospitals, meso large urban hospitals, and micro 'basic'
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health services clinics) in which doctors treat and study the diseases of poverty,
ignorance and exploitation without the means, and usually without the inclination,
to address the root causes of these diseases. This health system continues to skirt
the real health problems of Nigeria and also consumes vast sums in annual
recurrent expenditure needed for health-protecting infrastructure.
Environmental Sanitation, 1985
The following discussion of the four questions posed at the beginning of the paper
focusses primarily, but not exclusively, on environmental sanitation in Kano. Some
specific details of the sanitation problems and measures adopted during WAI Phase
Five and the preceding sanitation edicts varied from one state to another, but the
fundamental nature of the sanitation crisis, the official analysis of the problem,
and the kinds of solutions attempted were essentially the same.
The environmental sanitation campaign in Kano State was formally launched with
the promulgation of environmental sanitation and petty trading edicts which came
into effect on 1 January 1986. Previously, Governor Hamza Abdullahi had promoted
'Operation Keep Sabon Gari Clean'. Sabon Gari, the densely populated suburb for
migrant southern Nigerians had a long history of sanitary neglect; the sensory
evidence of very infrequent refuse removal and poorly-designed drainage systems
was blatantly obvious. In 'Operation Keep Sabon Gari Clean', the Kano State
government assisted community groups to at least temporarily clean up much of
the refuse which was blocking drains and even major streets.
During the administration of Governor Abubakar Rimi, an effort had been made
to address the sanitation problem through the creation of a Ministry of Housing
and Environment. This Ministry took over responsibility for urban sanitation from
the Kano Municipal Local Government, and increased sanitary efforts through the
purchase of rubbish bins and tippers, and the engagement of additional sanitation
staff. The Ministry of Housing and Environment was abolished during the Sabo
Bakin Zuwo regime. Nevertheless, Kano had been in the forefront with respect to
sanitation consciousness during the early 1980s; this leadership was recognized
in the choice of Kano as the launching site for WAI Phase Five.
The environmental sanitation campaigns of 1985 are now discussed in relation to
the four questions posed at the beginning of the paper.
(a) Who is being blamed for environmental sanitation problems?
WAI Phase Five, like the earlier stages of WAI, emphasized individual 'indiscipline'
as the fundamental cause of Nigerian problems. Media advertising focussed on
individual behaviour such as defecating in public and failing to use rubbish bins.
Much of the advertising has had very aggressive tone. One poster, for example,
showed a 'litter-bug' being literally grabbed, dragged to attention and abusively
scolded by an 'upright citizen'. Another showed a man defecating near a roadside
being lectured sternly (Figure 1). The establishment of mobile sanitation courts
to try violators of sanitation edicts on the spot helped to focus attention on
individuals as saboteurs of the environment.
The emphasis on individual culpability for environmental filth was unfair because
of the long-standing failure of the Nigerian state to provide adequate infrastructure
to enable people to maintain a healthy environment It was the state and not
individual Nigerians who had failed to devise adequate drainage and sewage
disposal systems. It was the state which had chronically failed to remove garbage
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SHI6A OAHAYA DON
SUTURA, MUTUNCI DA
TSAFTA

KAI! WAWA BA KA JIN
KUNYA, KOWA NA GANIN
TSIRAICINKA, KUMA
KAIMA YADA CUTA?

Figure 1
These are typical examples of environmental sanitation posters produced by the Kano State
Government These posters emphasize individual culpability for environmental pollution
I th r hW°h ? H9ry a " r e s s i v e i n t o n e - T n e ca Pt'on on the top poster is: 'Filling the gutters
with rubbish is dangerous. Desist from throwing rubbish into watercourses'. The second
poster urges the public to: 'Enter the public toilet because of correct behaviour
consideration for others and cleanliness', rather than using the roadside- 'Hey Fool! Don't
you feel any shame — everyone sees your nakedness and you are spreading disease'
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in public places by people trying to keep their immediate environments clean. It
was the failure of the state to provide sufficient, accessible public toilets which
made it inevitable that people, especially strangers, would continue to defecate in
public open spaces.
Furthermore, the focus on individual culpability unfairly ignored the fact that
most Nigerians were making an effort to keep their homes and immediate
environments clean. Kano community self-help groups had been involved in
environmental sanitation long before the fifth phase of WAI was launched. Most
of the rubbish piles accumulated in 'public' places such as adjacent to markets,
along street-sides and on vacant lots, rather than in private space. MA Siddiq
(1981) gives a revealing example of the nature of the problem in Mandawari, Kano
City, where people got together annually to clear their drainage systems and
surroundings before the rains. Their requests for the Sanitation Department to
remove the refuse they had collected were usually ignored; they found that the
most effective tactic was to block the road with garbage. In Mandawari and
elsewhere the main problem has not been individual ignorance or truculence but
rather official incompetence or indifference.
In focussing on individual-'indiscipline', the state ignored the role of industry as
polluters of the environment. Consequently, solid, liquid, and gaseous industrial
wastes continue to be discharged into the environment, and to threaten the health
of Nigerians. International capital is attracted to the Third World not only by cheap
labour, but also by totally inadequate controls which enable companies to use
cheap, but dirty and hazardous industrial processes prohibited or at least regulated
in industrialized countries. Waste disposal is poorly regulated; the appearance and
smell of various industrial wastes in roadside gutters in industrial estates tells its
own story. Moreover, such wastes are not confined to industrial areas. Even at the
height of WAI Phase Five, for example, considerable quantities of dyes continued
to pass daily via open drains from a Bompai textile factory through the working
class suburb of Gwagwarwa into a stream lined with irrigated vegetable gardens.
(b) How effective were the measures undertaken during the fifth phase of WAI?
While one might argue that 'the end justifies the means', it is highly questionable
whether effective solutions can come from a flawed analysis of the problem. The
authorities responsible for environmental sanitation, in focussing on individual
culpability, have failed to acknowledge their own primary responsibility for
maintaining a healthy environment, and the need for major investments in sanitary
infrastructure to permit Nigerians to live in healthy surroundings. The fifth phase
of WAI brought improvements in refuse collection in Kano, although these were
insufficient to prevent the accumulation of large piles of garbage, sometimes beside
full-to-6verflowing refuse bins. The real challenge for the state lies in finding
reasonable price solutions to the chronic drainage and sewage disposal problems
in crowded, old quarters inhabited largely by people unable to afford expensive
improvements for their houses.
The construction of 'public' toilets during the 1985 sanitation campaign provides
an excellent example of questionable strategy. Most 'public' toilets are not public,
but are operated by private entrepreneurs who pay a 500 Naira per year licensing
fee to the government, and in turn charge users from 10 to 30 Kobo to use their
facilities. The government hired so-called 'preventers' to try to stop public
defecation and promote the use of public toilets. The state has seemed more
interested in generating revenue from the toilets than in meeting its responsibilities
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to provide accessible basic services. Charging for the use of 'public' toilets merely
ensures that the very people who they should serve will visit them infrequently.
The approaches used during the intensive fifth phase of WAI received widespread
criticism following the removal of the Buhari regime. For example the declaration
of compulsory sanitation days during which office and factory workers wielded
shovels and brooms was criticized for its disruptive effect on economic activity;
the military governors seemed more concerned with the prestige of winning the
one million prize than either the cost of winning or the enhancement of public
health.
(c) Have other objectives been pursued under the guise of environmental
sanitation? There has been an historical tendency for environmental sanitation to
be used as a cover for other projects. Examples were previously given of racial
segregation and the control of rural to urban migration being instituted as alleged
sanitary measures during colonial times.
In the recent Nigerian sanitation campaigns, this tendency has been particularly
evident in the concurrent measures taken by the state against street traders; these
were generally identified explicitly as sanitation meaures. Sustained efforts
occurred, particularly between January and September 1985, to rid streetcorners
of hawkers and to eliminate unauthorized street-side markets. While more stringent
control of these activities have been justified, the point remains that clearing the
streets of hawkers had little to do with protecting the health of the populace. The
other objectives of the campaign against street trading included revenue generation
accomplished by sending as many traders as possible into controlled markets, the
improvement of the general appearance of the urban landscape and of traffic flow,
and the encouragement of moving 'back to the land' to produce foodstuffs.
The anti-hawking measures created considerable hardship for petty traders, who
faced the prospect of heavy fines or the seizure of their wares if arrested for illegal
trading. Many small traders could not afford the fees for a market stall, and
moreover there was an acute shortage of space in organized markets throughout
Nigeria (Peil, 1986). When daily arrests of street traders failed to control trade
outside of markets, the Waste Disposal Board in Plateau State threatened to
prosecute anyone caught buying goods from street traders.
Various attempts were made to 'rationalize' the location of particular street traders.
In Kano, for example, all activity related to the firewood trade was to be moved
to designated sites outside the city. Similar measures were taken in other cities to
move mechanics, panel beaters and other tradesmen to new sites, often several
kilometres from the city. These regulations have been sternly resisted both by the
tradesmen and their customers. These centralized ex-urban locations might reduce
crowding and waste generation in the cities, but they are also very inconvenient
and cost-ineffective.
The environmental sanitation campaigns also extended to the demolition of illegal
structures such as roadside kiosks and squatters' dwellings. As a rule, questions
about the legality of structures took precedence over whether such buildings
represented a tangible threat to public health.
WAI Phase Five brought renewed, if fleeting, calls to rid urban environments of
beggars and mental patients. It was pointed out that many of the beggars were
diseased and that the exposure of young children of beggars to the hot sun and
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filth of street corners harmed their health. These are valid arguments for the
provision of care and rehabilitation for beggars and the mentally-ill, especially
homeless individuals. Unfortunately, the few existing 'rehabilitation' centres are
perceived to be essentially detention centres, rather than an attractive alternative
to begging. The argument that beggars needed to be removed from public places
as a health measure carries little weight; there has been a lengthy, sordid history
of detaining and repatriating beggars just prior to state visits and international
festivals which show that these efforts are motivated primarily by the desire of the
bourgeoisie to hide away social problems on important occasions, rather than a
genuine commitment to the rehabilitation of the disadvantaged.
There are plenty of relatively minor examples of governments getting carried away
during the fifth phase of WAI. Some states banned loud music, while others
demanded that all houses be painted. In Sokoto State, Muslims were ordered to
consume all meat from rams killed for the Sallah festival within 48 hours as a
sanitation measure. The Benue State Sanitation Task Force was empowered to
prosecute anyone guilty of coughing, spitting or blowing one's nose in public
without covering the mouth or nose.
(d) Who benefitted from the environmental sanitation campaigns? Protecting
people's health by cleaning their living environments of filth is a noble and
necessary objective. However, intensive clean-up campaigns provide only fleeting
benefits if appropriate long-term planning and infrastructural investment do not
occur.
In spatial terms, those living in closest proximity to the cleaned-up environments
stand to benefit most directly. But for this to happen, garbage must be cleared
regularly and moves must be made to install adequate drainage and sewage
disposal systems. The real test will be whether the standard of environmental
sanitation is improved in all parts of the city and for all social classes. There is
reason for skepticism, not only because of the long history of totally neglecting
poor working class and migrant communities, but also because of Nigeria's current
shortage of developmental capital. Without such infrastructural improvements the
urban proletariat will continue to suffer from the diseases of sanitary neglect
It should be pointed out that any improvement in urban sanitation also confers
health benefits on the bourgeoisie, since there can be no guarantee that epidemics
starting in slum communities will not spread beyond them. Unlike in colonial cities
when all Europeans enjoyed the protection afforded by a rigidly enforced cordon
sanitaire, a significant proportion of contemporary ruling middle classes live in
relatively close proximity to working class slums.
Bourgeois priorities and values have been evident in certain aspects of the
contemporary sanitation campaigns, in particular projects which had more to do
with the cosmetic appearance of cities than the protection of health. To the
previously-mentioned campaigns against street traders and beggars should be
added the construction of fountains and gardens in roundabouts and in elite
neighbourhoods. While these projects have improved the appearance of the cities,
it is questionable whether such expenditure is justified given the extent of current
financial constraints.
Focal public locations such as areas around government offices and elite
residential neighbourhoods have also received a disproportionate share (i.e.
relative to need) in the allocation of sanitation employees to specific sites for
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cleaning activities. Saddiq (1981) previously noted this inverse relationship
between the need for sanitation and the allocation of state resources.
Rural areas and smaller towns have been conspicously ignored in the official
sanitation campaigns. While it is true that certain environmental sanitation
problems such as garbage disposal are much more acute in large cities, the fact
remains that most rural Nigerians are still denied the most fundamental
requirements for maintaining a healthy environment, namely sufficient water for
personal cleanliness and public health education to inform people of the
importance of sanitation for health.
It therefore appears that the Nigerian bourgeoisie, rather than the broad masses
of the Nigerian people were the main beneficiaries of sanitation efforts during WAI.
Conclusion
The roots of the contemporary sanitation crisis are to be found in the colonial
attitude toward Nigerians and their living environments. Protected by stringentlyenforced segregation ordinances, the British in colonial Nigeria did little to protect
the health of Nigerians when they themselves did not stand to benefit. In northern
Nigeria, the colonial state used indirect rule to justify an essentially 'hands-off
policy with respect to the welfare of Nigerians.
The neglect of basic sanitation infrastructure in indigenous urban neighbourhoods
has continued since independence. The sanitation problem has been exacerbated
by rapidly-growing population, the proliferation of consumer wastes, and the
failure to provide basic sanitary infrastructure.
Various characteristics of the so-called 'sanitation syndrome', namely, the hidden
meanings of sanitation campaigns in unequal societies, are to some extent evident
in both the colonial and WAI sanitation campaigns. These are:
a) an incorrect analysis of the causes of sanitation problems, with the victims of
poverty and exploitation being blamed for living in unsanitary environments
and threatening public health.
b) measures which are inadequate to protect the broad masses of the population,
primarily attributable to a lack of serious commitment to social justice rather
than to the admittedly real shortage of funds.
c) the use of the evocative metaphor of the 'sanitation syndrome' to legitimate
projects which have little or nothing to do with the protection of health.
d) the manipulation of environmental sanitation programmes by the ruling classes
— colonial and post-colonial alike in such a way that they, rather than those
with the greatest need, benefit most.
There are limitations to the colonial-contemporary comparison. Firstly, the WAI
Phase Five campaign was but one component of the Military Government's
multi-faceted War Against Indiscipline which was designed to achieve a variety of
purposes. Secondly, the intensive phase of the WAI campaign lasted only a few
weeks, whereas one may retrospectively consider 50 or more years of colonial
sanitation policy. Ten years from now, the sanitation campaign of 1985 may be
seen as a significant turning point with respect to government policy and the living
conditions of the Nigerian people. However, the skepticism which is clearly evident
in this paper is probably justified in the light of 25 years of neglect since
independence of basic sanitation for the Nigerian masses.
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It is hard to think of an objective which is more worthwhile than providing people
with the opportunity to live long, healthy lives, and to be assured that their children
will not die from the preventable diseases of poverty, filth, and oppression;
Hopefully, my skepticism will have been ill-founded.
*
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The Pastoral Environment of Northern
Senegal
Oussouby Toure
In this article Toure catalogues a century of change in the nomadic way of
life brought about by French colonialism and capitalism. He describes the
transformation of the Peul who farmed and herded a variety of animals in a
system of long-distance transhumance into permanently settled cattle
ranchers. The environmental consequences are disastrous, as the long
drought made clear. The human consequences are more mixed. This article
raises interesting questions about class differentiation and changes in
women's responsibilities: do boreholes reduce the work of water carrying
and do larger herds increase the work of milking and making butter?

The Ferlo is a pastoral region in the Sahelian zone of northern Senegal long
inhabited by the Peul, a group of agro-pastoralists who raised cattle and sheep and
grew millet and sorghum. Less subject than agriculture to the physical constraints
and climatic vagaries of the region, the pastoral system showed remarkable
qualities of environmental adaptation. The Peul succeeded in assuring their herds
daily watering and green pastures all year round in a difficult environment. But the
conditions of this adaptation revealed more and more shortcomings as the well
drilling programme, begun in colonial times, led to a crisis which was amplified
and accelerated by drought.
The Management of Space in the Traditional System
The Ferlo is a valley located between the Senegal River in the east and the ancient
kingdom of Jalaf in the west Historically, except for some wells, the valley had
no permanent water sites and could therefore be occupied only seasonally when
the rains created numerous temporary ponds and abundant pasture. The
pastoralists were divided into the waalo Peul (the vraalo is the alluvial zone of the
Senegal River valley) and the jeerie Peul (the jeerie is the high country to the
south). The river Peul herded more sheep than cattle and produced two harvests
— one of millet and one of sorghum, while the hill Peul were predominantly cattle
herders and grew only one crop of millet in the winter rainy season.
Occupation of the Ferlo was well organised. Its northern and southern parts were
worked alternately in wet and dry seasons; variations were tied to the different
economies of the two main Peul groups, which moved seasonally between the
alluvial zone and the high country. In the rainy season the river Peul usually settled
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FERLO AS DEFINED
BY THE PEUL
ALLUVIAL ZONE
(WAALO)

in the high country where they planted millet using the dung of their animals as
fertiliser. They kept their less numerous cattle near the encampment, bringing them
back at night for milking, while they moved the large herds of small animals to the
south.
After the rains ended and the ponds dried up, the river Peul returned to the river
to cultivate the flood plains. Their cattle grazed on the Mauritanian bank of the
river while goats and sheep ate grasses and bushes on the dunes. The soil of the
riverbed retained enough moisture to support the cultivation of sorghum. After the
harvest, the animals came back to camp and were left free to graze in the fields,
consuming sorghum stalks, until the rains signaled another departure.
The hill Peul were more mobile than the river Peul. With the first rains they
penetrated much deeper into the Ferlo to regain their winter encampment Family
groups usually split up, some tending the millet and others leading the largest part
of the herd to the south. In the course of this trek the animals took a salt cure in
the lower Ferlo valley. The herders traded with Wolof peasants, exchanging milk
for millet, arranging for their cattle to manure Wolof fields, selling animals, and
buying various necessities. Near the end of the winter, the herds returned to the
high country and the herdsmen participated in the millet harvest. Once this
operation was completed, the animals grazed on the remains of the harvest until
the ponds dried up.
Then the hill Peul and their herds turned north, not to the river valley proper, but
to the boundary between the alluvial zone and the high country. The small
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ruminants and milk cows drank at wells near the temporary camp. Other livestock
grazed between the camp and the riverbed and were watered in the river or ponds
every other day. On alternate days, the herds penetrated more deeply into the high
country. The hill Peul did not cultivate the riverbed; to procure grain, the women
went each day to exchange milk for millet in the villages of the Senegal River valley.
In both of these agro-pastoral systems, the entire herd moved to the alluvial zone
in the dry season. But there is a third, older, type of dry season transhumance to
the Ferlo valley, which has varied in importance over time. Formerly the dominant
pattern of the hill Peul, the system of dry season transhumance to the Ferlo valley
became less common as conditions in the alluvial zone improved; but at the
beginning of this century there was a marked increase in the number of livestock
and the practice was revived.
Ecological imperatives as well as husbandry and commercial transactions imposed
perpetual motion on cattle and their herders. The old system of managing the
cattle trails made best use of the environment's limited natural resources by
capitalising on the region's ecological diversity, and was well-suited to Sahelian
conditions under which pastures can be used for a short time only. However, it
required strict administration of access rights to water resources and grazing.
The territories traversed by pastoralists were not vast empty spaces, but rather
structured areas transected by routes and organised around habitable zones (the
most favourable physical environments), and bush that was accessible to all.
Customary law guaranteed free access to the bush zones but imposed strict
management rules for agro-pastoral areas. Each inhabited zone was subdivided
into several sections, which designated both the territorial units over which the
encampment exercised control and the regulations governing their use.
This system ensured the group mastery of its space and made producers
responsible for available resources; it was primarily a means of protecting farms
and did not preserve routes or pastures from overuse. In that sense it did not really
constitute a pastoral code. The practice protected fields from livestock (no matter
who owned the herd); children watched the fields and chased away any stray
animals. Other interdictions regulated access to pastures; in the winter season,
herders strictly observed grazing rules which, understandably, were relaxed after
harvests. Also the Peul set up camps with their adjoining farms far enough apart
so that herds could be sent in the opposite direction to graze all day without the
supervision of a shepherd and without risk to neighouring farms.
The Islamic revolution and French colonialism modified the whole region
politically and certainly affected the pastoral system. But the major phenomenon
that upset Peul society was the French programme of boreholes for pastoralists
which permitted a population that formerly occupied the Ferlo seasonally to locate
there permanently.
Pastoral Development: Strategies and Implication
The colonial authorites took various measures to promote agricultural
development as soon as they established power, but it was not until the beginning
of the 1950s that they became involved in stock raising and intervened in the Ferlo
where this activity is important. There were several reasons for this; the most
important reflects the economic options of French colonialism in Senegal. Peanut
cultivation, introduced in the middle of the 19th century, was the foundation of the
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colonial economy until World War II. However, peanut farming was not an option
in the Ferlo, not so much because of the low rainfall as because the region is
remote and the removal of the harvest difficult and costly. The small population
was another limiting factor, aggravated by the non-existent infrastructure which
discouraged migration into the area.
By becoming involved with pastoral societies, the colonial government was first
and foremost trying to secure its political authority over these elusive populations.
It established control through a series of measures designed to limit population
movement. Other investments made at the time concerned the improvement, really
the standardization, of cattle trail use. The object of these programmes was to
facilitate the transfer of animals from the Sahelian production zones to urban
centres by installing permanent watering points, markets, and veterinary control
posts along the routes.
The success of well drilling in Senegal can be traced to the discovery in 1938 of a
semi-artesian underground water table with an estimated surface of 150,000 km2.
In 1948, with financial help from the Investment Fund for Economic and Social
Development, the government instituted an ambitious programme to supply
digging equipment. The campaign ended in 1957 after drilling 23 wells and creating
a rational network of watering points about 30 km apart. The colonial authorities
also classified wooded zones as reserves in order to protect the fragile soils of the
region against the expansion of peanut farming.
The maintenance of boreholes requires strict observance of government rules
governing an area of 400 hectares surrounding each well: no cattle are permitted
to enter the adjacent residential zone, and cattle routes leading to the well are
closed after a period of 5 years to allow them to regenerate, while others that have
lain fallow are used instead. But this regulation will remain a dead letter unless
adopted by the herders. With this important exception, which was to prove the
undoing of the scheme, the authorities largely attained the objectives of the water
development programme and made possible the constant use of vast pastures
formerly deserted in the dry season for lack of water.
The colonial administration also instituted controls to protect the health of
livestock by setting up a network of veterinary stations and a permanent structure
for the diagnosis, treatment and even prevention of contagious cattle diseases. The
organization of annual vaccination campaigns resulted in the progressive
elimination of the major epizootic diseases — contagious pleuropneumonia and
cattle plague. Between 1950 and 1965 the service systematically poisoned wildlife
with strychnine. In the same period, it created a network of firebreaks which, in
addition to their function of protecting vegetation from brush fires, constituted the
principal roads between the different drilling sites which they linked up.
These various interventions upset conditions for cultivation in the Ferlo with
multiple consequences — modification of the population structure, destabilization
of production systems, degradation of ecosystems, etc. The ultimate result was the
sedentary settlement of the Peul. The colonial and post-colonial administrations
believed that they could introduce no technical innovations into a pastoral setting
so long as transhumance — the archaic mode of production — continued. The
administrations appear to regard settlement as the prerequisite to all tehnical and
social progress, the necessary and sufficient condition for the improvement of the
pastoralists' living standards. According to Reboul (1978), they simply assumed
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that sedentary life is superior to nomadic life. But even if it had never been a
question of dictating sedentary life to Senegalese pastoralists, the development
programmes undertaken in the Ferlo rendered settlement irreversible for the Peul.
In fact, the Peul do not so much choose mobility as submit to it. Pastoralists
willingly settle when conditions allow them to, but without going so far as to give
up their potential for mobility, which constitutes a traditional means of managing
political, climatic, ecological, and health risks.
The Effects of Development Action
Demographic Change: The water development programmes created villages that
became the zone's commercial centres. Most Peul do not live in these villages, but
are spread out among the small encampments scattered around the water sites.
The settlement process has not involved a spectacular population increase in the
Ferlo. According to Barral's (1982) estimates, the demographic rate of increase is
a low 0.9%. On the other hand, the dispersion of groups and geographic mixing
have modified population structures. A comparison of aerial photographs shows
3 to 4 times as many encampments in 1979 as in 1954; since the population has
not increased by the same factor, it would seem that the additional campsites
reflect the permanent settlement of formerly nomadic groups. The population
structure seems a logical response to optimal use of pastures; but, under present
conditions, larger herds compete for grazing and increase pressure on the
environment.
Changes in Spatial Management- Unstable land registration and population
dispersal make more difficult the observance of traditional rules that regulate
access to pastures and protect farms from livestock. The 1964 law nationalising
grazing land procludes any land appropriation, even by collectivities. The
pastoralists have substituted no new system of responsibility for the traditional
rules where they have disappeared.
In addition, the pastoralists have modified the following practices. With each
consecutive opening of permanent water sites, long distance transhumance
declined further. The boreholes created conditions for larger and more durable
settlements in the Ferlo. The winter grazing encampment, which was formerly but
a way station, became a permanent population centre and the pivot around which
cattle move. Such short-distance movements, now determined by the spatial
distribution of the boreholes, substitute for the old system of dry-season
transhumance that took the herds far away.
When the wet season ponds dry up, the animals are watered at the boreholes at
least every other day. Pastures located near water sites are the first to be used up.
As grazing is sought further and further away, it becomes impossible for the herd
to return nightly to the encampment, which is temporarily abandoned for locations
in pastures used by the animals.
Depending on the type of management governing the encampment, the herds will
forage in isolated or collective units. These peregrinations are disorderly: we have
here real anarchy in the use of grazing with disastrous consequences for the
environment. Such phenomena do not mean the herders are without a social
conscience: it must be understood that, faced with the disappearance of traditional
spatial management and in the absence of any legal guarantee in land matters,
they don't feel that they have any special responsibility for their natural
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surroundings. Insecurity incites them to develop strategies that maximize their
short-term objectives and to use grazing land without caring about conservation,
let alone improvement. The Peul repeatedly postpone the decision to declare a field
'bad' and delay its abandonment; in Santoir's (1983) words, they tend to be over
optimistic in judging their environment, which denotes a disquieting retreat from
good pastoral practice.
We also note that the management of boreholes often leaves something to be
desired; breakdowns multiply and the cattle mob those wells that are functioning.
The inevitable overload is prejudicial to nearby grazing lands. Clearly the system
of transhumant pastoralism is coming to its logical end. Fuenteun wrote as early
as 1955 that he feared the Ferlo, which always had grass but no water, had arrived
at the reverse situation: water, but no grass.
The veterinary programme has radically changed livestock demographics: herds
tripled between 1950 and 1975. Pressure on the environment, principally on grazing,
increased concomitantly. As herds increased, overcrowding reached saturation
point. The vast grazing lands, previously regulated by the traditional system,
became permanently occupied, endangering the entire ecosystem. Milleville (1984)
rightly notes that drought magnifies weaknesses in such a situation and reveals
latent crises, sometimes dramatically. When breakdown thresholds are reached,
the environment and the most fragile production systems are affected
simultaneously.
Changes in Mode of Production: The droughts of the 1970s, especially the severe
one of 1972-1973, were catastrophic in the Ferlo. Initially, herders stayed put and
tried to wait it out. Their cattle losses reached 40-60%. From 1974, rainfall was
below average and the Peul used a contingency plan, moving herds to the south
where they encountered opposition because agriculture has expanded in that
region. Even so, the strategy was successful and mortality rates were lower during
the 1983 drought, which was the most severe the Ferlo had experienced for at least
50 years. This dramatizes the limitations of the settlement policy, which provided
no mechanism for emergency and succeeded neither in creating conditions for the
management of enlarged herds nor in rationalizing the collective use of natural
resources.
Analysis shows that the impact of the drought can only be understood in the
context of the ecosystems it affects, which goes back to the ties groups maintain
with their own surroundings, which in turn are determined by the evolution of
social systems. The socio-economic evolution of the Ferlo is characterized by three
principal factors:
1) a new production system, reinforced by the drought, which specializes in cattle
raising and entails the progressive abandonment of transhumance to and
cultivation of the riverbed farmland of the Senegal River valley.
2) deeper integration into the market economy, which has prompted the Peul to
commercialise a part of their herds. Speculation is the inevitable result of the
monetarisation of exchanges for grain (the demand for which has increased), the
absence of salaried jobs in the area, and the lack of alternative sources of income.
3) a marked improvement in pastoral incomes. But progress in social development
has not accompanied improved living standards: education and health care, for
example, remain insufficient in this still isolated society.
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So Peul society is in an intermediate situation: it has arrived at relative material
well-being without real innovation in the mode of production and without success
in making secure their new economy, which depends more or less exclusively on
ranching.
Individual risk strategies of cattle accumulation clearly contradict collective
interests because they incur increasing risk to the new production system and its
reproduction. Social changes work in the same way, pitting individual against
collective interests. In pastoral societies, extended families were justified largely
by the need to collaborate in production. However, now that the Ferlo pastoralists
are spared such collective tasks as manual pumping and herding, the extended
family is breaking apart. The consequences are social disintegration—a slackening
of traditional solidarity, a loss of security, and small family groups that are hardly
viable, all of which accentuate social differences.
Conclusion
The problems posed by the recent evolution of Peul society are not specific to the
Ferlo but common to all Sahelian pastoral societies with similar socio-economic
formations. The development policies at the base of these problems have three
essential components: hydraulic equipment, veterinary protection of herds, and
certain administrative regulations. The first goal underlying these development
policies is the settlement of nomadic populations, an objective not confined to the
colonial era. It is still on the agenda in Sahelian countries that continue to enact a
series of mainly technical measures that make the changeover to ranching
irreversible. The installation of boreholes is the central strategy in controlling the
nomads because transhumance was a response to the lack of water resources.
Pastoralists settled around permanent water sites but (rightly, as it turned out)
with no intention of giving up their potential for mobility, which is one of their
principal ways of managing climatic and ecological risks. Progressive
environmental degradation brought on by the boreholes makes the maintenance
of herds around water sites extremely difficult, particularly in the dry season. So
paradoxically, under present conditions, the boreholes are an obstacle to
permanent settlement.
The evolution begun in the Ferlo is marked by two contradictions: on the one
hand, the development of pastoral activity and its orientation towards speculation,
and on the other hand, the destablization of pastoral systems, which in concrete
terms means a loss of security for both individuals and the Peul socio-economic
formation. The traditional mode of production is based on access to open space,
a condition that no longer obtains. The continued growth of pressure on water
resources by rapidly increasing herds, and the relative anarchy that prevails in the
use of grazing, lead to environmental degradation, reaching a point of no return
for certain sensitive areas. Under these conditions, it is clear that sooner or later
pastoralism will collapse in the Ferlo.
Translated from the French by Meredeth Turshen.
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The State, Environment and Peasant
Consciousness in Botswana
Patrick P. Molutsi

Introduction
Environmental management — one of the pressing problems of the 1980s — is
intricately intertwined with wider issues of poverty, land concentration, inequality,
and gender. In recent years bourgeois and Marxist scholars have rightly shown
increasing interest in the subject of environmental management and related issues.
For those of us in the underdeveloped part of the world, the problem of the
environment is not so much the threat of pollution and nuclear contamination, as
the pressing problems of poverty and famine. For us, it is urgent that scholars,
practitioners and producers combine efforts to find solutions to overgrazing, soil
erosion, desertification, and famine, all the more so because these environmental
problems are not of recent origin.
British colonial reports from Africa and India show that drought was one of the
key issues discussed between 1900 and 1960. The most striking feature of these
reports is that, in every case, drought was largely blamed on such methods of
production as shifting cultivation, overstocking, and bush fires, which were very
often cited as major man-made causes of drought and desertification. In contrast,
capitalist agricultural practices, even when they exposed soil to heat and sun and
thus made it more susceptible to erosion, were not usually thought to threaten the
environment.
The colonial government simply reduced complex environmental problems to two
opposing ideologies — on the one hand, colonial capitalism, which with its superior
production techniques was environmentally more efficient, and on the other,
peasant production, culture and way of life, which were dismissed as inefficient,
poor and environmentally disastrous. This approach to environmental problems
is still characteristic of post-colonial policies.
This article traces the history of conservation policies in Botswana. It argues that
in Botswana, as in many post-colonial states, especially those following a capitalist
path of development, conservation and sound environmental management are
reduced to ideology. Overgrazing and soil erosion are still called the consequences
of peasant production methods, and the solutions proposed are still individual
land tenure, fencing, and commercial capitalist agriculture. This approach has
enabled a few petty bourgeois to accumulate large tracts of tribal land measuring
8 km 2 each as private ranches. The process of land accumulation is more
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pronounced in the western parts of the country where peasant resistance is
strongest. Government environmental policies fail to reduce overgrazing because
they are simplistic and really intended to facilitate the process of capitalist
accumulation in the countryside. In a number of instances, freehold farms and
ranches leased to individuals are more overgrazed than peasant lands.
Peasants are not as naive as the literature portrays them. Though often reduced
to bystanders in the drama of development, they can become revolutionaries, as
every regime knows, when there is interference with their land and cattle. Even
brute force does not usually succeed in displacing them from their original habitats.
Botswana's peasants have adopted different strategies to resist both changes in
land tenure and environmental policies that appeared to reduce their stock. For
example, in 1985 some peasants, mostly Hereros from Namibia who had been living
in Botswana since 1906, chose to return to Namibia rather than accept the newly
introduced Tribal Grazing Land Policy (TGLP). In the Ngwaketse region and
Kweneng District where ranch accumulation by petty bourgeois farmers has been
most aggressive, peasant protests compelled the government to dezone some land
designated for commercial ranching. Thus, the state has returned some land to the
community, not because it is democratic and benevolent, but because this crude
capital accumulation process engendered peasant resistance and a revolutionary
atmosphere in the countryside.
Resistance has not been sufficient to block the petty bourgeoisie. Thousands of
peasants were displaced from their natural habitats as cattle and boreholes moved
in. This displacement pauperised some peasants, forcing them to rely on
government food handouts. Many work herding cattle belonging to absentee
landlords for pitiful wages, which are often paid in kind with tobacco and mealie
meal.
This article concludes with sad evidence that Botswana has not yet seriously
addressed its environmental problems. Instead, its capitalist policies, dressed in
the language of conservation, have sharpened rural class distinctions, worsened
grazing conditions, and increased soil erosion, the frequency of drought, famine,
and mass poverty.
The Pre-colonial Environment
Botswana has always been a dry country with a harsh climate. Over 60% of the
land lies in the Kalahari semi-desert on the west. Only 5% of the total land area is
suitable for both livestock and agricultural production. The population is
concentrated on the eastern side of the country and only thinly distributed in the
west. The average rainfall is 450mm; it is highest in the northwest and lowest in
the Kalahari. The only area with good rains is the Okavango, but it is infested by
tsetse fly and has only patches of fertile soils.
Archaeological evidence is not yet conclusive but it is probable that modern
Botswana was not settled until the 18th century. In the 19th century, European
missionaries, travellers, hunters and colonial officers recorded the Tswana mode
of production. According to these sources, the Tswana were a settled people with
an economy based on cattle and crop production as well as arts and crafts, tanning
and black smithing industries. These predominantly subsistent peasant
communities were by no means prosperous. Output was low, technology
rudimentary, and production fluctuated with droughts and cattle disease.
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The communal land system enabled people to move their cattle freely or to acquire
new fields. They did not have to buy land but merely to obtain permission to use
it from their chief or his representative. The peasants adopted shifting cultivation
to allow exhausted soils to recover fertility and to maximise crop returns. Because
rainfall was erratic, most peasants scattered their fields in different parts of the
village. They say that they were 'chasing showers'. In order to provide water for
people and livestock, the Tswana used to dig pits, wells and dams, which they
abandoned when the water dried up. Throughout the country, people burned parts
of their grazing land to prepare for the new season.
The people lived in separated settlements of villages, lands, and cattle posts. The
last two were generally smaller than the villages, which were the centre of activity
and where the chief resided. The reasons for the tripartite settlement pattern have
yet to be fully investigated. One hypothesis is that, in the absence of fences, only
distance could separate cattle from crops. This is plausible but does not explain
why the pattern is unique in southern Africa to the Tswana. Another hypothesis
is that, because the 19th century was a period of frequent warfare, the Tswana
adopted this strategy to keep their resources away from potential enemies. During
the war these separated settlements distanced invaders and created a hiding place
especially for women, children and livestock. Whichever hypothesis is the correct
one, it seems that the movement of people with sledges and carts between the
" settlements may have contributed to the country's present soil erosion problems.
Although there are reports that designated overseers in each area determined
when a piece of land was overgrazed, there is not enough evidence to suggest how
far this conservation method was successful.
There was also a traditional system of the larger herders loaning out cattle to those
with few, who got their milk and the first off-spring in return for herding them; it
was called mafisa. Although embodying relations of inequality and exploitation of
the poor by the rich, the mafisa system provided some form of social security for
the poor.
This summary of Tswana methods of production, which has implications for
environmental conservation, is necessary to an understanding of colonial and
post-colonial environmental ideologies. The next section reviews the colonial
response to Tswana political economy.
The British Colonial Political Economy and Environmental Management
The ideology of conservation has its history in colonial rule in Bechuanaland. The
colonial government divided the country into Native Reserves covering 48% of the
total area, but later regretted having made that decision. It then tried different
policies to dissolve the communal tenure of the reserves and to install a freehold
tenure system.
From the late 1930s the colonial government provided limited funds for livestock
development. Most of this money was used to drill syndicate boreholes. This policy
did not change tenure, however, and in the late 1940s the state adopted a different
strategy.
After World War II, the government provided loans and technical assistance to
individual large cattle owners to drill their own boreholes in the western parts of
the country. Money for borehole development took a large share of revenue during
this period. Of the total of 2,782,418 loans and grants voted to the Bechuanaland
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Administration between 1945 and 1956, 60% was spent on agriculture and, under
agriculture, almost half (49%) was spent on water development. The strategy of
helping large cattle owners move into the Kalahari was quite successful after
WWII. The government succeeded in creating de facto private holdings of land
there, which did change land tenure patterns. Although there was talk of
conservation, the primary concern was with commercial exchange.
The British believed Bechuanaland to be an open land with potential for
commercial ranching, as various commissions sent to the Protectorate unfailingly
stressed. The Gaitskell Mission of 1954, for instance, stated:
we believe that this immense land, happy in being without history, largely empty of people
. . . and therefore free for the future can with patience, wisdom and imaginative use, be
moulded into a steady and enduring model in miniature of African, coloured, and European
partnership in the fullest sense of the word.

This mission, as did earlier ones, falsely claimed that Bechuanaland was an empty
land, even though the Kalanga and other communities had been living in this part
of the country for many years.
The effect of the consequent huge investment in livestock production and
marketing was a quantum increase in the number of cattle. The national herd has
grown apace, despite severe set-backs in drought years — one million in the 1930s,
two million in the 1960s, and now approaching three million. The increase in the
commercial off-take, almost all for export, is an indicator. In 1942,45,000 head of
cattle were exported; in 1946 the number increased to 47,000 and in 1950 to around
70,000. In 1959 the number rose to 90,000 and in 1962 to 118,000. The invasion of
the Kalahari was thus well started by the end of colonial rule.
Post-Colonial Environmental Policies
The environmental policies of the post-colonial government revolve around three
simplistic beliefs: a) that poor conservation methods are caused by the communal
land tenure system and that individual land tenure is superior to communal tenure
because the owner is obliged to protect his/her land; b) that communal tenure and
chiefly rule restrict movement and deny people permanent settlement in their place
of choice (i.e., that the chiefs methods of land allocation and general restrictions
on people's movement created insecurity among producers, reduced agricultural
investment, and kept levels of output low; chiefs are therefore accused of
promoting retrogressive attitudes, poverty and disease); and c) that a technical and
bureaucratic package can promote better conservation and increase agricultural
output.
The government's solutions to conservation and low productivity are: 1)
appropriate legislation to provide change of tenure of grazing land from communal
to some form of individual tenure -freehold or leasehold (the 1968 act, which
transferred the administration of tribal lands from the chiefs to the newly
established land boards, provided terms for leasehold tenure in agriculture for the
first time); 2) modern methods of livestock production — fencing, rotation grazing,
stock breeding and control, which when applied give both better conservation
methods and increased production; and 3) the use of Botswana's vast empty land
to which individual ranches can be allocated. In reply to opponents of the Tribal
Land Act, the then Vice President Dr. Masire said,
not only will the Act put people's rights to their land on a proper democratic basis, but
progressive farmers will be greatly assisted in their efforts to increase productivity.
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Furthermore, ...the farmers brigades (cooperatives of young farmers) will be unhindered
by outmoded restrictions.

The Tribal Grazing Land Policy (TGLP) of 1975, the government's second major
piece of legislation designed to change the tribal/communal tenure system,
officially legitimised the invasion of the Kalahari. This policy divided tribal land
into commercial, communal, and reserve areas. The commercial areas were lands
set aside for commercial ranch development based on a leasehold land tenure
system. The lessors were predominantly to be large cattle owners. Communal
areas, on the other hand, were to be for poor and middle peasants who were to
retain the communal tenure system and graze their stock around the already
overgrazed villages. Only if they were formed into cooperatives would poor and
middle peasants be permitted to move to commercial areas. The reserve areas
which were to be for future generations and wildlife never came into existence.
Land use surveys showed that the anticipated empty land was unavailable.
When launching the act in 1975, the late President Khama said,
increased herds, under the system of uncontrolled grazing, have led to serious overgrazing
around villages, surface water sources and boreholes. Overgrazing has led to sheet erosion
and bush encroachment which reduced the amount of good grazing.

The solutions according to the President are:
. . .using simple methods of management (rotational grazing, controlled breeding, early
weaning, daily watering and bonemeal feeding). Correct stocking rates, and paddocking
to permit some rotational grazing will halt deterioration, allow the grass to improve, and
provide standing hay for the dry season.

The TGLP succeeded in giving both former state land and tribal land to individual
ranchers. Although they were already large, the sizes of the ranches in the west
were increased, whereas long overcrowded districts such as the northeast,
southeast, and Kweneng received only small additions of new land. It is not difficult
to establish who benefited from this tenurial change. As President Khama once
said:
Botswana is and will remain a nation of farmers. I and most of my cabinet are farmers.
Most of our civil servants retain close personal and family links with the land. So our rural
development policies are based on practical experience as well as modern methods of
extension and applied research.

Government conservation policies have in practice served the major purpose of
privatising grazing land rather than of promoting better environmental
management. By 1979 the whole country was divided into different types of land
tenure. Although some commercial land was reduced and given over to communal,
the overall effect of the policy has been to privatise communal land.
Reaction and Resistance to Government Land Policies
TGLP was reluctantly accepted by peasants in 1975. Many saw it not as a
conservation policy but as a programme of destocking and privatising tribal land.
In some western parts of the country peasant objections to the policy were very
strong because most of the private ranches had expanded into these areas earlier.
In the years since TGLP was introduced, peasant resistance to this policy has
increased. First of all, government failed to make good its promise to reserve areas
for the poorer members of society and future generations of cattle owners. Second,
from 1975 to 1986 government concentrated resources on the development of
commercial ranches and totally neglected communal areas. Third, commercial
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ranches displaced large numbers of people, paying little or no compensation.
Despite their acquisition of large ranches (some over 1,000 hectares), large stock
owners have neither removed all of their cattle from overgrazed villages nor
practised better conservation methods in the newly acquired ranches.
University students and researchers opposed TGLP from the start, comparing it
to the English enclosure system of the 18th century. Picard and Holms are wrong
to claim that only some expatriate personnel and young civil servants criticised
the policy. They were but a small section of a larger group who were personally
opposed to this policy. Some private and governmental institutions such as the
National Institute for Research of the University of Botswana and the Rural
Sociology Unit of the Ministry of Agriculture also made similar assessments of this
policy just before its implementation. These reports raised issues ranging from the
technical and economic to the social and political implications of this policy. Over
all, participants in the workshops, which produced the NIR and Sociology Unit
reports, were skeptical of TGLP. Since these reports, Sandford, Hitchcock, Lipton,
Holms, and the annual reports of the Second Livestock Development Project have
shown that TGLP has faced many problems, some of which such as the effects
on the poor and non-cattle owners were predicted by early critics of the policy.
Rural protest, against TGLP in particular and state conservation policies in general,
has increased over the years. In Kweneng District, for instance, the protest was
so strong that government concluded either that the Bakwena were unnecessarily
hostile to this policy or that they were politically motivated by the opposition
parties to reject it. However, the reasons why Bakwena more than other Batswana
have been most vocal against this policy are not hard to find. Kweneng is the largest
of the districts close to Gaborone; the other neighbouring districts of Kgatieng and
southeast are small and do not have any land demarcated for commercial ranches.
As a result, initiatives to commercialise Bakwena land at the expense of the
peasants came from both Gaborone, where petty bourgeois cattle owners are
concentrated, and from the neighbouring districts.
In the Ngwaketse region, too, where the land grab process created by the TGLP
was very tense, protest was strong. Various individuals of high political and social
standing allocated large ranches to themselves. In the end 60% of the land was
declared commercial, leaving many peasants with no land. To address this situation
a commission was set up in 1980 to investigate land allocation irregularities. The
findings of this commission showed the crude and adverse ways in which TGLP
has been used by the ruling class in Botswana to accumulate land.
The State and its Development Ideology
Many post>colonial states claim that, because they are neither capitalist nor
socialist, they have no ideology. Still others claim that their ideologies are based
on their past traditions and customs. Botswana defines ideology in terms of either
capitalism or socialism and claims that because it identifies with neither of the
two it therefore has no ideology. While denying its capitalist character, Botswana
dismissed socialism outright as irrelevant to the country. In the words of the late
President Khama:
Many African countries have formally stated that their guiding ideology is socialism. This
label, even if qualified by the adjective 'African', can have little meaning for the majority of
our people. Furthermore, socialism is an ideology to which leaders as various as Stalin and
Dubcek, Ulbricht and Willy Brandt, Nasser and Ben Gurion, Harold Wilson and Fidel Castro
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have all laid claim.
More recently President Masire claimed that his government is social democratic.
He said this was because its policies encourage both free enterprise and parastatal
(partly private and partly state owned) organizations to invest freely in the
economy.
At another level, the government claims it has no ideology but has guiding
principles of development, democracy, national unity, and self-reliance. These are
said to be principles rooted in the culture of Botswana, perhaps only because they
can be translated into the local language. The four national principles are then
simplified into four planning objectives, of rapid economic growth, sustained
development, economic independence, and social justice.
Of these four, only the first, rapid economic growth, has been realised in the 20
years since independence. There are no signs of reduced economic dependence
on external capital and multinational corporations. Instead, Botswana's
dependence on South Africa, foreign companies and governments has grown
substantially in the past two decades. The record for sustained development and
social justice is a very poor one. The land on which both sustained development
and rapid economic growth depend is under serious threat of desertification.
Social justice is a controversial bourgeois concept claimed by all governments.
Yet in Botswana, poverty is widespread, unemployment is growing, and gross
inequality in incomes is aggravated by displacement of the population these are
hardly good signs of social justice regardless of how one defines it. Indeed, in its
recent development plans, the government conceded that the four planning
principles are inconsistent.
Of course it is not what leaders say or do not say that defines a country's ideology.
The dominant relations of production define the ideology of the state at any
particular point in time. Close observation of Botswana's social formation 20 years
after independence shows three basic features. First, land tenure has changed
significantly from a communal non-marketable system to a privatised freehold/
leasehold marketable system. In other words, the community has lost control and
ownership of the land to individuals. Second, many households are increasingly
dependent on wage labour and on remittances and gifts from relatives employed
in the wage sector. In contrast, the agricultural sector which in the past provided
many people with a living has been declining in both relative and absolute terms.
Third, both property ownership and relations of production have become
increasingly privatised and profit oriented. Not only has foreign capital dominated
the economy and determined the levels of return to labour, but also the indigenous
livestock industry has become more commercialised. Recent surveys in the rural
areas show that increasing numbers of cattle owners no longer use their cattle for
draught power, preferring either to buy a tractor or to give up farming altogether.
These changes in the method of production have had substantial impact on the
relations of production; in particular the decline of the traditional mafisa practice
of loaning cattle has been partly responsible for widespread poverty in rural
Botswana. The above three major characteristics of Botswana's political economy
show a capitalist society in the making. It is therefore ridiculous for the state to
continue to claim that it has no ideology.
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Conclusion
Botswana faces three major problems in the next two decades. In order of
importance these problems are poverty, unemployment, and environmental
degradation. Although ranking third, environmental issues are intricately related
to the problems of poverty, inequality, and unemployment. Under existing
environmental conditions, the problems of poverty and agricultural
underproduction cannot be tackled adequately. And without first addressing the
problem of environmental conservation, it will be extremely difficult to create
more jobs in the agricultural sector.
Future environmental policies will not gain peasant support easily, judging by the
struggle against TGLP in both Kweneng District and the Ngwaketse region. The
recently introduced National Conservation Policy faces a gloomy future. It is sad,
therefore, to conclude that the post-colonial state, as did its predecessor uses
environmental issues as an ideology to justify capitalist accumulation of land.
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The Conservation Issue in
Zimbabwe
Lionel Cliffe

Robert Mugabe has just won the $100,000 Africa Prize for Leadership against
Hunger — not so much for his own efforts but those of the peasants of Zimbabwe
who have dramatically increased their food production since Independence in
1980 and given the country a grain surplus. If there were a similar prize for
protection of the environment, Zimbabwe would be a hot favourite. Its concern
for the issue of conservation of the 'natural' environment is evidenced by having
a Ministry which mainly concentrates on this, by having sought to enunciate a
'National Conservation Strategy' and by holding an international conference on
implementing such a strategy in 1985 with the backing of the UN Environment
Programme, the World Wildlife Fund and other worthy bodies.
That these noble efforts should be a cause for concern and not just congratulation
may be difficult to accept at first in an outside world where to be 'green' is seen
as radical and is certainly chic. The historical realities, however, are that as Beinart
(1984) has documented, there is a strong 'conservationist' tradition in southern
Africa that is anything but progressive. It may have been so in the early 20th century
when it was at first applied to the 'soil mining' of settler farmers concerned with
short-term profit making in a context of seeming land abundance, but as it came
to be more and more applied to analysing problems of African peasant farming
areas it took on the form of an 'idiom (that).. .has all too often been employed to
put the blame on African cultivators for problems really created by unjust land
division.. .'(Ranger, 1985:312). This widespread concern that over-use and mis-use
of the soil and of pasture was leading to soil erosion and degradation of the
environment spread from South Africa and became not only widespread among
colonial officials in many territories but lead to an orthodoxy which shaped policy
in many areas to do with agriculture and rural development — and even to land
distribution between the races and to land tenure arrangements in African peasant
areas. Unfortunately the pseudo-scientific basis of this thinking seems to have
been absorbed more or less uncritically -although not as we shall see completely
unmodified by post-Independence governments. And such thinking is certainly
evident in Zimbabwe's documents and policies as we shall try to show. Nor can
this influence be solely attributed to the continuing presence of white civil servants;
it has been absorbed by in-coming Zimbabwean bureaucrats. Thus the first major
commission on agriculture after Independence saw the problem in a similar vein:
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Unless urgent and effective action is taken to rehabilitate the Communal Areas, the
agricultural decline of the past decade will continue and worsen and there will be no hope
of achieving the large increase in productivity necessary to enable these areas to support
their inhabitants and make a net contribution to the economy (Chavunduka Report, 1982:4).

To point to the colonial, not to say racist, origins of this concern with soil erosion
and ecological deterioration, is not sufficient to demolish its argument, however.
Nor is it the case that there is no cause for concern about declining fertility and
possibly irreversible changes for the worse in the environment. A critical
examination of this approach is necessary to reveal in what particular respects
it is mistaken. Here the argument will be presented that it wrongly specifies the
'problem', that it mistakenly explains the causes, and thus the solutions that flow
from it are inappropriate and have the wrong emphasis. Moreover, these
misperceptions are not just a consequence of some residual colonial values that
happen to have survived unexpurgated from white settler attitudes to mar slightly
a basically sound technical appraisal. Rather this whole school suffers from a
flawed and mystifying way of thinking about environmental issues that it shares
with many radical 'greens' writing about 'Africa's crisis'.
The Conservationist Orthodoxy
What then are the concerns, diagnoses and prescriptions of this school as they
relate to Zimbabwe? First, it is saying that the environmental situation is one of
emergency proportions. Specifically, they see a crisis looming where 'abuse of the
natural vegetation is the single most serious cause of ecological deterioration' to
quote the National Conservation Strategy (NCS) document presented to the
conference in 1985, and this is 'leading to desertification over large areas...'
The document sees the problem as acute: in agricultural areas 'soil erosion has
become excessive and dangerous. . .often critical'; the extensive grazing lands
'show advanced degradation', and especially those in the Communal Areas (CAs
-the African small holder areas) which are marked by 'advancing desertification
... (which will be) 'difficult to reverse'. Overall, it concludes: 'Ecologically the
situation must continue to deteriorate unless there is massive intervention...'
The explanation that the Rhodesian-style conservationists offer for this situation
is based on a Malthusian perspective of over-population leading to over-use and
mis-use of land — too intensive cultivation, without fallow periods of land that is
often 'unsuitable' for crops, plus overgrazing of the natural pasture. This tendency
is combined with the shortcomings of a peasant agrarian system in the CAs, where
farming and herding practices and social patterns militate against sustainable
agriculture.
Specifically, cultivation is said to ignore contours, encroach on watercourses,
which in turn generates silting, and generally to use land that is unsuitable because
of slope, poor or fragile soils, or climatic marginality. There is some recognition
nowadays that these practices are not simply due to ignorance, but they are then
put down to a land shortage resulting from a generalised over-population rather
than the highly skewed distribution of land. Beyond that, lack of sustainable arable
practices are put down to the so-called 'communal' land tenure system; the
theoretical right that family land can be reallocated (which scarcely operates in
practice given the necessity of permanent cultivation) supposedly breeds an
insecurity which apparently inhibits CA farmers from making permanent
improvements or worrying about soil conservation in the long run.
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Degradation of grazing land, also the source of firewood, is an even more serious
problem, resulting from overstocking of available pasture. This is put down to
ignorance! The Conservation Strategy document opines that 'in spite of good
livestock management and veterinary practices, there is frequently a virtual lack
of understanding of range management'. Another facet of this lack of
'understanding' is the 'popular demand for more land and more livestock to satisfy
socio-economic aspirations'. The perception of the problem thus boils down to
one where these dumb peasants just don't realise that 'the land cannot support
this demand'. Insofar as overuse of grazing land is not just put down to
unreasonable attitudes, there is some slight realisation of underlying necessities
— the 'need for draught animals (and) considerations of social security' get
mentions in one sentence alongside 'cultural traditions' (the old 'cattle complex'
idea of 1920s anthropologists still survives in the minds of these present day
conservationists). And the other bit of amateur social anthropology is wheeled
out: 'the communal system. . .provides access to land and water (that) are free'
-the old 'tragedy of the commons' idea again where it is assumed there never was
nor can there be any common solution to the structural contradiction between
individual use of the environment and long-term common good.
The prescriptions that flow from this diagnosis are predictable: 'the problem in
the Communal Areas can be stated simply and most technical solutions are known'
(NSC). The same technical prescriptions that Beinart argues were identified in
South Africa decades ago: for arable husbandry 'ploughing should be along the
contours and strips of veld should be left between the lands; dongas (gulleys)
should be filled in and planted, vegetation left untouched around watercourses
and vleis'; for livestock husbandry 'stock numbers should be limited; animals
should be driven along the contour. . .kraaling should be limited and dispersed
watering places in fenced paddocks provided'.
So far so good, but the conservationists have always tended to argue that to
implement this kind of technical fix will require 'the changing of deep-rooted
socio-economic customs' (NSC). To get over the structural problem of'communal'
land tenure supposedly inhibiting incentives for proper land use what had been
proposed in the past, under the Land Husbandry Act of the 1950s, for instance,
was for individual titles to be issued for (existing cultivated) land — which would
leave a proportion of the people permanently landless. This market incentive was
coupled with regulations to enforce conservation. Nowadays, perhaps in the
knowledge that Land Husbandry's compulsion and impoverishment were
successfully resisted, no one openly advocates individual tenure. Instead the settler
conservationists' belief that paternalist enforcement is necessary to overcome
African peasant attitudes is reinforced by the authoritarian, statist knee-jerk
reflexes of the new bureaucrats. Thus the strategy document calls for 'strict action
against landholders who persistently ignore advice and allow their land to
deteriorate'. It is not part of the document but one change in land tenure that is
often mooted is not individualisation but the state taking over freehold — which
sounds very radical — but where leasehold would be extended as a 'permit to
use' to which would attach conditions of proper use. Thus the 'strict action' for
those who 'ignore advice' would then be landlessness — draconian (and counter
productive even in its own terms because it is a recipe for insecurity offering even
less incentive to improve land), but also, thankfully, politically and administratively
unimplementable.
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Changes in customs or associated structures are less easy to prescribe with respect
to grazing land, 'the commons'. Again regulations are specified — 'control over the
indiscriminate cutting of trees for poles and fuel', 'curbs on poaching', but the
central demand is for the limitation of animal numbers to stocking rates within the
'carrying capacity' — coupled with some reafforestation and other tasks as part
of a public works programme. But who is to police these regulations and who is
to be held responsible for any back-sliding? This problem, implicit in these
proposals, is partially recognised by the NCS, but only to the extent of an
unelaborated call for 'individual and collective accountability' — plus an equally
vague suggestion for 'the equitable distribution of resource rights'. This is
presumably a partial recognition of inequalities in the distribution of the livestock
that uses the commons, which is to be welcomed. But the proposal also presumably
refers to a particularly daft idea that has been floated in Zimbabwe: for this
inequality to be overcome by everyone in the community, regardless of how many
beasts they have, to be allocated an equal share of 'titles' to use the grazing. This
proposal then envisages that those who can't or don't use their titles, the stockless,
will then lend or sell them off to those with more cattle. So every village can thus
have its own mini-stock exchange — a market solution to the problem of inequality
that avoids any contemplation of redistribution of means of the production.
Before presenting a critique of the analysis and explanation of the problem and
solutions to it that are offered by conservationists and the NCS document
specifically, it should be stated that some Zimbabwe environmentalists and
officials have sought to distance themselves from this approach. The NCS in fact
went through several drafts and the document we have referred to thus does
represent something of a compromise to their criticisms. More significantly, the
status of the Report and of the 1985 Conference were slightly downgraded to a
formula whereby there were discussions about the implementation of a strategy
rather an agenda for the adoption of these particular proposals.
However, what has also to be appreciated is that the few officials that are
challenging the strategy in this kind of way have to contend against a
well-entrenched orthodoxy not just in the texts and heads of the majority of old
and new officials and politicians, but against long ingrained practices and
blueprints,that are waitiing on the shelves ready to be dusted off and slightly
repackaged to fit the new political circumstances. In fact, virtually all agricultural
policies and programmes and extension practices for the last 70 years have
reflected this thinking. The breakthrough to higher productivity and conservation
on the white farms, when it eventually came after decades of effort and state
inputs, involved farm plans being drawn up by the agricultural service for each
holding. These specified cultivable areas allowing for generous conservation
bunds, avoidance of slopes, and crop rotations with in-built fallow periods. On the
settler ranches planned grazing and target stock rates were specified that limited
the number of livestock to the land's 'carrying capacity', in practice keeping herds
below the size that the grazing would support in the worst years — a conservative
strategy. Of course, as we shall discuss below, this manner of using land so it was
never used too intensively was all too possible, and still provided high incomes,
only because of the huge size of the white farms and the vast amount of spare land
in the white areas.
The same principles of conserving land use were eventually applied to the CAs,
but there, where land was scarce and already intensively used, they involved trying
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to turn the clock back. Efforts to introduce cultivation rules and to restrict the
number of cattle to meet 'carrying capacities' were introduced already in the 1940s,
and then formalised in what was to be an intensive campaign in the significantly
labelled 'Native Land Husbandry Act' of 1951, whose measures (like others
subsequently) were successfully resisted. And they were resisted for a variety of
reasons but at bottom because provision for conservation works, for fallowing and
for limiting livestock numbers meant taking out of production land that was
already not enough to guarantee even subsistence needs, and actually killing off
animals whose numbers although rising in aggregate were in decline per household.
And yet proposals for 'improved land use' always and still remain the same: the
top-down specifying of ideal sizes of arable holdings and cultivation patterns and
of land-livestock ratios This has been the basis for the Resettlement Schemes
which have moved peasants onto former white farms, and the NCS proposes this
same approach for the CAs (see Bush & Cliffe in ROAPE no.29 for documentation).
But in the context of land shortage this always implies some dumping of 'surplus
people' off any'properly-managed lands'. The land may be conserved but people's
predicament is ignored.
The Real Land Problem in Zimbabwe
The first question mark that should be posed about this conventional approach is
the empirical accuracy of the findings about land deterioration and overpopulation.
And yet the orthodoxy is so ingrained that, as a 1982 survey of livestock by Steven
Sandford of the Overseas Development Institute in London remarked 'to many...
environmental degradation.. .is so obvious that a request to see the evidence which
supports it appears to be fractious quibbling'. Nevertheless some doubts must be
implied by the overall picture presented over the years, for there is an anomaly in
the fact that the dire warnings about an impending ecological crisis in the African
farming areas were already being mooted in the 1920s, and yet the predicted doom
has been postponed for at least 60 years.
In fact, the concern about degradation was such that Ranger (1985) reports that
'By the end of the 1930s.. .it had come to be universal wisdom that the Reserves
were in a full blown ecological crisis'. But since then increasing population has
lead to the transfer of much former grazing land to arable use, and yet the reduced
— and presumably increasingly degraded -pasture has sustained a three-fold
growth in the cattle population (about 5% per annum) and this is still increasing,
suggesting that although livestock fertility and mortality are not at their optimum
they are not yet severely affected by the degradation.
But that earlier foreboding were over-alarmist does not necessarily mean that
presant day concerns should just be dismissed as crying wolf. And there certainly
is evidence of soil loss, gully formation. However, little of these data provide time
series which measure the trends, especially over the longer term. So it cannot be
said with certainty that there is a certain rate of decline compared with previous
decades, that there is not some regeneration after periods of drought like those
in 1983/4, nor that the situation, bad as it is, is qualitatively worse than in the past,
nor that it is irreversible. More specifically, there is virtually no concrete evidence,
over time, to show by how much the erosion and bush encroachment and other
symptoms of deterioration that may be occurring are actually reducing the
potential of land, either grazing or arable, or that such trends are actually
responsible for reducing actual production. And if this case that degradation is
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reducing productivity is not as proven as its proponents think, the causal relation
which blame the deterioration and production effects on peasant farming practices
is on even shakier ground as yet.
This scepticism is not to say that there is no cause for concern about the
environment and land use. But the nature and scale of the problem has to be
correctly stated. The issue resembles the old controversy as to whether the pot is
half-full or half-empty. Whether the problem of the Communal Areas is one of
'over-population' or 'land shortage' depends on one's perspective. Posing the
problem in the latter terms brings out two crucial, politically controversial, features
of the situation that the conservationist problematic conveniently does not pose.
First, the real crisis that was faced at Independence by the people of the CAs was
how to survive. Many people do not have enough land, or oxen or other resources
to get any income from fanning or even meet subsistence, given existing farming
systems. Estimates put the average annual cash income from farming in the CLs
before 1980 at still only Z$26 per household (Whitsun, 1978) even though real
incomes had been growing over the previous decade. Riddell (1978) took a longer
time perspective and argued that average real incomes from farming had gone
down by a total of 40% in the period 1948-1970. In the post-Independence period
infant mortality rates and rates of malnutrition in the CLs were up to four times
as high as in urban areas according to a 1984 UNICEF report. These indicators are
averages which disguise the more extreme plight of the really poor.
The second issue glossed over in talking about over-population in the CAs is any
recognition that it is a relative not to say artificial problem stemming from the
grossly unequal institutionalising of a racial land division. Not only did some 6000
European farms have half of all land exclusively reserved to them but it was far
and away the best land. Let's briefly look at the facts of this land distribution.
The 33 million hectares of agricultural land is classified into five Natural Regions (NR) of
vastly different potential*. Of this almost exactly half in 1980, now 39%, constitutes the
large-scale commercial farms (LSCF) — formerly white — now constituting some 4500
farms, average size just less than 3000 hectares.
The Communal Areas comprise some 800,000 peasant households and some 16.4 million
hectares — averaging 20 ha. available per family, but this figure means little as the greater
part is common land devoted to grazing, so the average size of household arable plots is
much smaller.
There are in addition the Resettlement Areas (c.2.5 million ha.) and the Small-scale
Commercial Farming (formerly African Purchase) Areas (1.4m ha.).

But access to the high potential land in NRI and II is highly skewed. One third of
the LSCF Sector is in these Regions; less than one tenth of the CAs.
In other words over 90% of the land from which peasant households seek their
food and other needs would only be regarded by commercial farmers as suitable
for ranching. How, in these circumstances can the NCS document report, correctly
,

NRI
NRII
NRIII
NRIV

=
=
='
=

NRV

=

Specialised and Diversified Farming, including fruit and plantation crops;
Intensive Farming of Crops and Livestock;
Semi-intensive farming, marginal for crop production alone;
Semi-extensive farming, in which even drought-resistant crops are
unreliable and farming systems should be based on livestock;
Extensive farming where cattle or game ranching is only viable farming
system
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of course, that 'a considerable proportion of the 3 million ha. currently cultivated
. . .is in areas that are either unsuitable for the crops being grown or not suitable
for cultivation at all' — and simply wring its hands about the mistreatment of the
land?
There is also a mis-specification of the problem of the use of grazing land as well
as arable. In these former areas, dwindling all the time as more of the land
'unsuitable for cultivation' has to be made available as arable plots to new families,
the diagnosis has always been that there is overstocking — too many beasts for
the available pasture. But when it is remembered that the chief use of cattle is as
oxen for ploughing, a contrary picture emerges. As one local case study in the
centre of the country discovered 'from a conventional land management viewpoint
the grazing areas are 300% over-stocked; yet from the viewpoint of the people living
there the area is about 53% understocked in terms of ploughing needs (Drinkwater,
1985). But this is one of the few cases where anyone has bothered to measure the
'land problem' in terms of the availability of oxen. A rough calculation comparing
number of oxen with land area to be ploughed (Cliffe, 1985) reveals that several
districts suffer from an opposite crisis of too few cattle, rather than overstocking.
The picture is in fact much worse if one digs behind the averages, to look at regional
and class differentiation. In those few CAs in NRI & n there is in fact less shortage
of land, either arable or grazing — and they are not so susceptible to drought.
Some of the CAs in NR IV and V are very overcrowded but their greater
vulnerability was shown in the 1983-4 drought, when the latter areas, NR V,
reportedly lost 47% of their draught animals, while there was an increase in
livestock in the same period in CAs in NR II. But even more serious is the
distribution of cattle — almost half of all CA households do not have any oxen of
their own at all, while others have sizeable herds. The former are dependent on
the latter.
Given the variations between the regions, any solutions need to be carefully
tailored to different circumstances. One area may have a bottleneck in shortage
of oxen and thus grazing land; others, the drier or more hilly areas, hare a relative
shortage of arable. But this discussion of the relationship between grazing, draught
power and ox-plough cultivation points to the necessary complexity of any
prescriptions. It is not easy to formulate and less easy to implement strategies for
tackling 'overstocking'. How much, more difficult is it to contend with situations
where there is simultaneously too many and too few cattle. In these circumstances
such pat formulae as the NCS's of 'requiring that animal numbers are held to within
a (certain) stocking rate' are too simplistic, if they don't at the same time address
the problems of ensuring enough draught power (whether through mechanisation,
sharing, minimal tillage or whatever), and of access to draught power for the poor
that are presently denied it.
This particular conundrum of providing for livestock, grazing and draught needs
underlines one of the bases for the shortcomings of the conventional approach at
the technical and conceptual level. The key measure of the problem and the basis
for specifying more rational land use patterns is 'carrying capacity'. Part of the
orthodoxy that is applied without question, it should rather only be a rule of
thumb, and the guidelines that are in use of how many people or livestock can be
accommodated in different NRs are as much guess work as scientific estimate.
But providing their tentative nature is remembered they can be of use — although
not simply as a formulae for regulating. For the more severe distortion arises not
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because they are rough and ready measures, but because they are seen, again
simplistically, as indicators of a relationship between a fixed and necessary
population (human or animal) and the physical environment. The very
nomenclature, natural region, is of course mystifying. By definition, land used by
societies for agricultural purposes ceased to be 'natural' centuries ago. What
'carrying capacity' measures, if anything, is the potential of an environment utilised
by a concrete farming system. There is thus a three-way relationship that has to
be considered —- environment, population and agrarian systems. If there is a crisis,
the constraints of the farming practices and broader socio-economic system as
well as 'nature' have to be brought into the equation. Equally, in probing possible
solutions, tinkering with the population balance is naturally the device to be
resorted to if changes in the farming system and the socio-economic structure are
prematurely left off the agenda. In conventional thinking, the farming system only
figures in calculations insofar as it is a constraint on population-balance strategies
or on observance of conservation improvement techniques. Solutions are thus
never considered within a context of more basic changes in the social system of
production, its production relationships and their meaning for sustainable
production — for instance, changes in the mode of tillage, land and livestock
redistribution.
Another feature of the actual husbandry practices relating to livestock is ignored
by the conservation conceptions about carrying capacity. Their prescriptions of
regulating 'animal numbers to within a stocking rate that does not suppress the
perennial grass cover on well-maintained ranges and allows it to recover in areas
that have been overgrazed' appears to be common sensical and specific enough
to be professionally regulated. However the ideal stocking rate or carrying capacity
to achieve such praiseworthy aims is a function of the herding strategy pursued.
Rainfall, especially in drier areas of Zimbabwe suitable for grazing, is in fact
unreliable. But peasants do not pursue the same strategy as commercial ranchers,
who keep their overall numbers to the maximum that could survive in a draught
year — a 'conservative' strategy that is rational if the aim is to maximise animal
income over the long run from a steady off-take. Rather, in the CAs an 'opportunist'
strategy may well be pursued whereby numbers are allowed to increase in better
rainfall years up to what the grazing will support, accepting that many will be lost,
sold or killed off in bad years. If cattle are kept for their products, for manure, as
draught animals, and as a means of saving, such a stragegy maximises their
aggregate number at any one time. If this alternative rationality is recognised there
is no reason to explain peasant practices by invoking the economic irrationality
of the old 'cattle complex' idea that livestock are kept because of Shona religious
beliefs that ancestral spirits are embodied in certain bulls, or because they are
required in or have been received as bridewealth payments (lobola').
It is also not necessary to invoke economic 'irrationality' as an explanation of
another, very real problem of grazing management. Where individual livestock
owners have access, for as many beasts as they can manage to accumulate, to
common pasture and there is no communal mechanism for controlling livestock
numbers or the use of the grazing land, then it is not in any one individual's interest
to curb numbers, as they will not gain advantage by conserving grazing unless
others do the same. This contradiction between public and private interest in a
context where there is increased land pressure, but where the customary system
itself is breaking down and cannot respond to the new situation, is the one
undoubted area where the structural character of the indigenous farming system
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needs modification. There is, however, more than one way to solve this problem
and not just the 'enclosure' of such land into individual ownership that was
suggested by the influential originator (Hardin, 1971) of this debate on the
'commons' (see instead Gilles & Jamtgaard, 1981). The NCS is correct in calling
for 'individual and collective accountability for the conservation and correct use
of communal assets, such as water, grazing, wildlife and forest products, in
Communal Areas, and the equitable distribution of resource rights and benefits'.
But what kind of community institution can play this role is an issue central to any
conservation strategy and certainly to implementation, but an issue that was never
explored in the documents or at the Conference. The problem is not easy to solve
precisely because of the unequal distribution of ownership that we have noted.
Existing schemes in the CAs for improved (rotational) grazing by fencing and other
means tend to be dominated by the better-off among that half of the households
who have any cattle at all. The risks in this kind of institutional structure for control
of environment are that not only are they likely to be manipulated to the benefit
of larger herders but may permanently exclude the 40% or more with no cattle
from the livestock side of farming. Provision of titles for 'resource rights', even if
these are more precisely defined, are unlikely to be insurance against being
manipulated, and won't solve the other requirement of these 'stockless' people —
for draught power. Meaningful solutions to the problem of getting improved use
of common grazing are certainly needed, but if they are not to ensure the
impoverishment of the commons by generating some further impoverishment of
the most vulnerable people, they will have to be less simplistic and tackle proper
land use of grazing not as a separate problem but in conjunction with reform of
the arable fanning system and also by confronting the social issue of poverty.
These two other requirements of seeking a more integrated farming system and
poverty prevention demand not simply a reduction in livestock numbers, but a
combination of (self-) regulated grazing coupled with overcoming the land and
livestock shortage of the poor. This latter goal might be partially solved by technical
improvements in the farming system — by changes in tillage methods, and
increasing arable at the expense of grazing in the higher potential areas (by stall
feeding etc.). But in the 85% of the CAs in NR IV & V a solution to human and
environmental impoverishment is only possible by giving these people access to
more land both arable and grazing.
Similar conclusions arise from consideration of the requirements of improved use
of arable land. Government is fortunately sufficiently sceptical of the idea that
individual titles to land will automatically provide the incentive that will end
soil-mining and will not consider privatising tenure. However, their alternative
strategy — apparently, because there are only thus far indicators from some land
use model by-laws rather than a clear-cut policy statement — is to build land use
controls into a conditional leasehold system. Apart from the doubts about
implementability voiced earlier and their draconian bureaucratic implications, this
kind of solution also addresses the problem of conservation without reference to
the problem of poverty - the circumstances whereby some peasants just do not
have access to sufficient cultivable land (or other resources) to generate anything
like subsistence. This plight is extenuated by great increases in relative
unemployment, in circumstances where off-farm wage-earning is the only
alternative means of subsistence, and also the sole means of securing cash for the
seed, fertiliser, labour and hired oxen to produce any food at all. Again the
conclusions are inescapable, once environment is seen in a social not natural light,
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that central to any meaninfiil improvement in land use is the reshaping of social
institutions in an appropriate, participatory way. And further, no solution to a
problem that is indubitably one of land shortage, is conceivable that does not also
involve land redistribution to the poor peasants, not just of the land allotments
within the present CA boundaries but of the vast and (as we shall see)
underutilised, former white farms.
Some possible elements in a programme of agrarian reform will be discussed in
the next issue of ROAPE. Here, all that will be said by way of conclusion is to
indicate briefly that a solution to providing for land scarcity, of both grazing and
arable, is actually feasible. Moreover, the realities of land use are such that
Zimbabwe is in the fortunate position that much more extensive land redistribution
than the 20% of the LSCF so far devoted to resettlement is possible without
undermining production in that sector. The extent of LSCF sector's
underutilisation of land is in fact, and not surprisingly, a matter of vigorous
'technical' debate. But that there is significant underutilisation is generally
admitted — even by those who argue that the tiny 4% of the land area that is
actually cultivated in any one year cannot be greatly increased because of
unsuitability and of requirements of rotational fallow and conservation works. At
that end of the debate, a World Bank Paper of 1985 on the Land Subsector suggests
there is only half a million ha. of 'truly surplus land', all of it in the grazing areas
where there has been a 30% reduction in livestock since 1980. At the other end of
this numbers game Weiner (1988) suggests that as well as considerably more
grazing land perhaps 1.45 m.ha. of high quality land in the LSCF sector is not being
used, even as the fallow part of a rotation, and is available, plus an even greater
area of medium-quality land of NR III. But whatever the arguments about the
quantity of land that is available, given existing (extensive and conservative)
farming practices in the LSCF sectors, there is no doubt that a national land use
strategy should require much more intensive use and labour-intensive use of the
higher-potential areas.
The underutilisation of former white farm areas is thus the real scandal of land
use in Zimbabwe. No solution to the problems of 'over-population' and
'over-utilisation' of land in the CAs should be considered in isolation from an
agrarian reform strategy that includes major land redistribution. Nor is there much
chance of actually implementing any conservation policy without land
redistribution, for the political history of the last 50 years shows that peasants in
Zimbabwe always have understood that there is an alternative solution to plans
to enforce 'proper land use' on them: 'give us our land back'.
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The Political Economy of The 'Green
Revolution' in Africa
Peter Lawrence
This article sets out to survey the extent to which new agricultural
technologies associated with 'Green Revolution' (the introduction of high
yielding varieties of foodgrains and/or their associated biochemical and
mechanical technologies) have been introduced in Africa and attempts a
preliminary assessment of their economic and social effects. There is now
significant evidence of the introduction and adoption of higher yielding
varieties of maize, wheat and rice in Africa, as well as the adoption of other
technological innovations in irrigation and mechanisation, albeit with widely
varying degrees of success and with many instances of failure. It is noted
that there are many standard technical explanations associated with the
adoption of new technologies in agriculture, in particular, low levels of
credit, poor supply of inputs, inadequate, faulty or no irrigation, poor
extension advice, and low producer prices, as well as the poor state of the
relationship between agronomic research and farm level innovation.
However, the evidence so far collected for Africa suggests that a substantial
part of the explanation of whether adoption of innovations takes place or
not, and of their degree of success, is the nature of the social relations of
production, relations not simply of class or strata, but also of gender. The
major technical constraint on successful innovation adoption as revealed
by most, if not all, of the studies surveyed turns out to be that of labour
supply. The extent to which that constraint can be resolved turns not on
increasing family labour supply, which often means increasing the intensity
of female labour, but in hiring labour. The very hiring of labour presupposes
the existence of a social formation in which free wage labour exists, or In
which it can be created. Its creation will depend on the degree to which those
interests which seek to accumulate through agricultural innovation have
power and can exercise that power through the State.
The first section of this article is an overview of various issues of theory and
evidence involved in surveying the green revolution in Africa. The second
section surveys the introduction of these new technologies into Africa and
the final section draws some conclusions for policy and further analysis.
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I. The Green Revolution: Theory and Experience
Narrowly defined, 'green revolution' (GR) refers to the introduction of high yielding
varieties (HYVs) of foodgrains designed to generate large increases in output. The
chief characteristics of HYVs are that they require a package of associated
biochemical inputs: fertilisers, pesticides and insecticides, as well as an increase
in the labour input to cope with increased weeding, application of chemical inputs,
and larger harvests. HYVs require a guaranteed water supply, either permanent
irrigation or rainfed. Their proponents argue that these innovations are scale
neutral and therefore need not be accompanied by shifts towards larger scale and
mechanised farming. However, as Byres (1979) has argued, the adoption of GR
runs up against time constraints, that is, that successful adoption is crucially
dependent on the correct timing of land preparation and planting to coincide with
specific phases of the rains. Seasonal labour peaks are thus intensified and any
constraints in labour hiring can only be resolved by labour displacing
mechanisation which itself performs tasks more quickly. Byres also points out
that farmers may be unwilling to hire more labour because of the managerial
functions it imposes on them and because of the risk of labour unrest. The
distinction made between biochemical and mechanical innovation is therefore
likely to be a misleading, if not false one.
Early work on the social and economic consequences of GR in Asia and Latin
America (Griffin,1979; Pearse,1980) suggested that far from the introduction of
HYVs being a scale neutral innovation that could solve the food supply problems
of the region almost at a stroke, the nature of the seeds and the characteristics of
the social structures into which they were introduced determined that only the
already well off larger scale farmers would be able to adopt. Furthermore, the
introduction of HYVs would result in the richer farmers becoming richer and the
poorer farmers losing their land and joining the ranks of the landless proletariat
because the better-off farmers could afford the whole 'package', had access to
credit and access to labour, either through polygamy and/or large families, or
through being able to hire the labour of landless or poor farmers. They further
favoured those farmers who had mechanised their farming activities and who
could afford irrigation, or who had access to irrigation works.
Later research suggested the need to change this perspective. Das Gupta (1977)
for example, while confirming that inequalities in the Indian countryside were
increasing and that larger landholders were gaining more from GR than smaller
ones, did find that the new seeds and associated technology, including
mechanisation, were spreading to the smaller farmers. There was evidence too
that, at least and maybe only in the short run, employment opportunities, necessary
for the increasing number of landless labourers, were increasing. More recently,
Lipton and Longhurst (1985) have argued that modern varieties (MVs) of seeds
have changed in nature. The newer versions are more 'user friendly' in that they
are disease resistant and require less water. They also do not need fertiliser for
high yields though they perform better with fertiliser. They are becoming more
pest resistant. In the areas where MVs have not been adopted, they argue that
farmers have become poorer. Where MVs have been adopted, the output of all
farmers has been raised, but relatively more in the case of the larger farmers. The
demand for labour has been increased and this has distributed the gains of the new
technology more widely. Furthermore, it has produced cheaper food as output has
risen faster than demand, and this has brought gains to consumers, too.
Nevertheless, even this rosy picture is tempered by other findings which do suggest
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that increasing differentiation and polarisation is in process. Larger farmers invest
more inputs more intensively and get yields as good as the more labour intensive
smaller farmers, thus reversing the long and justifiably held view that farm size
and yield were inversely related. Larger farmers' incomes rise faster than those of
smaller farmers. Differential access to inputs also plays a crucial role. Poorer
farmers could benefit, first by including them in the distribution of MVs, and
secondly, by institutional changes which improve their access to inputs.
Nevertheless, in spite of this modified critical view of the Green Revolution, it is
still possible to find case studies which find HYVs benefiting all sections of the
peasantry equally and even suggesting possible shifts towards smaller farmers who
achieve higher output value per unit of land than the larger farmers (Blyn,1983).
It is the need to situate the farm in its wider social and economic context which
illuminates the question of who is most likely in practice to adopt innovations in
agriculture. It is to be expected that farmers will adopt innovation if they perceive
it to be in their interests to do so. But what precisely are these interests? They
will surely differ not only according to the farmer's relations with the land (the
type of land tenure) but also according to that farmer's position in the system of
social relations (as tenant, sharecropper, migrant labourer, semi-landless, rich
peasant, farmer/trader or urban- based part-time fanner). Poor peasants who have
to sell their labour towards the end of the annual cycle and after will not be
available to work on their own farm at the crucial harvesting, preparation and
planting periods and therefore cannot take on innovations which increase labour
inputs. Thus the extent of differentiation within the peasantry is a critical factor
in assessing the likely extent of innovation. Similarly, richer farmers in a social
formation as yet insufficiently differentiated to produce a labour market may be
unable to innovate because they cannot get the increased labour force they require
and also cannot obtain labour displacing farm machinery because of foreign
exchange constraints. The extent to which farmers are engaged in non-farm,
petit-bourgeois economic activity (shopkeeping, transport for example) or in
migratory wage labour activities may also determine the nature and extent of
innovation and will itself depend on the wider social formation. The question of
the degree to which the State facilitates the supply of inputs to the rural areas will
further depend on the balance of relationships between the different forces acting
in the countryside: the State, through its various agencies, the rising agrarian
bourgeoisie, the different strata of the peasantry, and the emerging landless labour
force. Very few analyses have attempted to put all this together (cf.Watts and
Bassett, 1985; Williams, 1984)).
There is however a larger issue here. The question of the diffusion of the 'green
revolution' to Africa cannot be divorced from that of the development of capitalism
on the continent and from the nature of that very capitalism (see Sender and
Smith,1986; Bernstein, 1988). While it is true that techological innovation in
agriculture does not require capitalist production relations, the nature of the
innovations associated with the green revolution are well rooted in capitalist
production, and this is particularly so as regards the biochemical inputs, the farm
machinery and the irrigation works and machinery. The international firms that
produce and sell the technology have some interest in its success and therefore
in the development of production relations in the countryside that will guarantee
the absence of labour constraints and the continued accumulation of capital (see,
for example, Beckman, 1985). This interest does not guarantee the success of the
operations but it does tend to formulate a particular kind of structure of relations
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between peasants and between capital and the peasantry. The ability of farmers
to acquire more land to produce and accumulate will result from a break-up of
pre-existing social relations and their replacement by something which fits into
the logic of capitalist production and market relations.
The argument that it is the need to sell the technology which has been developed
which is the main driving force behind the adoption of new agricultural technology
is best exemplified by the case of high yielding maize varieties, as we shall see
below. These new varieties of yellow maize are regarded as inferior in taste to the
old white maize varieties and the demand for them is principally as animal feed.
They are intended to replace preferred staples such as sorghum and millet or local
white maize. The resistance the agencies find to the introduction of high yielding
maize underlines the failure of the agencies to take into account farmers' objectives
in managing the household economy, that is, what they see as their priority crops,
how cultivation of these and possible new crops fits into the production cycle and
what other income opportunities are open to them (see Low, 1986; Clough and
Williams, 1987; and Williams, forthcoming).
Not only are the social relations and production systems of farmers important to
understand, but also the question of who the farmers are. To a greater degree than
hitherto understood, it is women who often have the responsibility of producing
food for the family and of supplying farm household labour in addition to thentasks of processing and cooking food and engaging in other areas of domestic
labour. The focus of study in the adoption of innovation has typically been the
male head of household. Even where male heads are absent working elsewhere,
they still make decisions about what is to be produced and about the inputs to be
used. Even where women have their own land, they are often unable to innovate
because they cannot both provide the domestic labour.and the additional farm
labour time required by the new varieties, unless they can smooth out labour
demand by being harvested at a different time from other crops and activities, as
was the case with cassava in southeastern Nigeria (Martin,1988). Much of the
discussion of innovation and the green revolution treats households as a matter
of male household head decision making. Certainly this is the case for the literature
and reports so far surveyed for sub-Saharan Africa.
Nevertheless, as in so many other areas, it is misleading to generalise. As Guyer
(1980a) has pointed out in a comparison of cocoa growing societies in Cameroun
and Nigeria, 'the evolution of household economic organisation has to be set in
the context of particular commodities with different technical exigencies of
production'. There will be variations in the amount of time devoted by males and
females to food and cash crops as between crops and as between different societies
growing the same crop (Dey,1985). In another study Guyer (1980b) documents the
changes in the division of labour which took place with the advent of cocoa to
southern Cameroun in which the cash crop cultivation became a solely male
concern, often involving male absence and always giving males control over cash
income, while food cultivation was left to the women. These changes do not
however necessarily give women rights over the land and other resources over
which they are left in de facto control. As she points out, increasing urban demand
for food does offer w.omen market opportunities and therefore possibilities of
earning cash income, but the extent to which these opportunities can be taken up
will depend on the renegotiation of the distribution between men and women of
rights over resources, particularly as land shortage caused by the spread of cocoa
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cultivation does require the intensification of food production on the land left to
women. Where able to, there is plenty of evidence to show that women do respond
to market opportunities (Koopman-Henn, 1983). However, a major obstacle which
all studies point up, is the time constraint given all the other domestic tasks they
are expected to perform. In the context of innovation adoption, women are
therefore less likely to be able to adopt because they have little or no cash income
and therefore no credit worthiness. In addition they have major time and therefore
labour constraints, as a recent study on Malawi women farmers has shown
(Chipande, 1987). Where they do have cash income, they may be expected to spend
this on the household, rather than on crop producing activities Martin, 1988).
n. The Green Revolution in Africa
An earlier study, commissioned by UNRISD as part of its Global-2 programme
(Feldman and Lawrence, 1975) found little evidence of the adoption of HYVs in
Africa and therefore had little to say about their actual economic and social
consequences. The authors did, by setting up a contextual framework of the sort
advocated in the first section of this paper, note that Africa's location in the
international division of labour and the increasing evidence of class formation in
the countryside, did suggest an outcome for the introductions of HYVs which
would accelerate inequalities and increase the power of agribusiness and its allied
interests in the rural bourgeoisie and the state.
The introduction of HYVs into sub-Saharan Africa has also to be put in the context
of the continent's widely varying ecosystems (Allan, 1965) and in particular its
highly variable rainfall distribution in an environment where only 3% of arable land
is under irrigation (FAO, 1986). This situation limits the extent to which an Asian
type green revolution is possible. The development of HYVs for Africa requires
research on conditions in each of the different ecological zones. As we note below,
the most successful high yielding varieties of hybrid maize were developed over a
long period of time as a result of painstaking research in the areas in which they
were to be grown and with the farmers who were to grow them.
What is further required is serious consideration of the environmental effects of
the spread of the new technological packages. Reference will be made below to
the spread of water-borne diseases resulting from dams and associated irrigation
works. There is a burgeoning literature on the consequences for health and ecology
of 'development' activities (see Stock, 1986), which needs to be taken into account
in assessing the costs and benefits of HYV packages. Greater intensification of
agricultural production coupled with the abandonment of bush fallow systems has
its own cycle of increased soil mining, increased fertiliser use, with potential health
effects of higher chemical fertiliser content in drinking water and the food chain.
A recent case study of an area in the Philippines has documented the health hazards
associated with the increasing use of insecticides, whose widespread adoption has
led to a 27 per cent increase in mortality from causes other than trauma among
economically active men (Loevinsohn, 1987:1362). This possibly understates the
effect because overall mortality rates have been falling and suggests that many
tens of thousands of people die each year worldwide from insecticide poisoning,
rather than the 10,000 figure which Loevinsohn states is widely accepted. Palmer
(1972:37-8) points to the higher protein value of the new wheat and rice varieties,
but argues that the nutritional benefits of the new varieties are to be found in
making available land available for higher food value crops, like pulses. However,
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she suggests that the expansion of cereals production in Asia and Latin America
may have occurred at the expense of pulses, with resulting increases in protein
deficiency (Palmer,1972:59). In Africa the tendency for recommendations for maize
to be cultivated in sole stands, rather than inter-cropped, may well have the same
effect (Williams, forthcoming).
A summary of the overall picture for the adoption of HYVs and the accompanying
technological package across Africa would show that:
(i) HYVs have done well and spread furthest in those countries with a developed
settler agriculture linked closely to a well organised extension service and a well
developed system of supply purveyed by agro-industrial enterprises both national
and international;
(ii) the low priority accorded to rural development often means that in situations
of scarce foreign exchange and public expenditure cuts, there are insufficient
supplies of fertiliser, and other chemical inputs and even of the new seeds
themselves;
(iii) farmers adopting new varieties often suffer from labour supply bottlenecks
which cannot be made good by increasing the household labour supply and which
therefore result in lower than expected yields through the non-adoption of
recommended weeding and spraying practices: however, in conditions of
guaranteed prices and sales, farmers can find labour if crop prices justify the wage
rates which need to be paid;
(iv) the substantial literature on dams and irrigation schemes, often designed to
promote HYVs, shows that while the contractors achieve high returns, the peasants
and lending agencies do not;
(v) there is some evidence to show that the adoption of HYVs does lead to
increased mechanisation and displacement of labour; there is further evidence to
show an increase in the use of ox-ploughing both to overcome labour bottlenecks
and to supplant tractors in countries where back-up services and spare parts
supplies are too scarce to warrant tractorisation;
(yi) there is some evidence that violent resistance to projects has come from
dispossessed or threatened peasants;
(vii) in general throughout the continent the research effort yields low returns,
largely it would seem because research is carried out in isolation from what
actually happens at farm level;
(viii) extension services suffer from lack of resources and concentrate on those
farmers most receptive to their advice.
The sections that follow look at this overall picture in more detail.
High Yielding Varieties of Food Crops
The wide spread adoption of hybrid maize in Kenya and Zimbabwe constitutes the
major success stories of the green revolution in Africa. In Kenya adoption has
been by large and small farmers, although the extent of adoption by the latter has
been found to depend primarily on agro-economic zone (Gerhart,1975). The
adoption of hybrid maize by small farmers also appeared to depend on income
from the sale of export cash crops to finance the hybrid maize investment package,
on levels of education and on access to credit. Even where farmers adopted seeds
without the package, they reported increases in yield of 50%; however, Gerhart
found that the adoption of the package of associated technology was associated
with the adoption of the hybrid (1975:30). It is also clear that the preexistence of
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the settler farming economy and the presence of the aggressively commercial
Kenya Seed Company acted as further impulses to the adoption of the new
varieties. Nevertheless, Thirtle (1987) quotes reports that yields are well below
potential, that hybrid maize acreage is still a minority of the total acreage in 1982,
and that while some farmers were getting 6 tons per hectare, the average was only
1.75 tons. It would appear that fertiliser use is still low because of problems of
availability and this factor together with poor timing of planting and weeding
contribute to low yields.
In Zimbabwe, the settler community also played a key role and the research and
development of hybrid maize which took place in what was then Southern
Rhodesia was done in conjunction with the settler farmers. Furthermore, the
commercial farming sector was supported by an extension service and a credit
system which assisted the rapid adoption of innovation and the rapid
mechanisation of production. The existence of a substantial agro-industrial
complex assisted the development and supply of the appropriate range of fertilisers
which further aided adoption (Billing,1975:123). But more interesting than the
diffusion of the new seeds through the settler community has been their adoption
by the African farmers in the post independence period. Between 1979 and 1985
there has been a yield increase of 80% among African farmers and a doubling of
production in the African areas though caution should be exercised in attributing
this entirely to the hybrid (Harrison, 1987:88). However in communal areas with
favourable rainfall and high incidence of fertiliser use, yields of hybrid maize have
increased markedly, in one instance from 1.4 to 2.8 tons per hectare between 1978
and 1982 (Billing, 1985:126). Weiner (1988) cites reports of communal area yields
of up to 5.4 tons, but also documents the increasing agrarian differentiation
consequent upon differential access to credit and oxen, both within and between
Zimbabwe's five natural regions.
There are other cases of the apparently successful spread of hybrid maize.
Rasmussen (1985) reports the recent growth of hybrid maize production in the
southern highlands of Tanzania. One area has seen a sixfold increase in production
per household from 775 kg to 5620 kg between 1969 and 1982 and the region has
become a net grain exporter. There is evidence of the widespread adoption of
particular elements of the accompanying package (Rasmussen,1985:6) and of forms
of co-financing of inputs by groups of farmers where credit was not available.
Yields varied from 625 kg per hectare where the package was not adopted to 2865
kg/ha where it was (Rasmussen, 1985:7-8). Access to loans, increases in producer
prices and the growth of private trading are advanced as reasons for the large
production increases. From Rasmussen's data it can be deduced that only 35% of
maize produced in the Southern Highlands in 1982-3 was delivered to the official
state monopoly buyer, the National Milling Corporation, while the rest was sold
to private traders. In 1983-4, despite an increase in the official price, private traders
paid more than double that price and were able to sell maize in distant markets
at three times the price they paid for it and over six times the price of official maize
to consumers (Rasmussen, 1985:16-17). There was, however, a shortage of seeds
and only about half the farmers surveyed actually used them although a much
higher proportion used some of the biochemical inputs and thus achieved higher
yields of traditional maize varieties (Rasmussen,1985:6&19). As elsewhere on the
continent, obtaining the supplies of inputs is a continual problem which
particularly affects maize farmers furthest away from the distribution centres.
Here as in the other two cases both large and small farmers have been found to
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adopt the new technology, though the larger farmers had the advantage of access
to a larger family labour force, often through their being polygamous households
(Rasmussen,1985:10). There was also some evidence of hybrid adoption being
linked to land shortage and therefore the need to intensify production.
Friis-Hansen, surveying a different set of villages, reported generally low average
yields of hybrid maize (under or around 1000 kg/ha) (1986:60,90,118), which were
ascribed to labour shortages resulting in failure to plant in time to maximise the
benefit of the rains, and the need to minimise risk in the face of uncertain rainfall
patterns by continuing to grow the local variety (140-1). The local variety was also
preferred because of its taste (108).
Geza (1977) reported the adoption of hybrid maize in two areas of Zambia with a
more than doubling of maize production over a five year period between the late
1960s and early 1970s, although it is not clear how far such increases in output
were solely the result of the new seeds. However he did find that the adopters are
the richer ('kulak') farmers who also achieve yields twice as high as the rest.
High yielding, 'yellow' maize was the focus of the World Bank financed Northern
Nigerian Agricultural Development Projects launched in 1974-5 (Clough and
Williams, 1987). Traditionally, farmers in the region grew millet and sorghum, but
adopted yellow maize alongside their traditional cereal crops because yields were
considerably higher. However, the market for yellow maize is limited to poultry
feed, except in years when there is a shortage of grain, since people prefer to eat
sorghum and millet, and although the poultry feed market has been growing, many
fanners were forced to sell at relatively low prices to the Grain Marketing Board,
or when it refused to buy the crop, to the ADPs themselves in the years when grain
supplies were plentiful (Williams, forthcoming). The market for sorghum, on the
other hand, was buoyant not only in Nigeria, but also in bordering countries. Many
farmers therefore used the fertiliser supplied to them by the projects to improve
yields of sorghum (although there is no evidence that yields did improve), while
growing maize as an insurance crop for own consumption and as a poultry feed
for the market. A relative decline in cotton prices meant that returns to labour
from growing all grains increased, and therefore production of all grains increased.
Sorghum yields averaged around 1400 kg/ha, while maize yields averaged 2200
kg/ha, with designated progressive farmers receiving correct advice on fertiliser
applications reaching up to double that figure (Clough and Williams, 1987).
Williams (forthcoming) points out the huge expense involved in setting up the
projects to grow a crop of limited usefulness to the population, in supplying large
quantities of fertilisers at subsidised purposes which were not used as intended
and thus had little to do with subsequent production performance, and in buying
up the maize crop at a loss because nobody else would.
Finally, Low's work on the adoption of hybrid maize in Swaziland showed that this
depended, as in Kenya, on the suitability of growing area, but also on household
strategies which demanded the maximum return to labour for subsistence
requirements so that household members could migrate to earn cash income
(1986;100-2). Commercial returns to land were no higher with hybrid maize because
input costs were higher, while yields varied between the areas surveyed, the highest
mean yield reported being 1490 kg/ha, an increase of 76% on the comparable local
maize yield (1986:90-1). Low found no relationship between the adoption of hybrid
maize and the production of marketable surpluses, a finding consistent with the
analysis that farmers adopted the hybrid to save time to engage in other more
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lucrative activities as wage labour, rather than to increase commercial production.
Once again, adoption of new technology has to be situated within the totality of
calculations and relationships, in this case within a migratory economic system
dominated by the development of capitalist economic relations elsewhere in the
region. African farmers have for long demonstrated their capacity successfully to
cultivate crops new to the continent. Apart from all the export cash crops
introduced over the last century, there are new food crops, principally rice and
wheat. In Sierra Leone, the Inland Valley Swamp Rice Scheme was intended to
encourage farmers to abandon the cultivation of low-yielding upland rice in favour
of the intensive cultivation of swamp rice in valley bottoms. Water control
mechanisms, as well as fertiliser, seed and technical assistance were also to be
provided by the scheme (Weintraub,1977). The scheme had poor results because
of labour constraints, failure to deliver inputs in time, including the cash subsidy
to enable scheme members to hire labour, and also because of the failure on the
part of the planners to take into account the characteristics of upland rice
cultivation. This latter involved intercropping rice with maize and vegetables which
would guarantee domestic food supply. Farmers continued to cultivate
intercropped upland rice and did not see swamp rice as an alternative
(Weintraub,1977; Richards,1985:77-9). Only part time rice farmers (for example,
teachers and traders) adopted the swamp rice package because in a water
controlled environment timing was less important and they could fit farming in
with their other economic activities (Richards,1986). In Nigeria, Dunmoye
(1982:133) reports that rice production more than doubled between 1978 and 1981,
though he gives no details on specific rice schemes, while Myindadi and Njoku
(1985) document the failures of upland rice schemes, principally because of poor
delivery of inputs. On the other hand, one Nigerian study reports strong adoption
of a rice package by cooperative farmers, although no data on yields and output
before and after adoption is presented (Osuntogun et al., 1986). In a pilot project
in Tanzania's Rift Valley, however, there was oversubscription to the plots and
Keller (1984) reports favourable results, although he does not provide detailed
data. He also suggests labour constraints, absentee ownership and concentration
of ownership in the richer farmers' hands as problems to be taken into account,
as well as the more technical question of access to the fields when the river is too
high to cross!
Stahl(1973) and Cohen (1975) document the effects of the widespread adoption
of wheat packages in Ethiopia in the late 1960s and early 1970s. While they do not
present detailed data on yields, they do show how the profitability of wheat
production did result in tenant farmers being evicted by landowners and in the
substitution of mechanised wheat production on a large scale. The result was
increasing inequality and landlessness which no doubt made its contribution to
the 1974 revolution, and which could only be countered by land reform.
Unfortunately, little is documented for the post 1974 revolution period. One study
reports declining yields and declining commercial production accompanied by
poor fertiliser and oxen supply to the new peasant association communal farms
(Stahl, 1977), while another (Clapham, 1987) reports that after land reform, food
production increased though former tenants with redistributed land consumed
much of the food themselves. However, he notes that plots are now generally
smaller and there is an almost total lack of modern inputs. Land is reallocated
every two or three years and peasants have no incentive to invest. Fertiliser use
has dropped and labour hiring has been prohibited. The alternative organisation
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of production through cooperatives has been pushed, but as Stahl (1988:13-14)
shows, yields are no better than from traditional farmers, although the cooperatives
are endowed with modern inputs, and farmers on the cooperatives produce largely
for subsistence.
Attempts in Sudan and Nigeria to grow modern varieties of wheat on a large scale
have been less than successful (O'Brien,1986; Beckman,1985), not only because
of the problems associated with the provision of irrigation on a large scale (see
below), but also because of false assumptions made about land-use in the areas
selected for the large-scale schemes. Also in Sudan, Patrick (1984) reports on an
on-farm sorghum trial in which short season sorghum used on a local mechanised
scheme was distributed to small farmers. The recommendations were not followed
by the fanners for various reasons, the principal one appearing to be that they
gave priority to working on the mechanised scheme which meant that planting and
weeding operations were carried out too late.
In northern Ghana, the advent of new varieties of rice resulted in large increases
in production though yields remained relatively low (Goody,1980). What made
cultivation profitable was the new variety's suitability for mechanisation. This
attracted 'stranger farmers' civil servants, military, traders and farmers from
outside the areas fanned to rice and also resulted in a large increase in imports
of agricultural machinery. Conflicts arose with local farmers, in one case because
of a dispute over grazing rights, and rice-burning became prevalent, though Goody
notes that this was both a form of protest and the result of labour shortages which
delayed harvesting and resulted in accidental rice burning as a consequence of the
end of season burning of neighbouring fields.
The one apparent success story in African agriculture is the Ivory Coast. The
Ivorian miracle however is the consequence of the promotion of export crops and
there is substantial evidence now to suggest that this has been to the detriment
of food production. Bassett (1988) and Hecht (1983) both suggest that the much
vaunted complementarity between food and export crops cannot be shown to exist
in the Ivorian case and that attempts to mount a food revolution on the back of
export crops, particularly cotton, cannot work in particular because of labour
constraints and because the rotational system is so long that food crops do not
benefit from the residual fertiliser applied to cotton.
Irrigation
Research into the effects of large scale irrigation schemes is almost universally
critical. As noted above, only 3% of Africa's arable land is irrigated and large scale
schemes are seen as a way of improving this position. There are several accounts
of river basin inigation schemes in West Africa (Adams, 1978; Mounier,1980;
Beckman,1986; Graham,1986; Wallace,1980 and 1981, Salau, 1986) as well as of the
famous Gezira scheme in the Sudan (for example, Barnett, 1981; Pollard, 1986) all
of which point to the detrimental agronomic, ecological, economic, political and
social consequences of top-down large-scale projects designed to secure water
supplies to crops, the cultivation of which is organised often also on a large scale.
River basin development has often resulted in an increase in soil salinity, in the
destruction of the precariously balanced agricultural systems built up over time
by the peasants, either because they are forced to grow new crops, or because
they are physically displaced to make way for dams. The result has been the
destruction of fishing grounds and the spread of bilharzia and river blindness. The
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schemes have not resulted in increases in output and yields. Disorganisation,
labour shortages, fanner resistance, bureaucratic management, shortage of
supplies of inputs are all cited as reasons. Other reasons have to do with the poorer
farmers finding themselves unable to access the credit and inputs necessary for
the new commercial farming on the schemes and therefore forced to sell their land
to the richer farmers (Wallace, 1980:69). The huge construction costs, often
underestimated, and the general performance of these kinds of schemes have led
to the conclusion that small scale irrigation is much more likely to succeed
(Salau,1986), though Barnett (1984) documents the many problems associated
with small scale schemes, in particular their failure to relate to what exists. As
with all agricultural innovation, success depends on the degree to which fanners
are consulted and made to feel part of the innovatory process. FAO (1986) offers
a different picture, claiming a higher level of success in World Bank assisted
irrigation schemes, although a decline in performance is noted after the end of the
disbursement period. But even this more optimistic study details the problems of
construction delays, cost overruns, poor management and failures to achieve the
expected yields. Any benefits that are found to flow from the schemes accrue to
the richer farmers who can afford the inputs which make the farm plots profitable
(Wallace, 1980).
Farm Mechanisation
In a number of the accounts of the introduction of new varieties quoted above,
reference is made to an accompanying increase in mechanisation. As is well
known, the history of farm mechanisation in Africa is replete with problems. These
relate to the appropriateness of the particular equipment, the difficulties of getting
adequate back-up services, the problems of acquiring spare parts and fuel in
conditions of foreign exchange shortage, and the failure of farmers to repay credit,
or to pay hire charges (Anthony et al., 1979:141-2).
Farm mechanisation becomes an attractive proposition where the timing of farm
operations under conditions of rainfed agriculture is of primary importance in
securing maximum yields and level of output (Ahmed and Kinsey, 1986). It is
further attractive under conditions of agricultural intensification, where the
demand for labour rises faster than the available supply. Substitution of the ox or
tractor drawn plough is an obvious solution to the labour constraint. However, as
a recent major study has argued, the transition from the hand-hoe to the ox-plough
or even directly to the tractor is not always an economic proposition and does not
of itself lead to an intensification of agricultural production (Pingali, Bigot and
Binswanger, 1987). Indeed, the adoption of mechanisation may have more to do
with expanding the area cultivated and saving labour on land preparation and
weeding, than with increasing yields.
In practice, however, the adoption of animal and/or motorised traction in Africa
has been very patchy. Ox-cultivation has appeared noticeably in pockets of West
Africa, East Africa, Zambia and Botswana while tractor cultivation spread widely
after 1945, again after 1958 and again in the 1970s, especially in Nigeria. Except
on commercial farms, tractorisation is now on the wane. Of 17 project attempts
to move directly from the hoe to the motorised tractor and plough, only three have
succeeded and they are in areas of lowland rice cultivation (Bigot,1985; Pingali,
Bigot and Binswanger, 1987:73-80). The general consensus in the literature suggests
that the ox-plough is a more economic proposition. Specific field trials and studies
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have shown that the costs of ox-ploughing are significantly lower than motorised
traction (Starkey,1981), that ox-ploughing has been widely used in some areas as
early as the 1950s (Tiffen,1976), and that even commercial farms are shifting
towards ox-cultivation on cost grounds (Oluch-Kosura.1986). However, there are
problems associated with the spread of ox-ploughing. A major obstacle is the
provision of adequate veterinary protection against the tsetse fly (Bigot,1985),
while other obstacles relate to access to ploughs (Farringdon and Riches,1984),
the absence of much local manufacture of appropriate ploughing equipment, and
therefore the consequent shortage of spare parts (Pingali, Bigot and Binswanger
1987:90-91). However, the latter study notes that many of the supposed obstacles
to the spread of ox-ploughing -lack of mechanical skills, lack of animal husbandry
skill, cultural objections to using animals for work, shortage of fodder and the
unsuitability of trypano-tolerant oxen for traction -are either non-existent or
rapidly surmountable. But as Bigot and others point out, agricultural policy has
to be directed to the promotion of popularly acceptable ploughs before oxen can
be more widely adopted (Bigot, 1985:17-18).
As with other means of production, the ownership and distribution of oxen is
likely to be extremely uneven (Weiner, 1988) and so access to animal traction will
be a determining factor in whether or not greater intensification of output takes
place. In the Botswana case cited above, those farmers who had to borrow or hire
ox-ploughs, often got them later than the optimum time in the crop calendar. In
those cases where the intensification of output has been accompanied by
mechanisation, it is therefore to be expected that rural differentiation will increase
as those with the means of production at their disposal, or with access to credit
to purchase them, will be able to take advantage of either animal or motorised
traction and hire the necessary extra labour that intensification demands. Although
it might be thought that the association of mechanisation and high-yielding
varieties was well proven by the evidence, Pingali, Bigot and Binswanger (1987)
argue the contrary pinning their explanation of the direction of technical change
on factor endowments and market forces. Yet the point made by Byres above could
be re-interpreted in a factor endowment sense to give the same result, namely that
labour shortages produced by the adoption of new technology in circumstances
where labour markets have not developed will result in the adoption of mechanised
technology, where such technology is available. The supply of the appropriate
inputs will depend on the extent of the development of a production, trading and
information network associated with the development of capitalism.
Part of this network involves cooperation between farmers, agricultural
technicians and industrial inventors, such that the ideas and needs of the farmers
are translated into appropriate equipment (Ahmed and Kinsey, 1986:23). The
question of why this does not happen is as important as the prescription that it
should happen.
Research and Extension
The successful introduction on a large scale of high yielding varieties has been
crucially dependent on the supply of back-up services and on the integration of
research work with existing farming practice. The relationship between colonial
research stations and European settler farmers in Kenya and Zimbabwe are good
cases in point and the products of their research are, as we have seen, diffused
widely. However, this has not been the case for much of sub-Saharan Africa,
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especially as post-independence agricultural administration has become
increasingly bureaucratised and as expenditure on research, relatively high in
developing country terms, has yielded low or nil returns in usable new varieties
and techniques (Moris,1984; Lipton,1985). The tendency for research station field
trials to be undertaken in conditions quite different from those in which the crop
will be grown has led to an increasing emphasis on on-farm research, though there
is little evidence that this has permeated the agricultural bureaucracies. The neglect
of what actually happens on farms has contributed to the failures to get farmers
to adopt high yielding packages. As noted in the Sierra Leone case above, the failure
to understand mixed and intercropping systems employed by African farmers to
minimise risk, has led to poor results with monocropping packages among full
time fanners. Other studies have emphasised the importance of incorporating
mixed cropping systems into research into new techniques (Norman, 1974).
Another and related bias in African research, noted by Lipton and others, towards
export cash crops has meant neglect of basic food crops, not so much maize, of
course, but principally cassava sorghum and millet. Cassava, in particular has been
heavily underrated as a food source, and there is some evidence that output has
been underestimated in the official statistics, thus overstating the crisis of low per
capita food production (Guyer, 1984; Fresco, 1987). The failure to generate research
on cassava has led to the failure to reverse apparently declining yields, so that this
drought-resistant food source may well go into decline at a time when measures
to overcome food shortages resulting from through drought are urgently required.
Once again the question to ask is why this bias against cassava exists and how far
is the answer to do with the domination of African economies by interests, both
national and international, wishing to replicate patterns of consumption and
production to be found in the centres of advanced capitalism?
The inadequacies of research design and implementation are compounded by the
inadequacies of the extension services. While there are isolated instances of
success in transmitting innovation to fanners, especially where they are grouped
(Okuneye, P A, 1985), the bias of extension workers towards working with the
more receptive, rich fanners is widely acknowledged (Anthony et al., 1979238;
Fortmann, 1984; Sutherland, 1986). Their inability to cover the number of farmers
they are supposed to in the time available, their doubtful competence to solve
farmers' technical problems and the amount of time they spend waiting for
transport or filing reports, have all been noted (Moris, 1984).
The key issue is that without properly researched technical innovations to
recommend, the extension service is unlikely to play much of a role in generating
a more productive agriculture. This latter point constitutes a major criticism of the
Training and Visit (T&V) system, now strongly supported by the World Bank,
namely the assumption that there is 'already an effective technology generating
network in place' (Moris,1984). Under this system, extension workers are allocated
a group of farmers which they visit at a central meeting place on a regular basis
for training discussion and reporting. Studies made of T&V systems in Africa
suggest that they have limited potential, not just for the reasons mentioned above,
but because of the way they are expected to operate. Because the extension
workers' function is to deal with new or improved techniques, they cannot respond
to the group demands of farmers for advice on the options open to them for finance
and credit, and for the regular and preferably bulk-bought supply of necessary
inputs (Howell, 1985; Moris, 1984). While the top-down administrative structure
of T&V matches the administrative structure of the agricultural ministries (Moris,
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1984), the very top-downness of the system precludes the extension workers
getting properly involved in the day-to-day operations and problems of the farming
systems (Howell, 1985).
m . Conclusion: A Green Revolution in Africa?
This paper has set out to present a preliminary survey of the problems and results
associated with the introduction of high yielding varieties of foodgrain into African
agriculture. The generally accepted view that, with the exception of hybrid maize
in Kenya and Zimbabwe, the green revolution has not affected much of Africa has
been borne out, although this does tend to underestimate the various attempts to
introduce new seeds and new crops in many different parts of the continent,
especially Nigeria. As regards the social and economic effects and implications of
the spread of HYVs, where the question is considered in the studies surveyed, the
evidence presented shows that rural economic differentiation has increased both
between and within regions as a result of the spread of HYVs, and that access to
capital inputs has been heavily biased in favour of the richer farmers.
The clear lesson of this survey is that the major barriers to innovation have been
labour constraints, poor supplies of associated inputs, and market uncertainties.
Where these barriers have been removed, innovations have rapidly diffused, where
they were appropriate to farmers' needs and where the research, extension and
other back-up services were in place. The removal of these barriers in these cases
has been a function of the spread of capitalist production relations and markets
at an international, national and local level. The development of agro-industrial
complexes via multinational capital, the growth of local industrial and rural
capitalist classes, and the increasing dispossession of poor farmers and their
transformation into agricultural labourers have all made the more rapid adoption
of innovation possible, as they have in turn all been accelerated by the adoption
of innovation. The speed and effectiveness of this transition has crucially depended
on the role of the state in providing the necessary support services and other
infrastructure.
Finally, there are at least three areas on which more work needs to be done. The
first is the further collection of data and case studies of attempts to introduce high
yielding varieties of food grains: data so far uncovered on farm yields and cases
of HYV introduction is variable in quality and scarce, as well as not presented in a
way which makes easy attempts such as this to survey and compare experiences.
The second is to pay more attention to the sexual division of labour and its role
in technical change in African agriculture: it is clear that not only is there a neglect
of women as unpaid family labour, but also of women as household heads and as
de facto household heads in the absence of male heads who are either migrant
workers or engaged in other non-farming activities. There is evidence that women
are effective innovators, but also that innovation is rarely channeled through them
by the relevant agencies. The third is to put the introduction of new techniques
and varieties into historical perspective. As pointed out above, innovation in
African agriculture is not new and an attempt to present an historical analysis
could well yield instructive results for our understanding of the present and future.
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Briefings
South African Destablization and Health in Mozambique
Julie Cliff and Abdul Razak Noormahomed
In the September 1986, Health Issue of ROAPE, an article titled 'Mozambique
Health Holding the Line' looked at the difficulties faced by Mozambique in
maintaining its progressive health care policies, against the background of South
African destabilization. The article concluded that, although the picture was
gloomy, Mozambique health was holding the line.
The outside observer, faced with a barrage of photos of starving children and
stories of massacres in the press, might well feel that by the end of !987,
Mozambique was yet another African basket case. The belief of many donors that
only horrific images will loosen peoples' pursestrings has obscured the success
of the Mozambican government in holding on in the face of South Africa's
onslaught.
The unfolding events since the assassination of President Samora Machel in
October 1986 have shown just how serious the South Africans are in their attempts
to destabilize Mozambique. Yet the health services are still holding the line, even
as the evidence has mounted that their destruction is a specific objective of the
South Africans.
Mozambique has become another victim of the misnamed low intensity warfare
— low in intensity for the backers, high in intensity for the Mozambican civilian
population. This is total war at the grassroots level, attacking the most visible
government successes in the rural areas health and education.
A similar strategy has been applied in Nicaragua by the US backed 'contras'. In
Mozambique South Africa has used the Mozambique National Resistance (MNR)
as its surrogate force, taking them over from their Rhodesian creators after
Zimbabwean independence.
Impact on People's Health
The impact of the war on the health of the Mozambican people has been disastrous.
Measured most crudely, the war has caused an increase in death rates. UNICEF
gives a conservative estimate of a child mortality rate of 325/1000, and calculates
that between 1981 and 1986 the war caused over 320,000 infant and child deaths.
A series of studies among displaced people between 1983 and 1987 have shown
overall mortality rates of between 60 and 139 per 1000 per year, 3-6 times higher
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than the estimated national average for rural areas of 22 per 1000. In the last year
this would have given an estimated extra 48,000 deaths among the 1,500,000
displaced people alone.
The famine of 1983 in which an estimated 100,000 people perished was due to the
combined effects of drought and war. In the southern provinces the drought
coincided with war affected areas, while in the northern province of Tete food
could not be moved from the agriculturally rich northern part of the province to
the drought-prone south because of the war. Nutritional surveys carried out
between 1983 and 1986 showed that in all areas with severe malnutrition (10% or
more of children below the third centile, weight for height), the major causes were
a combination of drought and war.
The generous response of donors to the 1987 'Mozambique emergency' can be
contrasted to the slow response in 1983 when relations were cooler with many
western countries. In the 1983 famine two community surveys in Tete province
attributed 19 and 63% of deaths to malnutrition. Surveys using the same
methodology in 1987 attributed 0 and 5% of deaths to malnutrition. Under worse
conditions than 1983 a prompt Mozambican and donor response had averted
famine.
Although large-scale famine has been avoided, the nutritional status of many
communities is precarious. Regular monitoring by a surveillance system and
surveys showed that, for example first trimestre of 1987,27% of children attending
under five clinics in the Inhambane surveillance system had growth faltering.
Infectious diseases have increased in frequency and severity as overcrowding and
poor hygiene have favoured their spread, people have become more suceptible to
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severe disease as their nutritional status has worsened, and control programmes
have broken down. In recent years there have been severe war-related epidemics
of measles, cholera, scabies and meningitis.
Large-scale population movements have occurred as people flee from the MNR.
Out of a total population of 14,000,000,1,500,000 have fled internally to safer areas,
and 600,000 have fled to neighbouring countries. Destabilization has completely
altered the demography of Mozambique.
The social fabric of Mozambican society has been disrupted by displacement, and
killing and kidnapping of family members. Attacks on the roads have cut many
urban families' links with their rural home areas. A recent survey in centres for
displaced people in Zambezia province showed that approximately one-third of
the children had lost or been separated from one or both parents. An extrapolation
of this proportion to the 1.5 million displaced people gives a staggering total of
200,000 children.
Impact on the Health Services
From 1982, when destabilization began in earnest, to the end of 1987,729 peripheral
health units had been destroyed, looted and/or forced to close, 37% of the entire
primary health care network. Health workers are targets of the bandits. The
available statistics do not record all cases of murder or kidnapping, but they show
that at least 23 health workers have been murdered and 44 have been kidnapped;
431 have had their belongings looted.
Despite the destruction, the number of peripheral health units continued to
increase until the end of 1985, as the number of new units built and closed units
reopened exceeded those closed. Only in 1986 did the number of funtioning health
units actually fall slightly as 101 units were closed, and 84 were reopened or newly
built. Before the war intensified in 1982, there had been a rapid expansion of the
primary care network, from 426 units at Independence in 1975 to 1171 in 1982.
To be successful, primary health care requires a high level of community
participation and suppprt from higher levels of the health service. Where the health
services have been able to operate freely, they have scored impressive successes
using community leaders as mobilizers. Thus in 1986 Maputo city was the first in
Africa to achieve 90% of fully-immunized children between 1 and 2 years old.
Between 1985 and 1987 Tete city increased its coverage of fully immunized 1-2
year olds from 23% to 55% and Quelimane city, capital of Zambezia province, from
27% to 60%. This at a time when the health services of both cities were under
enormous pressure as refugees poured in from the war affected rural areas.
In the rural areas community participation in the health services has suffered due
to the widespread disruption caused by the war. Communal villages have been
destroyed, and many village health workers have abandoned their posts. It has
become increasingly difficult to support peripheral health care workers as travel
on the roads has become more dangerous, and health vehicles have been destroyed
by the bandits. In Zambezia province in 1983,16 of the 17 districts had ambulances.
By mid-1986 all but 5 had been destroyed.
Yet most health workers are still at their posts, often in extremely dangerous
conditions. Health workers who have escaped attacks recount how the people hid
them in their midst (if they had been identified they would have been killed). Good
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relations with the community are now a life and death matter in Mozambique, and
not an empty slogan.
Health worker training and support programmes have been reassessed. Instead
of village health workers paid by the community, a new category of health worker,
the basic nurse/midwife, who is paid by the health services, has been trained. With
the difficulties in placing new personnel in isolated and dangerous rural health
posts, the programme is now switching to training of the cleaners who are currently
working in the posts and who in many cases are already functioning as providers
of health care.
The tendency away from unpaid village health workers had begun before the
worsening of the war as the programme had run into great difficulties due to lack
of community and health service support. The war increased this trend. Plans are
now underway to train health workers for the new communities of displaced
people that have sprung up all over the country, and debate continues as to whether
they should be paid health service workers or community volunteers.
At the same time as community health worker training programmes have been
suspended the importance of traditional birth attendants has been recognized in
a situation where travel to the maternity unit has become increasingly hazardous
for pregnant women, and where the waiting areas built for women who live far
from the unit have become targets of attack. In 1985 their training became part of
the MCH programme.
To help overcome the isolation of peripheral health workers, increasing emphasis
is being placed on retraining courses and seminars at provincial level. This initiative
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began in Zambezia province at a time when the worsening of the war made it
increasingly difficult to continue regular support visits to the districts.
Programme strategies have been altered. For example in Inhambane province, the
improvement in security in 1985-1986 enabled the provincial health authorities to
carry out an accelerated immunization programme based on community
mobilization and mobile teams in the rural areas. Despite attacks by bandits after
visits of the vaccination team, the programme obtained an impressive 55% coverage
of fully vaccinated children in rural areas. Other maternal and child health
indicators were also high — 63% of mothers delivered in maternity units and 66%
of children had been weighed four or more times in the first year of life.
Indirect Impact on Health
The negative consequences for health of displacement, lowered agricultural
production and a worsening economic situation are greater than those due to the
disruption of the health services. The loss to the Mozambican economy from the
war has been estimated at $5,5000 million between 1980 and 1986.
The health services have also been hit by the economic consequences of the war.
An increasing proportion of the budget has been spent on recurrent defence costs
(42% in 1986), and the percentage spent on health fell from a healthy 11.2% in 1982
to 7.8% in 1986. In 1987 an economic rehabilitation plan was announced. The plan
included an increase in outpatient charges and inpatient charges in some hospitals.
This was a reluctant decision, which the government document introducing the
new charges attributed to the negative effects of the war. It is still too early to
assess its impact, but in some areas there has been a fall in outpatient attendance.
The decrease in the health budget has come at a time when the costs of maintaining
the health services have increased. Direct destruction of buildings and their
contents has cost the health services over $20,000,000. Transport costs have soared,
with an increasing dependence on air transport combined with a ten-fold rise in
prices.
The health services have become increasingly reliant on financing from donors,
with a corresponding increase in dependence. Drugs for the country's essential
drugs programme now come from UNIPAC, thus undermining the successful
tendering system set up by the state purchasing company, MEDIMOC.
Conclusion
Thus the impact of 'low intensity warfare' on the health of the Mozambican people
has been disastrous. We do have a Mozambican 'emergency' as a result, that merits
both a generous response and an analysis and removal of the cause — South
African destabilization.
The health services have been the victims of direct attack and have had to
compromise on key issues such as health services charges and drug purchasing.
But overall policies remain intact. Mozambique still has a national health service
with no private practice and the commitment to primary health care as a strategy
remains. At the base the ability of communities and health workers to continue
working together under attack is an inspiration. The Mozambican health care
system is proving remarkable resistant to the 'low-intensity warfare' launched
against it.
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Update on Baragwanath Hospital, Soweto
Meredeth Turshen
The Health Issue' {ROAPE No. 36) carried a story on 1,800 striking student nurses
and auxiliary workers at Baragwanath, the 'showcase' black hospital in Soweto
that serves a population of two million. Today, Baragwanath is back in the news,
this time because horrific conditions at the hospital prompted 101 doctors working
there to send a letter of protest to the South African MedicalJoumal (5 September
1987). The Journal endorsed the complaints by carrying a supportive editorial, but
this confirmation did not protect the signatories from disciplinary action by the
Transvaal Provincial Administration.
Basic facilities are grossly inadequate at Bara, as the hospital is familiarly known.
Consultants, interns, registrars and nurses agree that conditions in the medical
wards are 'disgusting and despicable.' A sceptical reporter for The Star (4 January
1988) went to see for herself and wrote that overcrowding results in 92 patients
crammed into one ward with 40 beds and 75 women in another ward with 38 beds;
the overflow sleep on the floor, under beds, many without mattresses, sandwiched
in rows next to each other. Patients interviewed by The Star reporter described
queuing at the toilets for so long that many defecate or urinate in their clothes or
on the floor while waiting; the two working toilets, which serve 100 patients, often
overflow and the surrounding area is covered with urine and excrement.
This complaint is not the first; the Provincial Department of Hospital Services
received descriptions of poor conditions in 1973, and doctors told the South
African Medical and Dental Council of the inhumane situation in 1980, but nothing
was done to correct the deplorable state of affairs. The Department of Hospital
Services continued to ignore repeated appeals and pleas filed in subsequent years.
Nor did the University of Witwatersrand Faculty of Medicine respond to appeals
for support, even though Bara is a teaching hospital affiliated with the university
and the poor conditions threaten this status.
The response of the Department of Hospital Services to the most recent complaint,
the 1987 letter in SAMJ, was to refuse confirmation of seven senior house officers
and nine other doctors in their posts. When six senior house officers took legal
action, the Supreme Court responded positively by ordering the office of the
administrator to convene an urgent hearing, but it also decided that it could not
rule on the validity of the issues raised in the SAMJ letter, nor could it order the
director to appoint applicants to posts.
On 23 December 1987, the six doctors were given the hearing; afterwards they
were told that they would not be appointed on grounds of 'unsuitability.' At about
the same time, the Department of Hospital Services interviewed 19 other applicants
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for posts; these signatories to the letter, mainly interns, were told to sign letters
of apology. Seventeen signed and were appointed; two who did not were granted
a hearing, the results of which are not yet known. Of the six who took legal action,
three signed the apology and three took other jobs elsewhere.
On 4 January 1988, the Department interviewed a further 25 signatories on
temporary staff and told them to sign apologies or face dismissal. Twenty-three
signed, one was given a hearing and one was given more time to consider whether
he wanted to sign the apology or be dismissed; the outcome is not known at this
time, nor is the fate of members of the permanent staff against whom disciplinary
action is pending.
The National Medical and Denial Association (NAMDA, the multiracial counterpart
to the conservative South African Medical Association) condemned the
Department of Hospital Services for victimising the doctors and for the
high-handed manner in which it handled the situation. They deplored the methods
used to undermine and divide the unity of the concerned doctors. The Health
Workers Association said the action by the authorities had 'strong elements of
repressiveness, vindictiveness and a gross insensitivity to the health care needs
of our community.'

Drought, War and Pestilence: Beating the Locusts the Hard
Way
Lionel Cliffe
The great drought that began to afflict Eritrea in 1979 and led to the grave famine
of 1984-1985 ended when rains returned in 1986. But these same rains, which
enabled peasants to raise crops and water their livestock, also enabled the eggs
of desert locusts to hatch. Thus in mid-1987 there was a great risk in Eritrea of a
major explosion of the locust population. Vast destruction of the crops not only
in Eritrea but throughout the Horn could have resulted, given that aerial spraying
was made impossible by war. Against all odds disaster was averted by people
mobilised on the ground to control the insects with simple hand methods of
spraying. Only a few localities were significantly affected. Now, a year later a locust
alert has once more been sounded by the international agencies — can the swarms
be contained again?
The swarming of desert locusts is typically a post-drought phenomenon. Their
eggs survive dry years and don't hatch until a certain threshold of humidity is
reached. After a reasonable rainfall like that of 1986, several years' supply suddenly
emerge as hoppers. Hoppers can damage plants but not on anything like the scale
of the flying insects they turn into after 38 days. Flying locusts pose a mighty threat
when they swarm: the mass reaches a critical size and density and turns into a
raging army. The life cycle of the flying insects is a brief six weeks, but before
expiring the locusts lay eggs, and the circle begins again. The lowlands of Eritrea
are a favourite breeding ground and the eastern ones a common point of entry to
Africa from Arabia, the western lowlands from the Sahel and the Sahara.
The normal system of controlling locusts is to attack them with insecticide spraying
at the hopper stage or when they begin to swarm. Throughout the countries of
eastern Africa and Arabia, where locusts breed, swarm and move vast distances
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on the prevailing wind, the Desert Locust Control Organisation (DLCO), an
inter-governmental body, conducts the spraying from the air, once swarms have
been spotted by their planes or by on-the-ground reports. However, the long war
in Eritrea made spraying from the air impossible in the areas not under Ethiopian
control, which includes the lowlands, in 1986 and 1987 when significant numbers
of hoppers were sighted and swarms were reported. Spotter planes from the DLCO
could not risk being mistaken for Ethiopian reconnaissance aircraft. In fact one
DLCO plane reportedly crashed, and its Tanzania pilot was killed in mid-1987, in
mysterious circumstances just after take off from Asmara, presumably too close
to base to be the work of the Eritrean People's Liberation Front (EPLF). Eritreans
could not communicate information about swarms to the Desert Locust Control
Organisation, which sat with its planes on the deck in Ethiopian-controlled Asmara.
The International Red Cross, used to mediating conflicts in order to provide relief,
tried to work out a means to bridge the gap, for locusts in liberated Eritrea would
not be respecters of borders or front lines and could be a threat over a wide region,
but in fact could not help the situation. Neither organisation was willing to venture
into areas controlled by the EPLF or contested by them, without assurances. The
Eritreans attempted to arrange a complex set of assurances for the organisation
and to provide effective flows of timely information — once located a swarm has
to be attacked before the next morning's sun has warmed them sufficiently for
take-off -but the negotiations came to nothing largely because of their necessary
complexity given the Ethiopian governments' unwillingness to sanction any
contact that might look 'official'. The shortsightedness of this attitude is even
more stark than the Ethiopian refusal to allow free movement of relief food. Denial
of food condemns Eritreans in liberated areas and in contested areas; but locusts
will not just plague the Eritrean population, they can move and prey on crops in
Ethiopia and elsewhere.
Early in 1987 danger seemed to be looming when the first generation of swarming
locusts was sighted near the coast. As fields were not yet planted, the immediate
threat to crops was not imminent, but some control was attempted. The second
generation appeared in June and July in the western lowlands, which were still
quite dry and had no crops in the fields. As the hoppers fledged and moved to the
eastern slopes and highlands of the northern Eritrean province of Sahel, to seek
less hot climes and some greenery, the EPLF and the Eritrean Relief Association
(ERA) mounted a campaign in the only way open to them - to spray the hoppers
and swarms from the ground by hand — a method that any modern expert would
have said was impossible. Amazingly, battalions of sprayers, with containers of
insecticide strapped to their backs, attacked the massive dense swarms — some
several kilometres across.
This mammoth task, never attempted for 40 years or more since the DLCO
instituted aerial control, first required the education of the local population into
the habits and life cycle of the locusts and the setting up of a communications
network for spotting and reporting hoppers and any swarms. When reports came
in of a swarm in a particular place, the spraying teams had to reach there by next
morning coming in down-wind of the swarm at dawn if possible. Trucks, camels
and back-packing were necessary to get to what were often very remote areas.
The 'artillery' was restricted to four truck-mounted spray pumps; but more crucial
were the 'infantry' — some 45 knapsack-motorised sprayers which teams of three
sprayers, clad in home-made spacesuit-looking, rubber cloaks and masks used in
short shifts. Each sprayer was backed up by a team of suppliers who, as the fighters
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moved in shooting as fast as they could, ran back and forth fetching replenishments
of water and insecticides. Some 90 swarms were spotted and wiped out in the
Sahel alone in a few weeks, some of them four kilometres across, by this method;
other swarms were driven from the country — some going south into Ethiopia!
By this combination of popular mobilisaton and an innovative 'appropriate
technology' the mid-1987 locust hazard was controlled and crop damage was kept
to a minimum. According to the Eritrean Relief Association (ERA) only some 3,500
hectares of crops were destroyed, a serious loss in a time of famine but only a tiny
proportion of the area at risk.
Although farmers feared a third generation of locusts just before the harvest in
late November/early December, the EPLF-controlled areas reported no swarms.
The simple control measures had probably reduced the threat for the time being.
The popular mobilisation for spotting is probably enough to allow control of any
swarms in these ares, but there is always a risk that locusts could emerge in
especially remote contested areas, or that they could sweep in from Sudan or
across the Red Sea.
In June 1988, the UN Food and Agriculture Organisation (FAO) reported swarms
of locusts migrating like a ravening army from northwestern Africa steadily across
the whole Sahel region of Africa and they seemed to have reached the Red Sea in
July. By August, the FAO was talking about an 'explosion' of the locust plague. It
might just be possible for the on-the-ground method to contain them again in
liberated Eritrea — indeed a large swarm was attacked by the EPLF in this way
at that time — but if not totally wiped out, they could then move on. The creation
of arrangements that would permit resumption of aerial spraying is in everyone's
urgent interest, and the participation of third parties and third countries to create
the necessary complex communications for spraying across battle lines would
help all concerned. Such arrangements did operate in nearby Tigrai, but whether
the Ethiopian government and in turn the DLCO and the Red Cross have the will
and the technical and diplomatic abilities to institute a workable system of control
in both areas remains in doubt. In early August the DLCO in fact reported that
control efforts in Eritrea are being hampered—as a result of 'heavy rain, low cloud
and fog' (presumably mention of the war was a diplomatic omission). In these
circumstances the alternative control system that the EPLF evolved is essential if
pestilence is to be avoided — but so too is an end to damaging diplomatic niceities
that make international agencies evade the real cause of locust invasion—the war.

Toxic Terrorism
Phil O'Keefe
One of the most striking, but least discussed, ideological assumptions underlying
capitalism is that economic forces are natural but nature is not. It is an ideological
imperative that instructs us to obey the laws of supply and demand but enjoins
us to forget the laws of nature. It insists on market equilibrium but denies natural
balance. It posits the social world as one governed as if by physical laws and the
physical world as controllable without reference to physical law.
Nowhere is this clearer than in energy policy where capital continually sources
new investment opportunities rather than efficiently deploying existing resources.
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control efforts in Eritrea are being hampered—as a result of 'heavy rain, low cloud
and fog' (presumably mention of the war was a diplomatic omission). In these
circumstances the alternative control system that the EPLF evolved is essential if
pestilence is to be avoided — but so too is an end to damaging diplomatic niceities
that make international agencies evade the real cause of locust invasion—the war.

Toxic Terrorism
Phil O'Keefe
One of the most striking, but least discussed, ideological assumptions underlying
capitalism is that economic forces are natural but nature is not. It is an ideological
imperative that instructs us to obey the laws of supply and demand but enjoins
us to forget the laws of nature. It insists on market equilibrium but denies natural
balance. It posits the social world as one governed as if by physical laws and the
physical world as controllable without reference to physical law.
Nowhere is this clearer than in energy policy where capital continually sources
new investment opportunities rather than efficiently deploying existing resources.
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How European and American toxic waste finds its way to Africa

In the aftermath of the 1970s energy 'crisis', most economists agreed that it was
cheaper to save a unit of energy than to produce a new unit. Such savings of course,
would also fall in line with the laws of thermodynamics. Yet energy efficiency has
remained relatively unattractive to capital because accumulation opportunities are
limited. The response of capital has been to develop larger, monopolies for energy
production and consumption. In short, although it would seem to be instinctively
nonsense, the laws of capital accumulation are stronger than the laws of
thermodynamics; and most worrying, what is true of physical laws is equally true
when chemical laws or econological principles are under consideration. The world
is turned upside down.
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Turning the world upside down of course has severe consequences. The drive for
capital accumulation produces externalities of both production and consumption.
Externalities are essentially negative impacts beyond the market mechanisim or,
expressed more simply, a disregard for any impact that might impinge on profit.
Such externalities do however have costs which are usually foisted upon workers
at the point of production, and on the community at the points of reproduction.
Successful struggles against such practices result in capital withdrawing these
processes and products from the First World and pushing them to the Third World.
A major element of the new international division of labour, the new round of
imperialism is the export of hazard. Capital accumulation rules even when it is life
threatening.
There is however, one externality of capitalist production that raises enormous
ethical problems — waste. Capital accumulation begets toxic waste accumulation.
This waste remains a problem for future generations since much waste is dumped
not processed. Leaving toxic waste to future generations discounts the future
against the present. Crudely, it means valuing the present more highly than the
future, putting a higher price on current existence than that of our children's
children. And when such toxic waste disposal is put into an imperial context,
quintessentially a racialist context, the export of hazard is nothing short of toxic
terrorism.
Dumping on Africa
On 30 July 1988 the Karen B set sail from Koko, Nigeria, with a cargo of toxic
waste. Mammam Kontagora, the Minister of Clerks and Housing, hoped he was
seeing the last of 3,800 tonnes of chemical waste that was discovered in early June.
That waste, dumped in dented drums, had been illegally exported from Italy. The
drums, swelling under pressure as the fluids vaporized in heat, were leaking onto
the unguarded site some two hundred metres from the local school.
The Nigerian government contacted the US Environmental Protection Agency and
Friends of the Earth to assess the risk. Although initial sampling gave no indication
of radioactive material there were preliminary results that indicated the waste
contained corrosive toxins and carcinogens such as polycholorinated diphenyls
(PCB). Large numbers of the drums held volatile solvents with a low flash point.
Several drums had been emptied and carried away for use as containers.
The Koko case caused an international incident. Nigeria has constantly berated
Benin over its agreement to take French nuclear waste but, in the Koko case, it
seems that some of the waste may have also come from Benin. The Nigerian
government held an Italian vessel, the Piave, and its twenty-four crew members
for more than six weeks as they negotiated with Italian authorities to remove the
waste. Fifteen people involved in the scandal have been arrested and Nigeria is
seeking the extradition of an Italian director, Gianfranco Raffaelli, of the Iruekpen
Construction Company, who used forged Italian cargo clearance papers and
Nigerian import permits to land the wastes.
Koko is not an isolated incident Guinea has arrested the Vice Consul of the
Norwegian Embassy who represented an American company which dumped 15,000
tonnes of contaminated ash on Kassa Island. The President of the Congo, Denis
Sasson-Nguesso, sacked two members of the cabinet connected to a toxic waste
import from Liechenstein.
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The political response to dumping pressures is accelerating. At the May 1988
meeting of the Organisation for African Unity (OAU) President Babangida argued,
no government, no matter the financial inducement, has the right to mortgage the destiny
of future generations of African children.

The meeting passed a resolution against dumping although eight African countries
already had completed agreements to accept waste. The United Nations through
the United Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) are moving ahead to develop
a global standard for trade in toxic wastes. The Ivory Coast has passed legislation
that provided for prison terms up to 20 years and fines to US$1.6 million for
involvement in toxic waste dumping. A Nigerian official, Iuro Onabule, warned
that they were prescribing the death penalty for anyone involved with toxic waste.
He added that,
there will be no concessions to appeals from foreign governments.

The popular press rings with condemnation of the trade. Sam Omatseye writing
in the Nigerian magazine African Concord, summed up the outrage when he noted
that the trade in toxic waste,
. . . re-echoes what Europe has always thought of Africa: A wasteland. And the people who
live there, waste beings.

The Expanding Waste Problem
The size of the toxic trade is difficult to gauge. Greenpeace, the global campaigning
pressure group, have released a report detailing forty waste export deals to the
Third World. These include:
Senegal:
Negotiating for undisclosed amounts of unspecified waste
for a landfill north of Dakar.
Guinea Bissau:
Contracted for 15 million tonnes of industrial and
chemical wastes.
Cape Verde:
Negotiating for ash disposal.
Guinea:
Accepted 15,000 tonnes of incinerator ash from the US
and Norway.
Benin:
Contracted for 5 million tonnes of industrial waste and
French nuclear waste.
Nigeria:
3,800 tonnes of toxic waste dumped at Koko.
Equitorial Guinea:
Accepted 2 million tonnes of mixed chemical waste as
landfill on Annoban Island.
Gabon:
Accepted unspecified quantities of Uranium mining
wastes from the United States.
Congo:
Contracted to take 1 million tonnes of solvents and
chemical waste.
Sudan:
Negotiated with West Germany for nuclear waste dump.
Reliable statistic on the export of hazardous material are unavailable but several
trends are apparent. First, transboundary shipments are increasing rapidly and
when the wastes are inadequately managed, transboundary pollution increases.
Second, Africa is increasingly seen as a dump not only for toxic waste but large
quantities of domestic rubbish as landfills are closed in the First World because
of increasingly stringent environmental legislation. Third, the NIMBY Syndrome
('not in my back yard') suggests that First World politicians refrain from insisting
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that what is good for the First World is good for the Third World. Fourth, there is
little managerial or technical capacity to run such landfill sites safely in the Third
World not least because the dumps are on the poorest land where the poorest
people live. Fifth, there is no analysis of the geology and ecology of dumping sites
and this little knowledge of the impact on the soils water and food chains. Sixth,
there is little accurate knowledge about the content of the waste which is
frequently a chemical cocktail. Finally, the exporting companies do not have a track
record of safe waste disposal since many are 'off the peg' companies purchased
for quick profit making.
Quick profit making — the heart of toxic terrorism. The wastes at Koko would
cost between US$400 — 2,500 per tonne to incinerate in Europe. To dispose of the
4,000 tonnes in Kako the price was US$1000 per month as rental. Even household
rubbish is costing as much as US$100 per tonne to remove in the First World.
Dumping is a growth industry.
A Final Note
The only solution would be to develop new processes that produce as little waste
as possible or failing that, to recycle or neutralise it. But such work is expensive
and lowers current profits. Yet failure to end dumping produces an environment
where physical processes are at risk, where capitalism sells the birthright not of
its own generation, but future generations where, because the newborn can not
vote — essential democracy is suborned.
The following is taken from the Greenpeace study entitled: International Trade in
Toxic Wastes: Policy and Data Analysis (June 1988):
Policy Analysis
Principle 21 of the 1972 Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the
Human Environment at Stockholm, declares that each state is responsible for
ensuring that activities within their jurisdiction or control do not cause damage
to the environment of other states or of areas beyond the limits of their own
national jurisdiction.
In support of this Principle, and the Cairo Guidelines, Greenpeace International
calls for a global ban on the transboundary movement of wastes. The basis for this
global ban on the transboundary movement of such wastes and waste
treatment/storage/disposal facilities is as follows:
* The basic 'need' for export can not be justified in scientific, technical, monetary
or legal terms.
* Exhaustive scientific studies have shown that all common waste disposal options
— landfills, incinerators and deepwell injection facilities — release contaminants
into the surrounding environment.
* No system of regulations can safeguard human health and environmental
integrity from wastes moved from one country to another.
* Each shipment of waste from one country to another is a threat to the public
health and environmental integrity of the transited and receiving countries.
Thus far, the United Nations Environment Program working group has modeled
its efforts after the regulatory systems created in North America and Europe.
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However, these systems, based on the principle of 'prior informed consent', have
done nothing to stem the flow of wastes, often illegal, from North America and
Europe to developing countries.
In fact, the rate of the transboundary movement of toxic and hazardous wastes
has accelerated during the last year. Further, bureaucratic systems designed to
monitor the flow of wastes from industrialised nations appear to be incapable of
stopping the proliferation of 'sham recycling' and overtly illegal waste export
schemes.
Wastes are not appropriate commodities for trade in the global marketplace. The
export of wastes serves as a safety valve for waste generators in industrialised
states, where both popular and official recognition of the need for better protection
of public health and the environment is leading to accelerating costs for waste
disposal.
In many developing nations, the regulatory frameworks and technical
infrastructures for appropriate management of toxic and hazardous wastes are as
yet in formative stages. These nations are being offered multi-million dollar
contracts for accepting wastes from countries where regulations are more
stringent and where, consequently, disposal costs are even higher.
Waste merchants, waste generators and even regulatory agencies of the exporting
countries are giving assurances to recipient countries to the harmlessness of
wastes from which no safe means of disposal exist. This situation sets the stage
for environmental and public health catastrophes of unprecendented magnitude
and duration.
On May 25,1988, African foreign ministers pledged to stop the dumping of foreign
wastes in Africa. In a declaration drafted to mark the 25th anniversary of the
founding of the Organization of African Unity, African states pledged 'to refrain
from entering into agreements or arrangements with any industrialised countries,
transnational corporations, private companies or interest groups on the dumping
of nuclear and hazardous industrial waste on African territories.'
In late May 1988 the European Parliament in Brussels unanimously passed a similar
resolution calling for a ban on the large scale export of toxic waste from Europe
to developing countries.
Opposition to the international trade of toxic wastes is growing as rapidly as the
actual flow of wastes from industrialised countries to less-developed countries. It
is Greenpeace's hope that this working group will seize the initiative to prohibit
the international flow of toxic wastes.
Recommendations
Greenpeace will cooperate with UNEP and interested governments and
organisations in the adoption of a Convention which would prevent, rather than
facilitate, the international trade in wastes. We require a strong Convention rather
than a simple mechanism for approval of exports. Therefore, Greenpeace
International recommends that the Ad Hoc working group:
1. Act in accordance with Principle 21 of the 1972 Declaration of the United
Nations Conference on the Human Environment. This principle states that it is the
repsonsibility of each state to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction or
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control do not cause damage to the environment of other states or of areas beyond
the limits of national jurisdiction.
2. Act in accordance with the Cairo Guidelines of 1987, which state, in part, 'States
should take such steps as are necessary to promote the development and
employment of low-waste technologies applicable to activities generating
hazardous wastes and the recycling and reuse of hazardous wastes unavoidably
produced by such activities'.
3. Recognize that the international commerce in wastes inevitably releases
contaminants into countries of import, and that this trade discourages the
prevention of wastes at their point of origin.
4. Draft, in accordance with the above principles, a Convention which severely
restricts or bans the international commerce in wastes, including the
transboundary movement of treatment/disposal technologies which lead to
international waste trade.
5. Include, within such a convention, all wastes, excluding only those raw materials
for use exclusively in production processes which are scientifically demonstrated
not to release toxics to the environment. This ban would include all wastes that,
during their treatment, storage, transportation and/or disposal, form or release
toxic or hazardous substances.
Greenpeace
International Conventions Project
Greenpeace Belgium
Waverse Steenweg 335
1040 Bruxelles
Belgium

NAMIBIA: Placing Present Developments in Perspective
David de Beers
Background to the UN Security Council Resolution 435 (1978)
For the Namibians themselves, the colonial history of Namibia has been both
traumatic and tragic. Brutally colonised by the Germans in 1844; invaded by the
South Africans in 1915; entrusted under a mandate by the League of Nations to
South Africa in 1919, subjected to systematic discrimination under South Africa's
apartheid laws, Namibians have watched for generations how the international
community has refused to shoulder its reponsibilities and intervene.
With the United Nations taking over from the League of Nations in 1945, South
Africa continued to impose its will on Namibia in defiance of world opinion. In
1966 the UN General Assembly voted to end South Africa's mandate over the
territory. In June 1971, the International Court of Justice in The Hague confirmed
in an advisory opinion that South Africa's occupation of Namibia was illegal. This
opinion, together with the publicity generated by a mass strike by Namibian
workers, led to a new diplomatic initiative in 1972 spearheaded by the then
newly-appointed UN Secretary General, Dr. Kurt Waldheim. Dr.Waldheim later
appointed a Swiss diplomat, DrAlfred Escher, to assist him.

